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Tiatroduction

Clearinghouses of the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
are charged with both information 1,athering and information dissemination.
As the growing movement to convert the basic measuring systems of the
United States to the metric system became apparent, the ERIC Clearinghouse
for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education commissioned a
paper that would identify and discuss the fundamental mathematical and
psychological issues underlying the teaching, of the metric system in the
schools. The result of that commission is the article "Metrication. Measure,
and Mathematics'' in this '.and book.

As work on that paper progressed, it became obvious that a compilation
of practical suggestions and recommendations for teaching the metric system
was also needed. Indeed, it seemed that a theoretical paper discussing basic
issues would be enhanced by includinL, it as a component of such a collection.
The April 1973 and May 1973 issues of the Arithmetic Teacher -)rovicled
excellent sources of such recommendations, and the ERIC Clearinghouse
contacted the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics to explain the
concept of the handbook and to seek permission to include NCTM materials.
The enthusiastic response of NCTM resulted in the suggestion of a joint
project. The scope of the original project was greatly expanded, and ad-
ditional short papers were commissioned to till gaps in coverage within
the handbook.

Although the papers in this handbook present a remarkably unified set
of recommendations, there are some contradictions in specific details, as
might be expected when seventeen different authors are represented. The
ultimate resolution of these conflicts will depend on what happens in class-
rooms, since successful classroom learning is the final test of educational
theory. For this reason, the handbook is addressed to teachers. It is hoped
that it will prove to he both a useful and a frequently iiscd resource for teachers.



A quick guide to the handbook

This handbook has been compiled to provide a reference for teachers at
all levels who are implementing the metric system in their classrooms. Here
is a brief summary of the articles in the handbook that may make the task
of finding specific information somewhat easier,

1. Introducing the Metric System

Are you interested in arbitrary units, fundamental metric units, and schemes
for subdividing units? The article ''Activities for Introducing Metric Con-
cepts to Teachers" presents these ideas via sample classroom activities that
require inexpensive or homemade equipment.

Do you need to convince someone that the English system of measure-
ment is cumbersome? Then read "Inching Our Way towards the Metric
System." This article also presents tables of basic relationships between
metric units and an explanation of how the metric system was developed.

"The Metric System: Past, PresentFuture?" provides an insight into the
role of measure in national affairs. A detailed history of interest in the
metric system in the United States is given. A summary of this history is
provided in "Historical Steps toward Metrication."

2. Teaching the Metric System: Activities

Suggestions for introducing the metric system in the classroom are con-
tained in "Experiences for Metric Missionaries." Conversion charts showing
the relative sizes of metric units and their English counterparts are also
included.

Ideas for making your own metric equipment are expressed in "Metric
Equipment: How to Improvise." The article also explains how to subdivide
a line segment into ten equal parts.

"Think MetricLive Metric" emphasizes the importance of estimating
metric measures and provides a series of charts for recalibrating common
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4 A METRIC HANDBOOK FOR TEACHERS

household measuring devices to the metric system. Sample test items for
judging your own to apply the metric system are also included.

Gaines can he exciting tools for teaching both metric facts and metric
measuring skills. "Procedures for Designing Your Own Metric Games for
Pupil Involvement'' lists principles for making such games and gives an
example of a game involving weighing objects in kilograms.

The section concludes with samples of activities and worksheets relating
to the metric system that have appeared in the "Ideas- department of recent
issues of the Arithmetic Teacher.

3. Teaching the Metric System: Guidelines

Six ideas for converting a school curriculum to the metric system are
contained in "Schools Are Going Metric.''

The NCI N.I Metric Implementation Committee sugg sts both general and
specific guidelines for teaching measurement and the metric system in the
article "Metric: Not If, but How.

Placement of metric-system topics and skills in the elementary and sec-
ondary curriculum is discussed in -Teaching the Metric System as Part of
Compulsory Conversion in the United States."

"Metric Curriculum: Scope, Sequence, and Guidelines'' expands the ideas
of the two previous articles. A sequence of topics relating to the metric
system is suggested for primary, intermediate, and secondary levels. Teach-
ing guidelines are also presented.

4. Looking at the Measurement Process

What skills arc necessary for measuring? "Ten Basic Steps for Successful
Metric Measurement'' considers basic skills and suggests a natural sequence
for their development.

"Thinking about Measurement'' reviews the work of Piaget with respect
to measurement and suggests specific teaching activities that are consonant
with Piaget's findings.

Actual measurements are approximations. The article "Teaching about
'About suggests that a measurement is between hounds and develops
an arithmetic for these bounds.

5. Metrication, Measure, and Mathematics

This article considers measurement as a mathematical function, and ex-
plores several measure functions. Psychological difficulties and considerations
in the teaching of measure functions and the applications of measure functions
to metrication are considered. Teaching suggestions conclude the paper.
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Activities for introducing
metric concepts to teachers

JON L. HIGGINS

The best way to learn about the metric system is to use it! Here are sonic sample
activities that show you some of the advantages of the system. They are restricted
to activities that use simple materials. As you work through them, you should
consider how they might he adapted to use other materials, either commercial or
teacher made, and if they are suitable to the age or grade level you teach.

Work Card #1: Arbitrary units

Find a textbook. Measure its length using your index finger as a length
unit. How many fingers long is the book?

Now pass the hook to a neighbor. Have him measure the length of the
hook using the length of his index finger as a unit. How long does he say
the hook is?

How do your two measurements compare?
Is there a problem if the book is not a whole number of fingers long?

What might you do to help solve the problem?

Work Card =2: Parts of units

Use the same textbook you used for work card = I. Measure its width
using the length of your index finger. What is its width to the nearest whole
finger?

Now measure the width of the textbook using as a basic unit the width of
your thumb. What is the width of the textbook to the nearest whole thumb?

If you are restricted to whole-number measurements, which do you think
is the better measure to use, lingers or thumbs?

Imagine that you measured the width of the textbook using the thickness
of your fingernail as the unit of length. Which would be the best measure
to use, fingers. thumbs, or fingernails?

What are the disadvantages of using fingernail thicknesses as length units?
Could you improve the process by using some combination of finger,

thumb, and fingernail units? What rules might you have to make to be
sure different peoPIC'ebuld get the same finger, thumb, and fingernail measure-
ments for a given hook width?

7



8 A METRIC' HANDBOOK FOR TEACHERS

Work Card =3: Fractional units

It nut he more accurate to measure with smaller units, but most people
get tired of eountinl, the big numbers that result. A good compromise is
to use a big unit that is subilkidecl into smaller fractional parts. One can use
the big unit to measure most of the length a.al count only the fractional parts
for the last partial unit of length.

At the bottom or this work card are big units that have been divided into
fractional parts. The name of the big unit is the awkward.

I low !tidily fractional parts make one awkward?
('an You name one of the fractional parts? (You may want to make up

a name of your own for this subdivision. lie creative!)
Measure the leagth, width, and thickness of a textbook, to the nearest frac-

tional awk ward.
Pass the hook to your neighbor ',ind compare measurements. Do they

match? Why or v. hy not?

I I 1. L

,skward

Work Card -7:4: Computed measures

Imagine a square piece of paper one awkward on each side. How many
of them could you lay on top of the textbook? Make a guess to the nearest
whole square awkward.

Calculate the area of the top of the textbook in square awkwards by
multiplying the length in awkwards by the width in awkwards.

I low does your calculation compare with your guess?
If your length and width measures included fractional parts of an awkward,

your area measure should include some fractional parts of a square awkward.
If you use only the subdivisions shown on work card #3, what would be
the smallest fractional part of a square awkward?

Calculate the volume of a box that would hold the textbook by multiplying
together the length, width, and thickness of the book (all in awkwards).
Your answer is the number of awkward cubes that would he required to
fill such a box.

Construct a cubic awkward. Does your answer for the volume of the
textbook box look reasonable in terms of the cubic awkward? How could
you check corn work`'

What is the smallest fraction of a cubic awkward von could possibly obtain
if you use only the subdivisions of the awkward shown on work card #3?

Could we have 'mule a better choice of fractional parts when dividing
the awkward?
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Work Card =5: Introducing the decimeter

Previous work cards have explored two problems: the necessity to agree
On a standard unit of length instead of arbitrary units, and the advantages
and disadvantages of different schemes for subdividing units into fractional
parts. The bottom of this work card is ruled in a length unit that solves
both these problems. 'the unit is a standard that is widely agreed on, and
the Unit has more convenient fractional parts than the awkward. Sec if you
can find out why its fractional parts arc easier to work with.

Measure the length, width, and thickness of a textbook with this ruler.
Compute the area of the top of the book in square decimeters. Write

your answer in both fractions and decimals.
Compute the volume of a box that would just hold the textbook.
11 lengths, widths, and thicknesses are measured to the nearest tenth of

a decimeter, what will be the smallest fractional part of a square decimeter
that can be calculated? What will be the smallest fractional part of a cubic
decimeter that can he calculated?

(1

Decimeter

Work Card -=6: A bigger measure

Measure the height of your neighbor using the decimeter scale from work
card 5. (One convenient way to do this is to first mark his height on a
strip of adding-machine tape: then measure the distance between the mark
and the end of the tape.)

Would a different length unit he more convenient for measuring the
heights of different people'?

Suppose you invented a bigger length unit. but used the decimeter as
the fractional part of this new unit. Remembering what you know about
computing with fractions and decimals, how many decimeters should you
choose to make one of the new length units'? Explain your answer.

-\ length unit that is ten decimeters long is called a meter.
Using the decimeter s'.:alc on work Lard ±5, construct a meter on a piece

of adding-machine tape.
Find the length ;Ind Width of your room in meters.
Calculate the area of the floor of your room in square meters.
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Work Card #7: Smaller measures

Measure the length and width of a business calling card. You may use
either the meter from work card #6 or the decimeter from work card #5.
Which would be the better choice!

Would it be more convenient to define a unit o' length smaller than the
decimeter? Could you use your knowledge about he meter and decimeter
to define this smaller unit? How might you do it?

A smaller length unit is ruled on the bottom of this s'ark card. I-low does
it compare to the decimeter scale on work card #5?

The name of this smaller unit length is the centimeter.
Use centimeters to measure the length and width of the calling card.
Use centimeters to measure the length and width of a paper clip.

0 I 2 3 4

Centimeter

Work Card #8: Relating measures

Measure a length of one meter on a strip of adding-machine tape. Now
remeasure this length using the decimeter scale from work card =5. Com-
plete these equations using decimal notation:

1 meter decimeters: I decimeter -7:: meter

Use the ,:entimeter scale from work card =7 to measure a length of one
decimeter. Complete these equations:

1 decimeter = centimeters; I centimeter = decimeter
I meter = centimeters; I centimeter = meter

If we want to measure even smaller lengths, it is convenient to give a
name to the fractional part of a centimeter. This tiny length is called a
millimeter. Make a table of equations relating the millimeter to the centimeter,
decimeter, and meter.

If we want to measure bigger distances, we could invent a bigger length
unit that has a meter as its fractional part. The most commonly used big
length unit is the kilometer. A kilometer is 1000 meters.: meter would be
what fractional part of a kilometer?

Make a table of equations relating the l-Hlometer to the meter, decimeter,
centimeter, and millimeter.
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Work Card 9: Exploring volumes

Use light cardboard to make a box that is I decimeter long, I decimeter
wide, and I decimeter high. Leave the top of the box open.

What is the volume of this box in cubic centimeters?
Fill a one-quart milk carton with rice. Pour the rice into the cubic decimeter

box. is the volume of the box more or less than one quart?
Use a one-cup measure and rice to estimate the volume of the box in

cups. Report the volume of the box as being less than cups and
more than . __... cups.

This box is a convenient measure of volume, and it has the advantage
of being closely related t,,) the units of length you have just worke1 with.
The name of the volume of the box is one /her.

Work Card = 10: Exploring weights

If we fill one cubic centimeter with water we can invent a small unit of
weight. This weight unit is called a gram.

The United States nickel weighs about 5 grams. Use a balance and a nickel
to find the weight i n grams of one sheet of paper. ( I f the sheet of paper weighs
less than the nickel, and you cannot cut the nickel up, what else can you
do to solve this problem? )

What is the weight in L.-anis of an en:ire ream of paper?
If a liter box is filled with water, how much would it weigh in grams?
One thousand grams is used as a big unit of weight, called the kilo.1,,rom.

What is the weight of a liter of water in kilograms?
Put a plastic hag inside the liter box \ ou constructed for work card =Y.

Fill the bag ( to the rim of the box ) with water (always holding it over a
sink). You are holding a kilogram. Have someone place books in your other
hand until the books feel about as heavy as the kilogram.

What is the weight of each book according to ,our estimate?
How could you improve the accuracy of \ our estimate?
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Inching our way
towards the metric system

GERARDUS VERVOORT

Is assistant professor of mathematics 'duration at Lai ehead
l .1 ni ersit y (; erard us I "ern )ort's pro f es.Nional experience afro includes

teachint; in elementary Gml secondary schools. II e has worked with
I mlians and liskitnos and has taught school in three di 11 crew
countries. I I e grew up in the Netherlands and, thus, is

14Seti to thinking ntetrie.

What is heavier, a pound of gold or a
pound of feathers?"

"They both weigh the same.- answers
the bright child in whom we have carefully
nurtured logical thinking.

-\\ rong!.. we reply. "A pound of feathers
is determined kv avoirdupois weight and
measures 7,000 grains. A pound of gold is
determined by troy weight and measures
5,760 grains. Thus, a pound of feathers is
heavier. Clear? Let us try once more. What
is heavier. an ounce of gold or an ounce of
feathers?-

"An ounce of feathers?"
"Wrong!"
-They both weigh the same'?"
-Wrong again! A pound of gold consists

of 12 ounces because it is determined by
tro), weight. Therefore, an ounce of gold
is equal to 480 grains. But there are 16
ounces in an avoirdupois pound. Therefore
an ounce of feathers equals 437.5 grains.-

It should come as no surprise that many
people in North America have ceased all
critical thinking with respect to measure-
ments. A full-page advertisement for a cer-
tain small car in the 18 October 1971 issue
of Newsweek boldly proclaims that it has
a fiftv-seven inch overall outside width
while it is a full live feet across on the in-
side! I low many readers noticed the dis-
crepancy'?

Anyone who feels smug and confident

12

regarding his knowledge f the North
American system of weights and measures
is invited to test his [nettle on the following
questions:

1. Flow many cubic inches are there in
a gallon?

2. What is the difference between a

liquid quart and a dry quart?

3. Flow many square feet are there in
an acre?

4, A common aspirin tablet is five
grains. I-low many scruples does that repre-
sent?

5. What is the number of pennyweights
in a troy ounce'?

There will be few who can answer all
of these correctly. Yet the list of questions
could have been made much longer and
more difficult by including references to
rods, furlongs, square perches, poles,

chains, cords, fathoms, cables, nautical
miles, leagues. pecks, gills, drams, hogs-
heads, and barley corns. And it must not
he overlooked that though a bushel gen-
erally represents 60 pounds avoirdupois,
it is equal to only 48 pounds of barley, 32
pounds of oats, or 56 pounds of rye or
Indian corn. And do not forget the regional
differences. In Massachusetts a bushel of
potatoes is 60 pounds, but only 56 pounds
in North Carolina or \Vest Virginia.
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Is it any wonder that 14 countries are
presently preparing to Go NIETRic and join
the 114 countries and territories that have
adopted the metric system already? In-
creasing world trade and the fact that
Britain is in an advanced stage of change-
over from the inch-pound to the meter-
gram system. makes a similar change man-
datory for the economic survival of the
few remaining nonmetric countries. Most
think as Canada:

The Government believes that adoption of the
metric systern of measurement is ultimately in-
evitableand desirablefor Canada. It would
view wi'h concern North America remaining as
an inch-pound island in an otherwise metric
worlda position which would he in conflict
with Canadian industrial and trade interests and
commercial policy objectives. The Government
believes that the goal is clear, the problems
lie in determining how to reach this goal so as
to ensure the benefits with a minimum of cost.

If such governments arc correct in their
assessments, then the need to begin this
process of change as quickly as possible
is obvious. The longer the decision is de-
layed, the more the eventual cost of the
change will he increased.

The implications for the educational
system are clear. The children presently
in school will be in their early thirties in
the year 2000. Presumably. the whole
world will he metric by that time. Inches,
pounds, and yards will have gone the way
of the fountain pen. the kerosene lamp.
and the log cabinpicturesque memories
of the past. surviving in a few standard
expressions and in museum exhibits, but
otherwise of historical interest only.

In preparation for that time, there is an
immediate need for greater emphasis on
teaching the metric system and a conse-
quent need for retraining teachers and
revising the textbooks. This is urgent al-
ready because of the years that elapse
between the introduction of new texts and
the graduation of the students who have
used them.

As soon as primitive men learned to
speak and communicate, a need for ex-
pressing quantities must have arisen. No

doubt first expressions were vague and
inexact, but they served a purpose, just
as similar statements of measurement serve
a purpose today. We are still told to gather
an "armful" of wood, and to add a "hand-
ful" of flour or a "pinch" of salt to a
certain cooking recipe. The grocery store
may advertise that a "truckload" of water-
melons has arrived just in time for the
weekly special. The term truckload serves
a purpose because no one, except the store
keeper, cares whether that means 600
watermelons or 1000.

All these measurements are easy to
visualize and often directly related to phy-
sical experiences. A nomadic Eskimo reck-
ons distances by so many "sleeps." A
German farmer may explain that he owns
six "mornings" of land, meaning the land
area that can he plowed by a man in six
mornings. We do comparable things in

North America when we measure distance
by stating that it is a "three-hour drive"
or when we measure areas by "city blocks."
Sometimes such measurements survive in
our language even though they can no
longer he easily visualized. Electoral dis-
tricts are sometimes called "ridings" from
the distance a man could cover on horse-
back. And just as primitive man developed
new measures as the need arose, so do we.
We talk about a "pack" of cigarettes and
a "roll" of paper towels.

However, such ine;:act measures were
not sufficient for trade or barterthey left
too much room for disagreement because
they meant different things to different
people. Even where agreement existed, it

still could he very confusing. For example,
a last (load) of herring was 12 kegs, but
a last of gun powder was 24 kegs. A last
of brick was 500 bricks, but a last of tiles
was only 144 tiles. A last of wool was
12 sacks.

If one goes to a market place in Europe,
one can still buy goads by the ell. An ell
of cloth is a length of cloth stretched be-
tween the hand and the shoulder (this
measure survives in our word elbow), but
when purchasing by the ell, watch the
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salesman closely to see that he indeed
stretches his hand and arm completely
while measuring Your purchase. Preferably
buy from people with long arms, and under
no circumstances buy elastic that way.

To make trade possible, local barons and
chieftains often established certain stan-
dards of measurement. Their foot was al-
ways a popular standard, So was their
thumb. A certain Anglo-Saxon king defined
the yard as the length of his girth. Picture
the foot, thumb, and waist measuring cere-
monies. Imagine all the resulting confusion.
For not only did these measures differ from
place to place, but they changed with the
advent of any new ruler. And lift expect-
ancy was rather short in those days,

As long as trade occurred primarily at
the local level, the situation was not dis-
astrous. People did not question why cloth
should be measured by the ell, land by rods,
and a horse's height by hands. And before
the Arabic numerals were used, convert-
ing from one measure of length to another
was difficult regardless,

With the grow ing acceptance of the
decimal system of numeration, the begin-
ning of science and industry, and the de-
velopment of more powerful national gov-
ernments ( who were interested in the now
of goods for purposes of taxation 1, the
situation changed. Voices became adamant
in favor of a more rational system of Mea-
surement; one that not only would he uni-
versal, but in which the units of length,
area, and capacity would he related in a

simple manner.
If the new system was to he truly uni-

versal, with all measures related as much
as possible. then the selection of a basic
unit was important. Several possibilities
were considered. The time of the swing of a
pendulum is directly related to its length.
The length of a pendulum that would de-
scribe one complete swing per second was
suggested as the fundamental unit of the
new linear measure. But that would hardly
he universal, critics pointed out: a pendu-
lum swings faster at the north and south
poles than it does at the equator. Moreover,

a measure defined in that Way would pre-
suppose a definition of a second which was
in itself a questionable measure.

A sector of the equator was also sug-
gested as a unit. But the length of the
equator would be difficult to me.,:wre. Be-
sides, few countries touch the equator;
thus, the new measure would not he truly
universal.

Finally, a third proposal was agreed on:
a portion of a meridian would be used as
a general standard. Although few countries
were on the equator. every nation was on
some meridian. (It was generally accepted
at that time that every meridian was of ex-
actly the same length as any other meridian,
a belief that was later proven wrong.) But
what portion of the meridian should he
used? One millionth. a ten-millionth, a hun-
dred-millionth? Practical aspects of daily
life, as well as trade and commerce. had to
he taken into consideration. Since the ap-
proximate circumference of the earth along
a meridian was already known from astro-
nomical calculations, and because dividing
that length by 40 million would yield a
length of about one yard. that was the unit
decided on for the basic measure. The new
measure was called the meter (in French.
metrefrom the Greek metros. "mea-
sure-). In turn the basic measure was in-
creased or decreased by powers of ten to
establish other linear measures. Greek pre-
Ike', to the term niter were used to denote
multiples of the unit, while Latin prefixes
indicated subdivisions.

The result was as follows:
kilometer = I(NN) meters

I hectometer = 100 meters
dekameter = to meters
meter = I meter

I decimeter = O. t meter
I centimeter = 0.01 meter
I millimeter = 0.00I meter

For a unit of area, the square dekameter
was decided on. A square meter would
have been too small for practical purposes;
a square hectometer, too big for a land
where fields were small. A square 10 meters
by I() meters roughly equaled the size of
a woman's herb and vegetable garden, thus
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making it easy to visualize. The new unit
of area was called an are.

At first glance one would expect an ex-
tension of this new measure by the proper
prefixes to create the whole increasing and
decreasing sequence. But a square equal
in area to R) are would have a length of
10 \ rio meters (approximately 31.6 meters),
thus upsetting the simplicity of the system,
Hence the only acceptable extensions of
this measure are the following:

I hectare = tOO ores
I are = I are
I centiare 0.01 are

Of course one can always speak of a square
kilometer or a square meter if the needs
require it.

The basic measure for volume (capacity)
posed no great difficulty. Reason demanded
that it be defined in terms of the meter.
One cubic meter was clearly much too
big ( approximately 250 gallons): a -able
centimeter, too small. Hence the only rea-
sonable choice was the cubic decimeter
which is equal in capacity to about one
quart. The new measure was called a liter
( from the French litre). Again the derived
measures followed the same pattern as the
meter:

I kiloliter
1 hectoliter
I dekaliter
I liter

deciliter
I centiliter
1 milliliter

11X)0 liters
1(X) liters

IO liters
1 liter

= O. I liter
= 0.01 liter
= (1.001 liter

Convenient though the liter was for pur-
poses of measuring liquids, it was not satis-
factory in all cases. For instance, firewood
a cubic meter would appear a lot more
reasonable. It was adopted as such and
called the .s.tere (from the Greek stereo,
"solid" ). The stere was used nearly ex-
clusively for wood: and, as a result, no
names for powers of the stere were ever
adopted because there existed little need
for them.

To us, living in the second half of the
twentieth century, the unit of weight (more
properly, mass ) agreed on is surprising be-
cause it is so small. Rut at the time the unit

was selected, relatively few goods were sold
by weight. Notable exceptions were pre-
cious metals and spices, which were sold in
small quantities, of course, but which
played a very important part in the eco-
nomic structure of the country. And the
scientists themselves often dealt in very
small quantities in their laboratories. At
any rate, the unit of mass selected was the
mass of one cubic centimeter of water at
its greatest density. This was called the
gram (French gramme). Again the usual
derivations were agreed on:

kilogram
hectogram
deka gra m
gram
decigram
centigram
milligram

= 1000 grams
= 100 grams

In grains
I gram

0.t gram
= 0.01 grain
= 0.001 grant

For the measure of angles, the traditional
90 dsgree angle was called a grade. It was
divided into decigrades, centigrades, and
milligrades. ( It is for that reason that the
term centigrade, as applied to temperature,
is incorrect. It is more properly called
Celsius, after the Swedish scientist Anders
Celsius who created that particular tem-
perature scale.) The renaming of an Iles
never caught on, however, due to the
cumbersome fractions involved. For in-
stance the traditional 60 degree angle be-
came 66=3 centigrades. It is clear that this
change was no improvement.

The metric system originated in France
during the period of the French revolution.
What hampered the acceptance of the
metric system in non-French countries
most, however, was the excessive zeal dis-
played by the metric creators in other areas.
They began an entirely new calendar start-
ing with the year one. They fashioned a
new "week" of ten days duration, thus
doing away with the Sabbath. As a result,
the whol:, metric system came to be asso-
ciated in the eyes of many with a "godless
atheism," a system "conceived in sin and
born in iniquity," as some put it. Combine
this with a common veneration for matters
old and familiar, and with the distastes of
the English-speaking world for anything
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French that resulted from the Napoleonic
wars.

How lon!, lasting and extreme this feeling
could be was expressed by the periodical
called The International Standard that was
published in the I SSOs by the Ohio Auxil-
iary of the International Institute for Pre-
serving and Perfecting Weights and Mea-
sures. The president of the Ohio group, a
civil engineer who prided himself on having
an arm exactly one cubit in length. had
this to say in the first issue:

We believe our work to be of God: we are
actuated by no selfish or mercenary motive. We
depreciate personal antagonism of every kind,
but we proclaim a ceaseless antagonism to that
great evil. the French Metric System. . . . The
jests of the ignorant and the ridicule of the
prejudiced fall harmless upon us and deserve
no notice. . It is the battle of the Standards.
May our banner he ever upheld in the cause of
Truth, Freedom. and Universal Brotherhood,
founded upon a just weight and a just measure,
which alone are acceptable to the Lord.

A later edition combined religion and
chauvinism beautifully in the song entitled
"A Pint's a Pound the World Around."
Following are some of the verses and the
chorus:

They bid us change the ancient "names",
The "seasons" and the "times".
And for our measures go abroad
To strange and distant climes.
But we'll abide by things long dear,
And cling to things of yore

Chorus:

Then swell the chorus heartily.
Let every Saxon sing:
"A pint's a pound the world around",
'Fill all the earth shall ring.
"A pint's a pound the world around",
Fur rich and poor the same:
Just measure and a perfect weight
Called by their ancient name!

TEACHERS

Now Great Britain has discarded the
inch-pound system and Canada has de-
clared its intention to go the same way.
The time for decision in the United States
has come. On 6 August 1971 Mr. Clai-
borne Pell, the Senator from Rhode Island,
introduced a bill (S.2483) to Congress
"to provide a national program in order to
make the international metric system the
official and standard SVStent of measure-
ment in the United States and to provide
for converting to the general use of such
system within ten years after the date of
enactment of this Act." The bill has been
passed by the Senate. The ultimate decision
to go metric appears inevitable. Teachers
would do well to start acquainting their
students with the system more thoroughly
than in the past. THINK METRIC- should he
the slofan in the teaching of measurement
for the child who will spend most of his
adult life in the twenty-first century.
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The wife's query in an old cartoon gets
right to the point: ''Well, why on earth
don't we adopt the metric system if its so
much better?" The husband's response is
equally direct: "Why. just because we
never did, my dearl-

It is unlikely that any simpler explana-
don, enigmatic vet revealing, could be
given to summarize the introduction of the
metric system in the United States. One
should not be surprised that this cartoon
first appeared over twenty -1\e years ago
(Committee on the Nletric System 1948,
p. 4 ). It could have appeared twenty-five
or flits years before that And twenty -five
years from now, will proponents for the
increased use of a system still uncommon
in the United States point in similar fu-
tility to this same cartoon? There is evi-
dence to the contrary.

This brief paper will endeavor to give
teachers of mathematics some of the rele-
vant background on the present status of
the metric system in the United States and
other countries, While we will include some
reference to the problems that must he
faced in metricaliwt (the word used by the
f3ritish to describe the process of converting
or changing over to the metric system), this
paper reflects the official position of the
NCTM which -encourages the universal
adoption of the metric system of measure."
In 1945 the Twentieth Yearbook of the
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NCTM was &voted exclusively to docu-
mcnting the desirability of officially adopt-
ing the metric system in this country. In
three of the last four years, NCTM Dele-
gate Assembly resolutions have focused on
the metric question: these have been ac-
cepted by the Board of Directors and
referred to the appropriate committees. The
1972 resolution urges "that the NCTM
continue to support the adoption of the
metric system and encourage that this he
a system to be taught by teachers of all
grades, along with other systems of mea-
surement, beginning in the 1973-74 school
year.-

Early measurements

In I590 J. W. I.. Glaisher said, "1 am
sure that no subject loses more than mathe-
matics by an attempt to dissociate it from
its history.- Certainly we show no dis-
respect to mathematics if we restate this by
substituting measurement in general, and
the metric system in particular, in this
dictum. The history of measurement in-
cludes practical origins, theoretical aspects,
cultural sidelights, and pedagogical impli-
cations.

We teach our children that the process of
measurement assigns a number to some
physical characterization of an object. It
may be a characterization of length, vol-
ume, capacity, mass, or weight. To do this
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we must begin with a unit that exemplifies
the same characteristic that we wish to
measure. By determining how many of
these units are "contained" in the object
or quantity to be measured, we arrive at
the appropriate number, or nicaviire, of
the object.

The earliest units of length found in
recorded history clearly indicate that man
found it convenient and simple to use his
own person for defining, and indeed sup-
plying, measuring units. The interesting
story of the historical development of mea-
sures and weights cannot be detailed here.
But certainly our children should hear of
the cubit and the fathom, the thousand
paces, and the "three barleycorns round
and dry from the middle of the ear."

In early times the relative size of the
object to he measured determined the
choice of a larger or smaller unit as the
measuring stick. If one measures the length
of an object with some particular unit, it is
unlikely that the unit measure will be con-
tained an exact whole number of times in
the given length. Eventually, simple round-
ing off of such a measure could not he
tolerated and the use of a "smaller unit"
was needed to give a more careful reading.
The seemi igly natural relations between
certain of the different basic units un-
doubtedly sufficed for a time ( hand = 4
digits. yard = 3 feet), but the basic
principle of subdividing a given unit into
a certain number of equal subunits was
the inevitable refinement.

Although each person had his own
built-in measuring system, the units varied
from individual to individual. If barter or
purchase involved a specified number of
such units, unequal sizes of the unit pre-
sented obvious difficulties. It was natural
that persons of the same community would
agree on certain standards reasonably ac-
cessible to everyone. As commerce grew
and man become more mobile, the need
for standards acceptable to larger groups
and geographical areas became obvious.
Again, the early development of standard
units of various measures is a story too

involved to give in any detail here (Ameri-
can National Standards Institute, pp. 7-
14). For our purposes, we pick up the
story at two related points in history.

The Jefferson plan

The United States Constitution, as
adopted in 1788, provided that Congress
shouJ.I have the power "to coin money, ...
and fix the standard of weights and mea-
surements." Prior to this, under the leader-
ship of Thomas Jefferson and Robert
Morris, the Congress of the Confederation
had adopted the dollar as the fundamental
monetary unit, based on the Spanish piece
of eight, So that parts and multiples of the
fundamental unit would be in an easily cal-
culated proportion to each other, the deci-
mal ratio was clearly favored. So in 1786
a completely decimal system of coinage
was approved by Congress, and by 1792
the coinage system was finally implemented
with the establishment of a mint.

In 1790 Thomas Jefferson, as Secretary
of State, was requested to prepare a similar
plan for a unified system of weights and
measures. His response emphasized several
features. The first was the need for an
invariable standard of length. This he based
on the pendulum principleessentially, a
cylindrical iron rod of such length that a
swing from one end of its arc to the other
and hack again would take two seconds.
This based the standard on the motion of
the earth on its axis. For linear measure,
this rod (about 58.7 inches) was to he
subdivided into live equa: parts, each to
he one "foot." As a second feature, the
system suggested was, like the coinage sys-
tem, decimal in nature. The basic foot was
to be successively subdivided, each time
into ten parts. forming inches, lines, and
points. Similarly. 10 feet were to equal I

decad: and derived larger units, all based
on successive multiplication by ten, led to
roods furlongs. and eventually to the
mile ( 10.000 feet).

The ounce was to be the basic unit of
weight, derived from the weight of a cubic
inch of rainwater. Aug yin, the multiples
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and subdivisions were all decimally ar-
ranged, with a pound equal to ten ounces.
(A cubic foot of water would thus be di-
ided into one hundred new pounds of

ten ounces each. )
Jefferson's plan was discussed by Con-

gress over a period of six years, but no laws
were passed as a result of his work. Al-
though Jefferson used sonic of the same
names (inches, feet, ounces, pounds) for
his new units, which were not too far re-
moved in size from the old units they were
to replace, the division of the foot into ten
inches and the pound into ten ounces may
have been a part of the reason for hesita-
tion on the part of Congress. Another rea-
son, undoubtedly, was the discussion of a
new measurement system that was con-
currently taking place in France.

It should he noted that Jefferson's plan
involved three important principles: (1 )
the standard unit of length should be based
On some unchanging, absolute standard
found in the physical universe; (2) the
basic units of length, v,Ilutue, and weight
should be directly related to each other;
and ( 31 the specifically named multiples
and subdivisions of the standard units
should be decimally related. In presenting
a plan based on these ideas, Jefferson was
following the same principles previously
advanced by scientists and mathetna!icis
elsewhere in the world. Our attention turns
to an earlier time, across the ocean.

The beginning of the metric system

By the late middle ayes a complex ;is-
sortment of measuring systems had been in
use throughout all of Europe. Intense
provincialism and the pressure of tradition
contributed to this, as did the custom to
give measurements in the units unique to
the object to he measured. Thus, land was
measured in rods, horse's height in hands.
depth of water in fathoms, diamonds in
carats, and so OIL For many years the state
of trade and technology was such that
society could function satisfactorily even
with such variations.

But scientific advances made during the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries indi-
cated the need for a change. As men like
Newton (in physics) and, later, Lavoisier
in chemistry ) needed increasingly more

accurate measurements to investigate and
to substantiate their theories, existing sci-
entific instruments were improved on, or
new ones were invented. The need for
international standards of measurement in
communicating the results of research and
study to scientists was obvious.

A final impetus for a reform of the sys-
tem of measurement came at the time of
the French Revolution when reminders of
the feudal system and of kings who ruled
by divine right were to be discarded, Wide
variations existed in measurements, with
accompanying errors, frauds, and disputes.
Fortunately, the change to a new system
was made with serious regard for broad
implications for the future. The three prin-
ciples listed previously in connection with
Jefferson's work were advanced in seeking
a reform, with the added provision (in 1790)
'hat the Royal Society of London was in-

ted to join with the Academy of Science
of Paris in deducing an invariable standard
for all measures and all weights which could
then receive uniform acceptance.

The French Academy began work im-
mediatelyfortunatelv, for the British
never accepted the invitationand pro-
posed, first of all, a fully decimal-based
system. Shortly thereafter they spe,:ified
that the unit of length should be equal to
one ten-millionth of an arc representing
the distance between the North Pole and
the equator ( a quadrant of the earth's
meridian). This standard unit of length was
to be called the metre ( we write meter).
derived from the Greek metro,' "a mea-
sure.- The basing of the standard on the
length of an arc of some part of a great
circle of the earth was first proposed in
1670, along with its decimalization, by the
French iff-)11, Gabriel Mouton. He also
suggested an equivalent definition based on
the length of a pendulum that would heat
3,959.2 times in half an hour at Lyons.
France.
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Preliminary calculations had already
been made in 1739-40 when the and seg-
ment of the meridian passing through Park
with both ends terminating at sea level had
been measured. This segment began on
the northern coast of France at Dunkerque
and ended at the Mediteranenn Sea at Bar-
celona, Spain. It was the longest length of
an accessible arc available in Europe, ap-
proximately 9 degrees and 30 minutes. The
preliminary calculations made in 1740 sup-
plied a provisional form of the meter which
was to be used for almost ten years. In
1793 a provisional kilogram was also
adoptedthe weight in a vacuum of I

cubic decimeter of distilled water at the
freezing point.

From 1792 to 1798 a second survey of
the arc was accomplished, though only
under the most adverse circumstances. Also
at this time, additional experimentation was
carried out in the weighinL, of water at
various temperatures, since temperature af-
fects density. Thus in 1799, the provisional
meter and kilogram were replaced by the
newly established standards. (The pro-
visional meter was L.3 millimeter too long.)
A standard meter and a standard kilogram
were constructed of platinum and deposited
in the Institut National des Sciences et des
Arts.

The activities in France during the 1790s
coincided with the placing of Jefferson's
plan before the U. S. Congress. Special
committee report.; to Congress spoke of
the plans of the French, and although they
noted the desirability of uniformity in mea-
sures and weights of all commercial nations,
they did not recommend a change in the
existing measures in the United States. In
1795, copies of the French provisional
meter and kilogram were sent to the U. S.
Government in an attempt to obtain true
international uniformity. But the prevailing
political conditions of that day (the United
States had refused to take sides in a dispute
between the British and the French at that
time ) did not offer a favorable climate in
Congress. This, together with the Jefferson
proposal and the traditional viewpoint that

advocated no change, resulted in no action
whatsoever by Congress.

To accompany the establishment of the
metric system in France, all European
countries were invited in 1798 to send
representatives to Paris to learn of the sys-
tem so that it might be accepted ultimately
as an international standard. Although
none of the nine countries that responded
to the invitation adopted the system at that
time, the educa!ional impact of this effort
was to be felt at a later time.

France itself did not achieve immediate
success with its new system. Mandatory
though it was, it could not he enforced,
since secondary standards had not been
distributed to the various governmental
agencies throughout the country, let alone
the commercial and household users. The
situation was further complicated in 1812
when Napoleon Bonaparte issued a decree
establishing a ..system of measures termed
ust(e//c, based on the metric system but
using old unit names and ratios rather than
the decimal system. The confusion resulting
from the increase in the number of mea-
sures was so great that in 1837 an act was
passed abolishing the 'allelic system and
returning to the original decimal metric
system. 13y 1840 the mere possession of old
style weights and measures was punishable
to the same degree as their illegal use. Thus,
the conversion was to be effected.

The Adams report

During the early1 800s, the Congress of
the United States was preoccupied with
matters pertaining to the growth and ex-
pansion of the country to such a degree
that it still did not make provision for the
uniformity of weights and measures pro-
vided for by the Constitution. In 1816
President Madison reminded Congress of
this fact. Hence, a year later, President
Monroe's Secretary of State, John Quincy
Adams, was asked by the Senate to pre-
pare a new statement concerning the regu-
lations and standards which could be
adopted in the United States. The Report
Upon Wei.vins and Measures, issued by
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Adams in 1821, has become a classic in
the history of the metric controversy in
the United States. Its exhaustive treatment
of the advantages and disadvantages of both
the English and metric systems to the
United States in 1821 was such that both
proponents and opponents of the metric
system were to turn to it for years to conic
in support of their positions. While the
theoretical advantages of the metric system
were described by Adams, the practicability
of the system remained much in question.
The altering of the system by Napoleon
was an indication of the inability of the
system to gain proper acceptance. Adams
therefore recommended that, while the
United States should confer with the gov-
ernments of France, Spain, and Great
Britain in the attempt to develop the prin-
ciple of uniformity in weights and mea-
sures, any action that would he taken to
achieve uniformity in the meantime should
be within the framework of the British
Standards.

The recommendations of the Adams re-
port were a realistic response to the con-
ditions existing in the United States in

1821. Unfortunately, at the same time,
they were to preclude further consideration
of the metric system for the next forty
years. During those years the country
would experience such great developments
in transportation, commerce, and industry
as to give it a feeling of independence from
tie need for international uniformity in any

Uniformity achieved

While no action of any sort was im-
mediately taken by Congress in response
to tne Adams report, within ten years an-
why.- clause of the Constitution was to
have its effect. In 1$30 the Secretary of
the Treasury was directed to make a com-
parison of the standards of weights and
measures used in the principal custom
houses of the United States. The wide
variation in these standards, which were
tic.ed for purposes of taxation, clearly in-
dicated a direct violation of another section

of the Constitution, that "all duties, im-
posts, and excises shall be uniform through-
out the United States." The Treasury De-
partment felt it had sufficient authority to
correct this situation without further legis-
lation, and, therefore, adopted the yard,
the avoirdupois pound, and the Winchester
bushel as the official units. The unofficial
standard of length was based on a copy of
the Troughton scale, an 82-inch bronze bar
with an inlaid silver scare obtained from a
London instrument maker in 1814. The
distance between the 27th and 63d inches,
representing 36 average inches of the bar,
was taken to be equal to the British yard
at 62 degrees Fahrenheit. During the period
from 1836 to 1856, Congress provided
that complete sets of standards of weights
and measures should be supplied to all

states and territories, and the individual
states adopted these as their standards of
weights and measures. Uniformity of mea-
surements had been secured throughout
the country!

But interest in the metric system was not
completely dead in the United States. The
activities of Alexander Dallas Bache, a
great-grandson of Benjamin Franklin, re-
flected the continuing concern for a simpler,
but more uniform system of weights and
measures. In 1843 Bache was appointed
Superintendent of the Coast Survey, and
as such was responsible for the Office of
Weights and Measures. In various reports
to Congress, he noted that the current ar-
rangement of weights and measures was
"deficient in simplicity and in system" and
argued for the universal uniformity of
weights and measures.

The attention of Congress to the prob-
lems of the Civil War period gave low
priority to these and other plans for the
adoption of the decimal system. In 1863
the National Academy of Sciences was
established by an act of Congress. Its first
president was the same Bache, who was to
see that its first established committee was
on Weil2hts. Measures. and Coinave. .\
,tanding committee of similar name "as
created by the !louse of Representatives
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in 1864. This committk..k.. initiated legisla-
tion that, in 1860, made it lawful through-
out the United States of America "to em-
ploy the \veights and measures of the metric
system.- While a date by which the use of
the system should become mandatory' was
not included, it was anticipated that after
a short period ;1 further act would the
date for its excluske adoption.

Shortly thereafter steps were taken
abroad for the establishment of an im-
proved international metric system. In 1875
the "Treaty of the \leek:C. was signed in
Paris by seventeen nations, including the
United States. This pros ided for the estab-
lishment of a permanent International
Bureau of Weights and Measures with
headquarters near Paris, and for the fabri-
cation of new international prototypes. In
1890 the United States received prototype
meters No. 21 and No. 27 and prototype
kilograms No. 4 and No. 2P. Three years
later, by administrative action of the Super-
intendent of Weights and \leasures, these
were declared to be the nation's funda-
mental standards of length and mass-, and
the units of the English customary system
were defined by carefully specif ing what
fraction of a meter would constitute a yard
and \\ hat fraction of a kilogram would
constitute a pound.

While the preceeding account summa-
rizes the positive action in establishing na-
tional standards of measure in the United
States, it by no means covers the entire
story of the proponents and opponents for
the adoption of the metric system in this
country.

The metric controversy

The history of the metric system con-
troversy' in the United States has recently
been published as one of the substudics ref
the U. S. Nletrie Study (Treat 1971).

Perhaps the longest running debate in the history
of this country k whether the United States
should convert to the metric syst,m1. In the
course of almost two centuries doiens of ingil-
ments have been advanced, attacked. and de
fended with a passion inspired by a topic uith
implications that are both intensely practical and

intellectually stimulating We Simone 1471, p.
351.

The substudy report records, in fascinat-
ing detail and with complete documenta-
tion, this debate, which has been held not
only in the COMM ittee rooms of Congress,
but also in educational institutions and
publications, scientific societies, engineering
organizations and trade journals, hoards of
commerce and trade, and in the public
press.

Some idea of the focus of interest and
time element involved is obtained front the
following listing of the major periods of
activity treated by historian Charles F.

Freat.

I . The period of consolidation ( 1786-
I 806 )

2. The educational mmcink:nt (1886-
(88) )

3. The movement to introduce the metric
system through government adoption
( 189(1-1914 )

4. The propaganda period ( 1914-1933 )

5. The comprehensive study phase
( 1934-1908 )

A summariiins,! paragraph for one of these
periodsit happen; to he that of 1914-
1933. although, as indicated. it would do
about as well for ;my of the previous
periodsis the follm%

For the most part, the arguments used by both
sides during this period were simply moderniied
versions of those that had been advanced for
decades. The proponents continued to insist
that the metric ssstern 1/4 superior. that it
should be adopted in the interests of interna-
tional uniformity. that the costs and difficulties
in\ olvcd in adopting it uould be surprisingly
slight. and that the eventual displacement of
:ill other systems by the metric system uds in-
esitable. Furthermore, it via, said. the main-
tenance and improvement of our foreign trade
depended upon metric adoption. I he opponents
of the system claimed that the r sited States
had already achieved greater uniformit\ ;Ind
standardization using the ,..nsion,,,r\ 1:),Qh,h
System than was enjoyed b :my other nation
on earth. that the site of our foreign trade
in no %% ;1y related to our ',ysteni of \\ eights :Ind
measures. and that changing over to the metric
s,tem would be confusing. co,11, and not
productive of corresponding benetit,. In
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tion, the opponents claimed that what appeared
to be a popular clamor for metric adoption was
really an artificial demand that had been gen-
erated by insidious prometric propaganda
(Treat 1971, pp. 227-28).

Recent developments

Events over a period of ten years added
a sense of urgency, lacking befoi-e, That

were to culminate in 1968 in the most
significant investigation requested by the
U.S. Congress.

1957 The launching of the Soviet Union's
first Sputnik.

This created new interest in scientific
education and research.

195$ The U.S. House of Representatives
created a standing Committee on Science
and Astronautics.

The committee was given jurisdiction
over standardization of weights and mea-
sures and the metric system.

1959 7'he customary standards were of-
ficially defined in terms of metric units.

Countries using the customary units, in-
cluding the United States and the United
Kingdom. defined the yard to he 0.9144
meter (1 inch = 2.54 centimeters) and the
avoirdupois pound as 0.45359237 kilo-
gram.

1960 The Eleventh General Conference
on II.eights and Aleasnres (of which the
United States is a member) redefined the
meter.

The "meter bar" was abandoned as the
international standard of length, and a
wavelength of light was substituted
(1,650,763.73 wavelengths of the orange-
red line produced by krypton 86 was de-
fined as 1 meter), This new definition was
a return to the original concept underlying
the metric system, namely. that an im-
mutable standard he found in nature. The
new determination is accurate to I part
in 100,000,000 and has the advantage of
being reproducible in scientific laboratories
throughout the world.

1960 The Systi'me late rnathmal d'Unitts
(,SI) was established.

Adopted by the General Conference on
Weights and Measures, it became the of-
ficial system, with the basic units of meter,
kilogram, second, ampere, kelvin, candela,
and other units based on these.

1965 Great Britain announced its inten-
tion to convert to the metric system within
ten years.

This was done after repeated requests
by industry that the conversion be made,
although it previously had been held that
any conversion would have to be accomp-
lished simultaneously with a conversion by
the United States.

1968 Du, U.S. Congress directed the
Secretary of Commerce to undertake the
U.S. i1letric .S.tudy.

The purpose of the study was to evaluate
the impact on America of the metric trend
and to consider alternatives for national
policy.

hi 1971, the Report of the U.S. Metric
Study was transmitted to the Congress of
the United States. The study was conducted
by the National Bureau of Standards of the
Department of Commerce. The report
recommended "that the United States

change to the International Metric System
deliberately and carefully," and that "the
Congress, after deciding on a plan for the
nation, establish it target date ten years
ahead, by which time the United States
will have become predominately, though
not exclusively. metric."

One of the most important recent de-
velopments to give urgency to metrication
is the increase in internationalized engineer-
ing standards. Engineering standards (not
to be confused with "measuring standards")
are "norms" regulating size, weight, com-
position or configuration of products. and
standardization of practices. The Interna-
tional Organization for Standardization
(referred to as ISOa similar agency, IEC,
is concerned with electrotechnical matters)
is a nongovernmental body "to promote the
development of standards in the world with
a view to facilitating international exchange
of goods and services and to developing
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cooperation in the sphere of intellectual,
scientific, technological, and economic ac-
tivity (American National Standards In-
stitute, p. 36)." The American National
Standards Institute ( ANSI ) is the U.S.
member of both international orgnniza-
tions. The great majority of standards still
remain to he developed. Thus, by express-
ing itself in metric units the United States
has the opportunity to influence interna-
tional standards negotiations with its ex-
perience and technology.

Closely related to such international
standards is the matter of world trade. A
relatively slight drop in our exports of
"measurement sensitive" products could
mean the difference between a favorable
and an unfavorable balance of trade for
the United States. The decision of Great
Britain to go metric leaves the United
States as the only industralized nation that
is not committed to metric conversion.
Canada ht-.s the commitment, but has
delayed in-a-,;cm..:ntation because of the
close trade relations with the United States.

The conversion act of 1972

On 18 August 1972, the U.S. Senate
passed on a voice vote the "Metric Con-
version Act of 1972" (S. 2483 ). However.
action was not taken by the House during
the final weeks of the ninety-second Con-
gress, so new action will he required in
the next Congress.

Although chapter after chapter of the
history of the efforts to convert the United
States to the metric system has ended with
the words "hut no action was taken by
Congress," there are strong indications that
the last chapter is about to be written.
Even though many important investigations
and studies have been made at the request
of Congress over the nearly two hundred
years since the beginning of our country,
the U.S Metric Study carried out from
1968-1971 is something different. No pre-
vious study was preceeded by so much dis-
cussion and careful consideration of the
overall objectives that such a study should
meet. No previous study was required to

be conducted with such breadth and depth
in giving every sector of society an op-
portunity to express itself in public hearings
and special investigations.

Though Congress will need to begin
again on a new metric conversion act in
1973, sonic idea of possible legislation can
he had by examining the 1972 Senate
bill which reflected recommendations that
emanated from the U. S. Metric Study.

1. it declared that it would be the policy
of the United States to encourage the sub-
stitution of metric measurement units for
customary units in all sectors of the econ-
omy with a view toward making metric
units the predominant, although not ex-
clusive, language of measurement within a
period of ten years. (Note that the metric
system is not to he the sole official, stan-
dard system of measurementa football
field may very well remain 100 yards long.)

2. It encouraged the development of en-
gineering standar,l based on metric units
where it would result in simplification, im-
provement of design, or increase in econ-
omy.

3. It recommended the establishment
of an eleven-member Metric Conversion
Board to oversee and implement the con-
version process.

4. It recognized that federal procurement
policies would have to he used to en-
courage gereral conversion to the metric
system.

S. It called for programs for educating
the public to the meaning and applicability
of metric terms and measures in daily life,
for assuring that the metric system of mea-
surement becomes a part of the curriculum
of the nation's educational institutions, and
that teachers be appropriately trained to
teach the metric system.

The following paragraph summarizes
the U.S. Metric Study Report:
The cost and inconvenience of a change to
..netric will be substantial even if it is carefully
done by plan. But the analysis of benefits and
costs made in (this report] confirms the intuitive
judgment of U. S. business and industry that
increasing the use of the metric system is in
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the hest interests of the country and that this
should be done through a coordinated national
program There will he less cost and more
reward than if the change is unplanned and
occurs oscr a much longer period of time (De
Simone 1' I7 p.

NktriCntiOn is indeed "a decision whose
time has Mc:- for Inierie-J. and pr-
tieuktrly for its cducatiomil institutions!
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Commonly listed advantages of the metric system

I. The metric system is :u simple. logicalty
planned system. Its decimal basis conforms to
our numeration system.

2. The meter, which establishes the basis for
the entire system, is zilss ay. reproducible from
natural phenomena and, therefore. is immune to
destruction: it is international in character and
well suited for precision work. The coordination
of measures of length, area, VOLUM: and Mass,
combined with decimalization, facilitates com-
putations.

3. Once the system of prefixes has been
learned, the uniformity in names for all types of
measures makes for greater simplicity and ease
in changing to more convenient-sized units for
specitie purposes.

4. Although many of the claims of the amount
of time that can he sased in learning fractions
are probably exaggerated, less competence in the
manipulation of common fractions WOOLd be
required of many students. and sonic restructur-
ing of time spent on such computation Imo( he
profitably accomplished. Ultimately. when only
the metric system would he taught. time could
he saved in the learning of conversion units
I I ft. 12 in.. I yd. 3 ft., 1 rd. 161/2 ft.,
1 1111. 5251) ft., and so on -I and in the learn-
ing of a second new system for use in science
ckisses.

:. For ordinary work, familiarity ith the
nutter. gram, and liter would he sufficient. How-
ever, for the engineer and the scientist, the new
Inter national System of Units (SI), based on the
metric units. eliminates conversion problems in
calculations \kith derived units. That is, although
power is universally defined as work per unit

time, it is variously expressed in Btu,:sec, therms./
day, ft-lb/hr, horsepower, calories 'sec, watts, and
so on. The use of Iwo different terms, kilo.wrant
and newton. for units of mass and force respec-
tively, eliminates much of the confusion students
have concerning these concepts.

6. Greater participation of the United States
in the setting of international engineering stan-
dards would he possible since the metric system
is the universal language of measure. Exports,
foreign trade, and competition with other nations
is ill depend more and more on production under
metric standards.

7. A common measurement language that is
used by scientists, engineers, and industrial work-
ers would improve communication and reduce
barriers between different sectors of society.

S. The necessity cif Conversion would offer
fringe benefits. During the adjustment to the
new measurements, there would be opportunities
to eliminate superfluous varieties in sizes of
products, parts, and containers, and to make
additional worth-while changes in engineering
standards, construction codes, and products de-
sign.

It should be noted that men of honest persuasion
have often listed statements contrary to those
given here as advantages of the customary sys-
tem. A comprehensive listing of both prometric
and procustomary arguments is given in A Metric
America. (Report of the U.S. Metric Study, 1971.
Order by SD Catalog No. C 13.10:345, S2.25,
from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.]

Listed by AR 111UR E. Hit FOE RG,

Vo/parfliS0 University, Valparaiso, Indiana



Iistorical steps
toward metrication
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670 Gabriel Nlouton (a Lyons vicar generally regarded as the founder
of the inetric Nstcni) proposed a decimal system of weights and
measures. defining its basic unit of length as a fraction of the
length of a great circle of the earth.

1740 Preliminary calculations were made with a provisional form of a
meter.

1790 A metric system of int.asurement was developed by the French
Academy. The need for a uniform Ny.naem of eight.,; and measure's
eras //Wed Und dius.sed in the U.S. Colf,.:res.V. bla 110 action
was laken.

1795 France officially adopted a decimal system of measurement.

1798 A meeting was held in Paris to disseminate information about the
metric system.

1799 -Inc provisional meter and kilogram were replaced by newly estab-
lished standards.

-I 821 1 document was i.,wied hr It/hr, Orti/icy Adams e.vhau.ytirely
the adranta.tfes ant' di.Vadri011cf:,,C.,; of both the English and metric
vvstents; Adams concluded that "the time was not right.-

1840 France made use of the metric system compulsory.

1866 1.e:4/via/ion made it "lawful throughout the U,S. to enipioy the
weit;hts. and measures of the metric .sycion.- The Ny.,aem was not
made mandatory, although this way wain:paled.

1875 The -Treaty of the N1eter$ setting up well-defined metric standards
for length and mass. vis signed in Paris by seventeen nations,
including tile U.S. The International 13ureati of \\eights and Mea-
sures was established.

1880 Most of Europe and South America had gone metric.

1890 The U.S. receiced prototype meters and Ailo,,,,ram.v.

:ViLmted front ninteri;t1, publisheLl And coprighted by the Agency far lintructionnl
Televi,[on. 197.1. t:sed

16
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1893 The meiric prototypes were declared by the Superintendent of

li'eMits and ,\leasure.s to he the "fundamental standards- for the
C.S,.. other I I I eamres were defined in terms of the standard meter
and kilogram. (Thus, the vard is legally defined as a fractional
part of a meter and the points/ as a fractional part of a kilogram.)

1() ..Ippro.kimate/y forty bilk on metrication were introduced in Con-
;Tess, Ina no action was taken.

1959 cuqumary unite were officially defined in terms of metric. units.

96t The meter \Aas redefined in terms of a wavelength of light. The
modernized metric system, the International System of Units
(Ss.stt:nic International d'Lnit.L's), referred to as SI, was established.

I 965 Great Britain announced its intention to convert to the metric
system.

1968 The I'.S. C'ongress directed the Secretary of Commerce to under-
take the three-year U.S. Metric ,Study, to evaluate the impact of
the metric trend, and to consider alternatives for national policy.

1971 a result of the metric .sludy, it eras recommended that the 11.S.
shan't' to predominant use of the metric system through a co-
ordinated national program.

1972 The Metric Conversion Act was passed by the Senate, but no action
was taken .).1. the 116 (se, .co new action is required ht' Congress.
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Experiences for metric missionaries

LOTTIE VIE:TS

,-is assistant professor I PI education at Kansas .State e COUCKe,

l'ittshurg, Louie rids teaches methods for clementury school
mathematics. She preciously serrecl as el(ThelIlary SIIIWITLS'Or in the

!Ionic(' Mann 1.aboran,ry School at Kansas Stale College and has fort.eht
wale levels one throuKh co,ht in Kansas schools.

For the past 180 years, the United States
of America has been inching along toward
the almost universally adopted metric sys-
tem of weights and measures. Certain sec-
tors of our societyscience, medicine, en-
cineering. and athleticsare in various
states of transition at the present time.
Some important developments and major
c .'visions of the United States government
regarding metrication, including a conver-
sion date projected by the National Bureau
of Standards, are shown in figure 1.

A Gallup Poll, prepared in August 1c/71
and published in October of that year,
found that only forty-four percent of the
adults in the United States knew what the
metric system was and of these, only forty-
two percent were in favor of adopting it.

The survey also showed that among those
who had attended college, eight in ten knew
of the existence of the metric system; and
of those who were aware of the system,
their opinions favored adoption live to four.
The former Secretary of Commerce, Mau-
rice E. Stuns, made this comment following
the survey:

The poll confirms our own imestigations v,hich
revealed that the more people know about metri-
cation the more they favor its adoption. What
is now needed is intensive education of the
public on the significant benefits to be derived
from he system.'

The evidence, therefore, is clear. There
is an immediate need for education to

I. George Gallup, "Nletlic Support Groins,'' Kan-
sas City Star I October 3, 1971); 5A.

1894 Metric System ockpre-i of U S wcr Depairren far medical work

1902 Metrc System adopted by US Heath Department
:926 EV! to Mange to metric system fads

'932 Metric System adopted by
American Athletic' Union

1908 Rassage of US Metric Study Act

.1971 Report of the US Metric Study delivered to Congress
1983 Rircec tea date of the changeover to

metric system

' [893 Meter and kilogram made standard

1875 Internotional Bureau of Weights and Memories eslablisr?ed

:856 congress authorizes use of Ine metric system in me United States

1521 John Q',incy Adams advocates Ire odoption of Ihe metric system

1790 George Washington mks for uniformity in weights and measure

Fig. I
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prepare the public for metrication. This
education can he done in large part through
elementary school children who can carry
the language. measurement experiences,
computation exercises, and problem solv-
ing involving the metric system into homes
in our country. It remains the responsibility
of the school to give pupils the opportuni-
ties for measuring and estimating measures
that Cone 1 1964 ) found necessary in his
studies. It is the purpose of this article to
suggest experiences that will aid teachers in
accepting the challenge of educating chil-
dren who can be metric missionaries in this
period of convetsion to another system of
weights and measures.

The initial emphasis in instruction should
be placed on teaching the fundamental
unitsmeter, gram, and literand the
prefixes that indicate the multiples and sub-
multiples of ten. Charts and models show-
ing basic terminology and the interrelation-
ship of the basic units should be given
permanent space for display for reference
purposes in the classroom. The picture in
figure 2 shows children making use of such
materials.

Fig. 2

To accomplish this beginning instruction,
each child should be helped to develop a
kit of the units of measure that includes
materials like the following: string or rib-
bon the length of a meter, soda straws of a
decimeter length strung with yarn to make
a meter (can also be folded for decimeter
lengths), centimeter lengths cut from soda

TEACHERS

straws, centimeter grid paper for construct-
ing the cubic centimeter and the liter.
Heavy cardboard meter sticks can be con-
structed for home use. These can be kept at
home with the usual yardstick and used as
a measuring instrument for homework as-
signments and routine household measures.

Children should be given guidance in de-
veloping references or approximate meas-
urements such as the following:

I meter Height or arm stretch of a kinder-
garten child

Distance of the chalkboard from the
floor

I decimeter Length of a piece of chalk
Distance across face over eyes of a

child
1 centimeter Width of a finger

Length of a bean or an eraser on a
pencil

1 millimeter Thickness of hem y tagboard
I grain Weight of a paper clip
2 grants Weight of a sugar cube
5 grams Weight of a nickel
I liter Capacity of gasoline tank of small

lawnmower

Charts and displays like those in figures 3
through 7 show common equivalents that
will be helpful for further reference while
accommodating the English system of
weights and measures.

Fig. 3
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I yd

Units of
Length

yard

77-

meter

Fig. 4

Conversion charts from pounds to kilo-
grams can he helpful for reference in indi-
vidual graphing of weight in kilograms. The

I oz.

Units of
Weight

T

ounce gram

2 lbs

I lb.

Units of

Weight

Fbund Kilogram

Fig. 6

graphs could he started at school and com-
pleted in the home at regular intervals
throughout the school year. The classroom
graph in figure 8 shows the number of pu-
pils in weight ranges to the nearest kilo-
gram. It should provide assistance to pupils
in preparation of their individual graphs.

1.1qts_

3qts

2qts

I qts

Units of
Liquid Measure

gallon quart liter

Fig. 5 Fig. 7
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Number
of
students

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

22-24 25-27 28-30 31-33 34-36 37-39
Weight to nearest kilogram

Fig. 8

Children enjoy using an illustrated meas-
uring tape mounted on the classroom wall
to check their heights in centimeters for
later use in making graphs. The picture in
figure 9 shows children measuring their
heights. Charts of average heights that are
displayed in the classroom for comparison
purposes also appear in the picture. Each
child can also be helped to prepare one of
the measuring tapes for his home use.
:Adding machine tape is suitable for this
project.

Fig. 9

The reference measurements listed ear-
lier could be put to use in estimating for
solving problems like the ones that follow:
How many meter lengths of fabric would he
needed to make each girl in the first grade a long
dress for the school program?
There are grams of sugar left in the box.
How many people can be served at a tea if
each person uses one sugar cube?

Homework assignments might require
pupils to locate labels indicating weights
and measurements in metric language. The
following are examples:
I box gelatin 85 grams
1 box soda crackers 198 grams
I can soup 298 grams

1 bottle vinegar 355 cubic centimeters
I can vegetable juice 177 milliliters

Other assignments could include making
measurements of parts of buildings, or
items in and around the home, and finding
perimeters, areas, and volumes in metric
measurement. Finally, children will be
taught to make conversions from one sys-
tem to another.

These methods and materials cannot be
expected to be effective unless the stages
of children's learning about measures and
the theory of measure, among other factors
of teaching and learning, are recognized
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and observed by teachers. However, the
suggestions given are the results of early,
concentrated efforts to provide immediate
and useful ideas for meeting the impend-
ing challenge of teaching for the metric
changeover. Teachers cannot afford to
ignore or delay the privilege and duty of
teaching today's children for tomorrow's
world of metrics as Congress prepares to
give the green light for conversion. Teach-
ers must assume the obligation to prepare
themselves, their pupils, and, subsequently,
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the public to meet our country's commit-
ment to go metric.
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etric equipment: how to improvise

JON L. HIGGINS

Many commercial companies arc now
making metric equipment for classroom
use, but until a large number of industries
convert to the metric system, metric mea-
suring tools will probably be more expen-
sive than their English counterparts. Be-
lieving, that the best way for children to
learn the metric system is for every child
to have metric measuring tools for making
measurements, teachers may face sizable
purchasing problems. There is no substitute
for sturdy, durable, and accurate measur-
ing equipment, but if a school cannot
afford to buy such equipment immediately
for every student, there is no reason to
delay teaching the to..-:tric system. Buy a
few good pieces of equipment to use as
standards, and then look around for sub-
stitutes that each student can use in the
meantime. You may be surprised to learn
that you are already living in a metric
world!

Dividing by ten

One of the basic difficulties in impro-
vising metric equipment is the problem of
dividing by ten. The problem of dividing
a given unit of length into ten equal parts
does not have an obvious solution to chil-
dren. If one takes a strip of paper and
folds it in half, in half again, and in half
once again, the creases will divide the
strip into halves, fourths, and eighths. (Is
this why the English system was divided
into eighths and sixteenths?) But how can
one divide a length into tenths?

36

The answer lies in a nice piece of geom-
etry that older children might enjoy. Start
with a strip of paper representing a length
you wish to divide into tenths. Lay the
strip on a sheet of paper and draw a line
from the beginning of the strip outward
at an angle; any angle will do (see fig. I ).

Strip to be subdivided

Fig. 1

Now take any convenient length unit,
and mark ten of them off on the angled
line, beginning at the vertex formed by the
line and the strip. You may need to ex-
tend the line in order to mark off ten
lengths, or you may not use all of the line
(see fig. 2).

Strip to be subdivided

Fig. 2
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Draw a line from the end of the tenth
unit to the other end of the strip, as shown
in figure 3. Then draw parallel lines from
the ends of the other lengths. These par-
allels will intercept the strip, marking off
ten equal lengths and thus subdividing the
strip just as we want it.

\ Parallel
lines

\
\

Strip to be subdivided

Fig. 3

Children may he able to estimate paral-
lel lines by simply sliding a straightedge
sideways. If this does not seem accurate
enough, they can construct parallels with
a compass and straightedge as suggested
by figure 4.

I. Set compass here 2 Mark arc of
\ equal radius here

3 Place straightedge
on length mark

and touching arc;
then draw the line

Fig. 4

For children not adept at using a compass,
the following method may he somewhat
easier. Perpendicular lines are extended
front both ends of the segment to be sub-
divided. A straightedge with ten equal sub-
divisions is turned until its ends lie on the
parallel lines, and the position of the
endpoint of each subdivision is marked.
(The total length of the ten arbitrary sub-
divisions on the straightedge must be longer
than the segment to be subdivided.) Then
the straightedge is slid down slightly and
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the positions are marked again. Corre-
sponding pairs of marks can be joined with
lines that, when extended, will intercept
the original segment, dividing it as desired.
Figure 5 illustrates this procedure.

Fig. 5

Line segment
to be subdivided

Length units

Metric measuring tapes can be made by
copying metric scales on strips of adding-
machine tape. You may want to make
tapes that are as long as 5 or 10 meters to
help children visualize longer lengths, or
you might want to use the tapes for the
construction exercise discussed in the pre-
vious section. Children can learn about
units and subdivisions in the process of
copying and making their own tapes.

Do you own a set of Cuisenaire rods?
These rods are one square centimeter in
cross section, and their lengths range from
one to ten centimeters. The notions de-
partments of fabric stores often carry mea-
suring tapes that are marked in metric
units. If you need smaller units, remember
that a dime is one millimeter thick.

Area units and volume units

Look for graph paper ruled in squares
that are 2 millimeters on each side. Rule
a piece of paper into grids of one square
centimeter. You may have a machine in
your school office that will make trans-
parencies for overhead projectors; if so,
make several transparencies using your
ruled paper. These plastic sheets can he
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laid over objects and the squares counted
to estimate areas in square centimeters.

Building boxes in metric units to illus-
trate metric volumes is a good exercise in
geometry as well as metric measurement,
Figure 6 illustrates some different patterns
for building boxes. Flow many others can
your students think of'?

j L

L

Fig. 6

Weighing and weight units

Because the gram is a very light unit of
weight, many older balances are not sensi-
tive enough to be used successfully with
metric weights. Fortunately, it is fairly easy
to build an inexpensive balance that is

easy to use. The main components of the
balance are shown in Figure 7. The heart

Fig. 7

of the balance is a wooden stick, about 40
cm long. Three cup hooks arc screwed into
the stick, one in the middle on one side
of the stick, and one at each end on the
other side of the stick. A small nail is

driven into the stick opposite the middle
cup hook to serve as an indicator. Weigh-
ing pans made from small pie tins are hung
from the cup hooks at the ends of the
balance (tins from frozen pot pies work
well for this). The entire balance is hung
from the center cup hook. A nail on a

wall, a string front the ceiling, or a wooden
upright stand will all make suitable sup-
ports for hanging the balance,

To use the balance, hang it front its
support. You will need to adjust it so that
the suck is horizontal when the pans are
empty. One easy way to do this is to
fasten small nails or paper clips with tape
to the light end of the stick. When the
empty balance is adjusted, mark the posi-
tion of the indicator nail below the center
cup hook. When weighing objects, put the
object in one pan and add metric weights
to the other pan until the indicator nail
returns to the marked position.

Sets of weights can be made by be-
ginning with nickels. A nickel weighs five
grams. Paper clips arc inexpensive and
uniform weights; however, sizes of paper
clips vary from brand to brand, so their
weight should always be checked against
the five-gram nickel. Cubes of sugar weigh
approximately two grains and can be used
for weights, if you don't mind losing a few
to nibblers!

For larger weights, check your pantry
at home. Many cans of soups and vege-
tables are now marked in both ounces and
grants. Metric weights are usually found in
small print on the sides of can labels or
the small side panels of boxes. A quick
trip to one pantry turned up a 305-gram
can of chicken noodle soup. a 425-gram
can of beans, and a 907-grant box of pan-
cake mix.

Temperature units

Thermometers may be recalibrated to
the Celsius temperature scale. Put the
thermometer in a pan of ice and water,
and mark the lowest point that the mer-
cury reaches. ( Dip only the bulb of the
thermometer in the water; if tile stem is
dry you can mark the level of the mercury
with a grease pencil or a small piece of
:ape.

Now place the bulb of the thermometer
in a pan of boiling water and mark the
highest level the mercury reaches. The
two marked points are the 0 (freezing) and
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100 (boiling) points on the Celsius scale.
Lay the dry thermometer on a piece of
paper and copy the two marks. The dis-
tance between these marks must now be
subdivided into 100 equal pieces. This
task is one of subdividing lengths, and the
geometrical procedure discussed earlier can
now he used.

Accuracy

Making your own Celsius thermometer
sacrifices the accuracy in favor of low
cost. The temperature of the ice and water
mixture may not be exactly the tempera-
ture at which water freezes, and the tem-
perature of the boiling water depends on
the air pressure of the room. However,

you may find that you gain new attitudes
toward measurements and measuring in-
struments when you make or adapt them
yourself. The mystery of a thermometer
scale tends to disappear when it is treated
as a special length scale.

In a similar fashion, constructing weight
units out of familar everyday objects may
make the weighing process seem much
inure practical than if one relied exclusively
MI brightly polished brass weighis. Con-
structing units of length, ,urea, and volume
quickly impar,s the idea that the metric
system is a constructed system. In the end,
you may discover that saving money is the
least important reason for improvisine,
metric equipment.



Think metriclive metric

RICHARD J. SHUMWAY, LARRY A. SACHS,
and JON L. HIGGINS

Suppose we accept the premise that we
should learn the metric system. What kinds
of knowledge would be needed? How could
one best acquire such knowledge? One
place to begin is by looking at yourself.
Try your hand at the following sample
test items. Can you make reasonable esti-
mates or guesses?

I. The height of a man playing center on
a typical high school basketball team is

approximately
a) 6 in
b) 240 m
c) 2 m
d) 78 cm

2. Nty car was a little low on oil so the gas
station attendant recommended that I add
a can of oil containing

a) 2 ml
/0 I 1

c) 10 ml
(1) 20 1

3. The diameter of a coffee cup is about
a) I cm
h) 8 cm
c) 20 cm
(1) 50 cm

4. In order to hake a pizza, one should set
the oven temperature at about

a) 100 C
b) 400.'C
c) 220 C
d) 600 C
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5. A good weight for a college-age girl of
average height would be about

a) 130 gm
b) 40 gm
c) 150 kg
d) 55 kg

6. The length of a car is approximately
a) 5 m
b) 15 nun
c) 26 m
d) 3 cm

7. The capacity of a classroom aquarium
is usually about

a) 10 1

h) 200 ml
c) 40 I

d) 25 ml

8. A good temperature to set your home
thermostat at for comfortable living would
he

a) 90 C
b) 32 C'
c) 70C
d) 2(1 C

(Answers for these items can be found at
the end of the article.)

Living metric will certainly require
everyday knowledge of the type reflected
in these test items. It probably will not
require extensive ability to compute unit
conversions accurate to three decimal
places. Decisions will need to be made more
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rapidly than the time required for com-
puting equivalents; however, most every-
day decisions do not require a high degree
of precision. Thus, except for a very few
technical jobs, living metric will require
familiarity with the system so that reason-
able estimates can he made,

How can you acquire this familiarity?
We propose that you go "cold turkey."
That is, don't even think metric, just live
metric. Two rules are important: (I) all
measure must be metric, and (2) you must
"get your hands dirty:" i.e.. you must be
willing to measure in order to learn mea-
sure.

To quote an old adage, education begins
in the home. Start with your thermometer.
Make ten labels that you can stick over
the scale of your thermometer, one label
with each of the following numbers: 40,
30, 20, 10, 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50.
Table I shows over which number to put
each label.

Table 1
Temperature conversion

Celsius

40 40.030 22.020
111 14.0
0 32.0

111 50.0
20 68.0
30 86.0
.40 104.0
50 122.0

Here is the computer program used to
generate the table:

I)) FOR C' 40 TO 50 STEP I))
20 LET F = 9*C',5+32
30 PRINT USING 40. C,F
40 IMAGE

50 NEXT C

For example, the 0 should he pasted
over the 32 mark on the Fahrenheit scale,
the 10 over the 50 mark, and so on. Be
sure you cover up the old numbers com-
pletely so that you can't see the tempera-
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tune in Fahrenheit. Now take a thin strip
of paper and cover up the subdivision
marks from the old scale. You can estimate
the appropriate subdivisions between the
new Celsius numbers.

You may he uncomfortable about read-
ing temperatures in Celsius degrees at first,
but if you make yourself live metric, you
will soon feel just as comfortable with
numbers like 10, 20, and 30 as you used
to feel with numbers like 50, 70, and 90.
You have to be ruthless, though, and cover
all the old Fahrenheit scales so that you
force yourself to live metric.

Now to the bathroom scale. Make
twenty labels for the numbers 5, 10, 15,
20, ... 90, 95, 100. Peel back the material
around the window of your scale so that
the window may he removed (see fig. I ).

Fig. 1

Then, using table 2, paste the labels over
the appropriate numbers.

Table 2
Weight conversionbathroom scale

g lltc k g lhs

5 11 65 43
10 70 54
IS .33 75 65

44 80 76
25 55 85 87
31) 66 90 98
35 77 95 209
40 88 (IX) 220
45 99 105 231
50 110 III) 243
55 121 115 254

132

For example, the 5 would be pasted on
the scale at 11, the 10 at 22, the 15 at 33,
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and so on. Again, give yourself no 5111-
pathy. Cover up the old numbers and the
old subdivision marks completely. Don't
use table 2 to convert back to pounds
again--put it away! Once your scale is

labeled, you no longer need table 2. The
best way to get used to kilograms is to
have to use kilograms.

Now relabel those old yardsticks! Paste
new numbers at the positions shown in
table 3.

Table 3
Length conversions

n rot

-1

8
11 7 5
1S 3

19 5
23 5
27 I

31 I

35 3 8

III

")1

311

-11)

5)1

70
tiU

90

Cover all the old numbers and scale
divisions. Estimate the subdivisions be-
tween the new centimeter numbers.

You may prefer to destroy your old
yardsticks and make new meter tapes. Two
meters is an ideal length for many pur-
poses. and buckram (available at most
fabric stores) is a near-perfect, yet inex-
pensive, material. 13ack ram usually comes
in three-inch widths (fabric stores haven't
completed their metric changeover) that
can easily he torn lengthwise into strips.
Make three strips, each about 2.5 cm wide.
Cut them into two-meter lengths. Using a
meter stick and a felt-tip marker, dimen-
sion and label your tape measure with
divisions and numerals as are desirable and
practical. (A scale of centimeters is usually
fine, with possibly some millimeters shown
at the beginning. )

Again, remember that the point of living
metric is to make a cmiiplete change.
Change at/ your yardsticks, or destroy
them, or lock them away forever! You'll
find that forcing yourself to live metric

will eventually make thinking metric a very
natural thing to do.

There are many other changes you can
make in your home. Use the information
in table 4 to begin labeling other things
in your home. Be a little goofy about it.
You can make it fun!

Don't forget to relabel the tools you use
for your hobbies. Sewing, woodworking,
photography, travel, and so on, are all
ideal vehicles for learning to live metric
because the sizes of things are familiar to

Living metric in the classroom

When you have relabeled your home,
start relabeling your classroom and school.
You may want to accelerate the pace at
which the metric system is used by creating
special measuring activities. Use the new
meter stick or tape measure to become
familiar with some common lengths in

metric. Are you 1.6 m tall with a waist of
60 cm? Is your pencil 11.5 cm long and
your notebook paper 22 cm wide? As you
become more comfortable with metric
lengths, estimate before you actually mea-
sure. You may be surprised at how quickly
the accuracy of your estimates improves.

Do you have a juice or Kool-Aid break
in your class'? Turn it into an experience
with metric volumes. Let the children order
the amount they want in metric measures.
An order for ten milliliters receives less
than a tablespoon full; a request for two
liters gets a half-gallon pitcher full!

Besides requiring children to practice
their metric knowledge and adding a little
humor, this is an excellent opportunity to
emphasize the volume/mass relationship.
Try using styrofoam cups that have a very
small mass (less than 5 g). If a child re-
quested ISO ml, how could you check how
accurate the dispenser of the juice was
with his estimate? If you were thinking
"weigh the juice and cup," you're right!
Since juice is mostly water and one milli-
liter of water at 4 degrees Celsius weighs
one gram, the weight of the juice in grams
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is a good approximation of its volume in
milliliters.

After von have introduced a series of
individual activities for practicing metric
skills, it's interesting to get the class to-
gether for a metric countdown. Prior to
its start, each child should have measured
and labeled several items for use in the
countdown. Divide the class into two teams
and proceed as in a spelling bee, where
the object is to guess the metric measure-
ments of different items. Two modifications

make for a better game. First, accept "ball
park" answers as correct. If one player
guesses the width of a desk to be 80 cm
when it is actually 88 cm, for example, he
should certainly be given credit. A guess
of 50 em, though, is probably not close
enough. One persoi, can act as judge,
basing his decisions on the ability level of
the group. Second, if one person on each
team misses an item, it is best to announce
the correct measurement and go on to the
next item.

Table 4
Other metric conversions

ni.stanccv In Places Yon frccel kitchen Rot1111 1E111016W

5 km 3 mi Intl em 3.5 0/ 0.22 lb 1.0 m 3.3 It
10 km 6 mi 2011 gm 7.1 (v 0.11 111 1.5 in 4.9 II
15 km 9 in: 300 gm 10.6 iv (466 Ili 2.0 m 6.6 it
20 km 12 nu 400 gm 14.1 (v 0.88 lb 2.5 ni 8.2 ft

25 km 16 im 5(5) gm 17.6 of 1.10 lb 3.0 in 9.8 ft

7)) km 19 mi 6110 gill 21 . ' of I .32 lb 3.5 m 1.5 it

35 km 22 mi 700 Lull 2-1.7 of 1.54 lb 4.0 in 3.1 ft

40 km 25 nit 500 gill 28.1 of I .76 lb 4.5 in 4.8 ft

45 km 28 mi 900 gill 31.7 oz 1.98 lb 5.0 in 6.4 ft

50 km 31 mi 000 gin 35.3 of 2.10 lb 5.5 in 8.0 ft

100 km 62 mi 100 gill 38.8 of 2.43 lb 6.0 in 9.7 ft
150 km 93 rin 200 gm 42.3 of 2.65 lb 6.5 in 21.3 ft

200 km 124 mi 3(X) gin -15.9 m' 2.87 lb 7.0 in 23.0
250 km 155 mi 100 gm 49.4 of 3.09 lb 7.5 in 24.6 ft
300 km 186 no 500 gm 52.9 oz 3.31 lb 8.0 m 26.2 ft
;50 km 217 mi 600 1111 56.4 oz 3.53 lb 8.5 m 27.9 ft

400 km 2.49 mi 70(1 gm 60.0 oz 3.75 11, 9.0 m 29.5 ft
450 km 250 lin 51X) gm 63.5 0, 3.97 lb 9.5 m 31.1 Ii
5(10 kill 311 mi 9)0 gin 67.0 0/ 4.19 lb 10.0 in 32.8ft

1000 km 621 mi 21100 gni 70.5 oz 4.41 lb 10.5 in 34.4 ft

1500 km 932 mi 11.0 m 36.1 It

2000 km 1243 mi
2500 km 1553 mi Atrchor rwtt(ctrriti
3000 km 186-1 nu
3500 km 2175 mi 2.5 in 2 tetb.poon

rub Nil

4000 km 1455 mi 5 m tetNpoon I 1.1 (4N
15 in tabk".poon 2 2.1 LIK
60

.Specdotttchtt 80
ni
in

4 cup
3 cup

3

4
3.2 qt,
4.2 qt,-;

110 in 2 cup 5 5.3 qt,.;
2n km hr 12 mi hr 161 in 2 3 cup 6 6.3 (4ts
4)) kin hr 25 no hr 150 m 4 cup 7 7.4 LIN
60 kin hr 37 mi hr 210 in I cup 8 8.5 1)15
50 km hr 50 nu hr

100 km hr 62 in hr
9

10
9.5 L'itt,

10.6 LIN
12n km hr 75 mi hr
110 km hr 57 mi hr WinA ittl; Giasi am/ Pitcher Ga.% nIllk

1)5) 3.1 1 oz 10 2.6 ga
(): t'l; l CIIII,C0111f le' 2(X) 6.5 t 5.3 ga

3)))) Ill 10.1 1 of. 30 7.9 ga
100 (' 21211' 4)5) in 13.51 of 40 10.6 ga
25'(' 257" 500 in 16.9 I oz. 13.2 ga

150-C 30-1' 60(1 m 20.31 oz 611 15.9 ga
175'(' 347 7(X) rn 23.7 I of 70 18.5 ga
200 392 SIX) m 27.1 I oz. 80 _21.1 ga
225 (' -137- 900 mi 30.11 of 90 23.8 ga
2501(' 182' IINi0 nil 33.81 of 100 26.4 ga
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The list of activities and games that
will encourage children to live metric is
endless. Once you have converted your
house and classroom to the metric system,
get out your plan book and convert your
own time-tested classroom activities to

metric. Once you do, you'll lind that think-
ing metric and living metric is not only
easy, but enjoyable!

Oh, yes, the answers to the sample test
items are c; 2, b; 3, b; 4, c; 5, (1;

6, a; 7, c; 8, (1.
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Procedures for designing your own
metric games for pupil involvement

CECIL R. TRUEBLOOD and
MICHAEL SZABO

Currently an associate professor in mathematics education

at Pennsylvania State University, Cecil Trueblood is particularly
interested in the teaching of mathematics in the elementary school.
Michael Szabo, also at Pennsylvania State, is an associate professor
of science education. His educational interests center on instructional
development, individualized instruction. and complex problem-solving.

Although much has been written on the
values of mathematical games in the ele-
mentary grades and many game books have
been published, little has been written that
would help classroom teachers design, pro-
duce, and evaluate games for use in their
classroom. The focus of this article is to
present a set of seven criteria that were de-
veloped in a summer workshop for inser-
vice elementary teachers who decided that
they wanted to be able to produce metric
games and related activities that would fit
into their "metrication" program.

The teachers in the workshop began by
asking a practical question: Why should
be interested in producing my own metric
games? They concluded that the game
format provided them with specific activi-
ties for pupils who did not respond to the
more typical patterns of instruction. They
felt that in the game format they could
provide activities of a higher cognitive
level for pupils who had difficulty respond-
ing to material requiring advanced reading
skills.

The teachers then asked a second ques-
tion: Does the literature on the use of
mathematics games contain any evidence
that would encourage busy classroom
teachers to use planning time to develop
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their own games? The available profes-
sional opinion supported the following
conclusions :

1. Games can be used with modest
success with verbally unskilled and emo-
tionally disturbed students, and students
for whom English is a second language.

2. Games have helped some teachers
deal with students who present discipline
problems because they are bored with the
regular classroom routine.

3. Games seem to fit well into class-
rooms where the laboratory or learning-
center approach is used. This seems re-
lated to the feature that games can be
operated independent of direct teacher con-
trol thus freeing the teacher to observe and
provide individual pupils with assistance
on the same or related content.

Plan for development

If for any of the reasons just cited you
are interested in designing and evaluating
several of your own metric games, how
should you begin? Simply use the following
checklist as a step-by-step guide to help
you generate the materials needed to create
your game. Use the exemplar that follows
the checklist as a source for more detailed
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suggestions. Each item in the checklist has
been keyed to the exemplar to facilitate
cross referencing.

CHECKLIST GUIDE

. Write down what you want your
students to learn from playing your
game. (Establish specific outcomes)
Develop the materials required to
play the game. (Make simple ma-
terials)
Develop the rules and procedures
needed to tell each player how to
participate in the game. (Write
simple rules and procedures)
Decide how you want students to
obtain knowledge of results. (Pro-
vide immediate feedback)
Create some way for chance to en-
ter into the playing of the game.
(Build in some suspense)
Pick out the features that can be
easily changed to vary the focus or
rules of the game. (Create the ma-
terials to allow variation)
Find out what the students think of
the game and decide whether they
learned what you intended them to
learn. (Evaluate the game)

The exemplar

Establish specific outcome'

By carefully choosing objectives that in-
volve both mathematics and science pro-
cessessuch as observing, measuring, and
classifyingthe teachers created a game
that involves players in the integrated ac-
tivities. This approach reinforces the phi-
losophy that science and mathematics can
he taught together when the activities are
mutually beneficial. That is, in many in-
stances integrated activities can be used to
conserve instructional time and to promote
the transfer of process skills from one
subject area to the other. The exemplar's
objectives are labeled to show their rela-
tionship to science and mathematical pro-
cesses.

TEACHERS

1. Given a set of common objects, the
students estimate the objects' weight cor-
rect to the nearest kilogram. (Observa-
tion and estimation)

2. Given an equal-arm balance, the
students weigh and record the weights of
common objects correct to the nearest
centigram. (Measurement))

3. Given an object's estimated and ob-
served weight correct to the nearest centi-
gram, the student computes the amount
over or under his estimate. (Computation
and number relationships)

Make simple materials

The following materials were constructed
or assembled to help students attain the
objectives previously stated in an interest-
ing and challenging manner.

1. Sets of 3-by-5 cards with tasks given
on the front and correct answers and points
to be scored on the hack. (See fig. 1.)

2. A cardboard track (see fig. 2) made
from oak tag. Shuffle the E's (estimate
cards), O's (observed cards), and the D's
(difference cards) and place them on the
gameboard in the places indicated.

3. An equal-arm balance that can weigh
objects up to 7 kilograms.

4. A pair of dice and one different
colored button per player.

5. A set of common objects that weigh
less than 7 kilograms and more than 1

kilogram.

6. Student record card. (See fig. 3.)

Write simple rules and procedures

The rules and procedures are crucial to
making a game self-instructional. In the
following set of directions notice how a stu-
dent leader and an answer card deck serve
to ease the answer processing needed to
keep the game moving smoothly from one
player to another. It is essential to keep the
rules simple and straightforward so that
play moves quickly from one student to
the other.
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The eslirnoted \NNW of

the brick. is _kg

Front of card

The observed

weight Is kg

Front of card

I .t1 the 'blanks
1he .:iif f erence

.nn brick' r;
an chser E_stimofed
,y-Ight kg .Thserled

,)f br "k.

Front of card

E Card

la Card

D Card

Fig. 1

. Number of players, two to six.

2. The student leader or teacher aide
begins by rolling the dice.

The highest roll goes first. All players start
with their buttons in the "Start Here" block.
The first player rolls one die and moves his
button the number of spaces indicated on
the die. If he lands on a space containing
an E, 0, or D he must choose the top card
in the appropriate deck located in the cen-
ter of the playing board or track and per-
form the task indicated. (In the example
shown in figure 1 this would be Card E3.)

2 points1
kg.

Back of card

2 points

kg

Back of card

.4 points

Difference _kg.

Back of card
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The player then records the card number,
his answer, and the points awarded by the
student leader on his record card. The stu-
dent leader checks each player's answer
and awards the appropriate number of
points by reading the back side on the
task cH-d. He then places that card on the
bottom of the appropriate deck and play
moves to the right of the first player. The
player who reaches "Home" square with
the highest number of points is the winner.
At the end of the play each player turns
in his score card to the student leader who
gives them to the teacher.
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HOME; Start _

Here, )

E

D

Subtract '

2 points

Skip
Forward
2 spaces

You lose
I turn

Fig. 2

Provide immediate feedback

By placing the answer on the back of
the task card and appointing a student
leader, the teacher who developed this
game built into the game an important
characteristic, immediate knowledge of the
results of each player's performance. In
most cases this feedback feature can be
built into a gameby using the back of
task cards, by creating an answer deck, or
by using a student leader whose level of
performance would permit him to judge
the adequacy of other students' perform-
ance in a reliable manner. Feedback is one
of the key features of an instructional game
because it has motivational as well as in-
structional impact.

Have students record diagnostic infor-
mation. The student record card is an im-
portant feature of the game. The cards
help the teacher to judge when the diffi-
culty of the task card should be altered
and which players should play together in
a game, and to designate student leaders
for succeeding games. The card also pro-
vides the player with a record that shows
his scores and motivates him to improve.

Go back
I Space

L_._ Add

1

2 points

This evaluative feature can he built
into most games by using an individual
record card, by having the student leader
pile cards yielding right answers in one
pile and cards with wrong answers in an-
other pile, or by having the student leader
record the results of each play on a class
record sheet.

Build in some suspense

Experience has shown that games en-
joyed by students contain some element of
risk or chance. In this particular game a
player gets a task card based upon the
roll of the die. He also has the possibility
of being skipped forward or skipped back
spaces, or of losing his turn. Skipping
hack builds in the possibility of getting ad-
ditional opportunities to score points; this
feature helps low-scoring students catch up.
Skipping forward cuts the number of op-
portunities a high-scoring player has to
accumulate points. The possibility of add-
ing or subtracting points also helps create
some suspense. These suspense-creating
features help make the game what the stu-
dents call "a fun game."
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Student's name

Card number

E3

E2
L_

Answer given

2 kg.

Date

Number of points
_

2

I kg.

Fig. 3

Create the materials to allow variation

A game that has the potential for varia-
tion with minor modifications of the rules
or materials has at least two advantages.
First, it allows a new game to be created
without a large time investment on the part
of the teacher. Second, it keeps the game
from becoming stale because the students
know all the answers. For instance, the
exemplar game can be quickly changed by
making new task cards that require that
students estimate and measure the area
of common surfaces found in the classroom
such as a desk or table tops. By combin-
ing the two decks mixed practice could
be provided.

Evaluate the game

Try the game and variations with a small
group of students and observe their ac-
tions. Use the first-round record cards as
a pretest. Keep the succeeding record cards
for each student in correct order. By com-
paring the last-round record cards with the
first-round record cards for a specific stu-
dent, you can keep track of the progress
a particular student is making. Filing the
cards by student names will provide a
longitudinal record of a student's progress
for a given skill as well as diagnostic infor-
mation for future instruction.

Finally, decide whether the students en-
joy the game. The best way is to use a
self-report form containing several single
questions like the following, which can be
answered in an interview or in writing:

1. Would you recommend the game to
someone else in the class? Yes . No

2. Which face indicates how you felt
when you were playing the game?

3. What part of the game did you like
best?

4. How would you improve the game?

Concluding remarks

The procedure just illustrated can be
generalized to other topics in science and
mathematics. The following list provides
some suggested topics.

1. Classifying objects measured in metric
units by weight and shape

2. Measuring volume and weight with
metric instruments

3. Measuring length and area with metric
instruments

4. Classifying objects measured in metric
units by size and shape

5. Comparing the weight of a liquid to its
volume

6. Comparing the weight of a liquid with
the weight of an equal volume of water

7. Predicting what will happen to a block
on an inclined plane

8. Comparing the weights of different
metals of equal volume
Why don't you try and create some

games for each of these topics? Then share
the results with your colleagues. Additional
examples developed by the authors are
available in "Metric Games and Bulletin
Boards" in The Instructor Handbook Series
No. 319 (Dansville, New York, 1973).
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Activities that contribute to the student's personal
understanding of key concepts in mathematics.

Prepared by George Immerzeel and Don %S'iederanders, Malcolm Price

Laboratory School, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Each /DLAS presents activities that are ap-
propriate for use with snalentS at the Various
leuelS in the eleMentary school. After you hare
chosen the activities that are most appropriate
for your .1 tridents, remove the activity Sheets
and r.,produce the copies you need. After a
sheet has been used, add your own comments
and file the materials for future use.

IDE.4.9. for this month relates to units of
m casut The focus is on the metric system
Activities at the lower levels use the familiar
number line to relate basic units of measure
within the metric system. tipper level activities
use the number line to relate familiar English
units and ba.ic metric units,

For Teachers

Objective: Experience in relating basic units of linear measure using a metric
number line

Levels: I, 1, or 3

Directions for teachers,

I. Remove the activity sheet. Reproduce a copy for each student.
2. Have a student measure with a meter stick the width or height of a

familiar object in the front of the room. Have everyone put his pencil
on his metric number line to show the measure reported by the student.

3. Be sure your students understand the directions for each part before
they proceed.

Comments: Metric measures are likely to be more important to your
students' lives than English measures. It is the school's responsibility to
provide learning situations in which the student relates personally to metric
units of measure. If your students have not had experiences in actual
measurement with centimeter scales prior to this time, such experiences
should precede the use of this activity sheet.
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I A For Teachers

Objectives: Experience in relating basic metric units of weight using a
number line model

Levels: 2 or 3

Directions for teachers:

1. Remove the activity sheet and reproduce a copy for each student.
2. Hold up some familiar objects such as a chalkboard eraser labeled 52

grams and a book labeled 525 grams. Have each student use his pencil
to show each weight on his metric number line.

3. Have students do the first set of exercises on the activity sheet. Note that
the abbreviation for grams is used on the drawings.

4. Ask if any of the weights shown could have other names (1000 grams
1 kilogram and 2000 grams = 2 kilograms).

5. Have students do the remaining exercises. The second set of exercises
helps to focus on the two names for special points on the metric line.

Comments: These activities are not meant to replace experiences that
build the student's basic referent for units of metric weight. Prior to using
this activity sheet, the student should have personal experience in weighing
familiar objects using metric scales.

Los Angeles 3,352 km

London 6336 km

Boston 1560 km'

* You are here.

Moscow 7,968 km

New Orleans 1,486 km

-------.-- Paris 6,624 km

Seattle 3,301 km

Washington,D.C. 1,099 km

Tokyo 10080 km

Where are you ?
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For Teachers

Objective: Experience with the metric system of weight

Grade level: 1, 2, or 3

Directions for teachers:

Remove the student activity sheet and reproduce a copy for each student.
If feasible. e ich student should he given a sugar cube as a referent. Under
less ideal circumstances, vou may exhibit one or more sugar cubes to he sure
that each student has at least a visual image of the object that weighs "2
grams.-

Directions for students:

1. Note that each stack is made of sugar cubes and that each sugar cube
weighs 2 grams.

2. Decide how much each stack weighs.

Comments: For sanitary and health reasons, it is impractical to have each
tudent personally build and feel the weight of each stack of sugar cubes.

This experience may easily he converted to a hands-on laboratory experience
by using one-inch cubes that weigh approximately ten grams each. In class-
rooms where the students have had previous experiences with three-dimen-
sional geometry, a work table with a box of wooden cubes will suffice as an
aid for those students who can't visualize the stacks as pictured. Expect
students to attack these problems in a variety of was Some will count by
twos; others will find the number of cubes and multiply that number by two.
Some students may solve G by simply multiplying the answer to 1) by five.

ti.viver.v

. 6 8. 8 C. 16 D. 12 E. 12 E. 20 .1". 60



Name _

Sugar Cube

How much does each stack weigh?

A

C

grams

grams

2 grams

B grams

D grams

E grams
F

grams

grails
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rE For Teachers

Objective: Experience with ,,v'ight and length using the metric system

Grade level: 3 Or 4

Directions for teachers:

Reproduce a copy of the activity sheet for each student. You may wish to
exhibit or even pass around several new pieces of chalk. Students may note that
most pieces of chalk are not identical and correctly conclude that the S centi-
meters and 10 grams arc approximations. Once the students have the basic
referent in mind they should work independently on this activity.

Comments: The total length as an end-to-end chain of individual pieces is
an important concept. It should not be expected that this concept is intuitive
for all students.

A nswers

1. 20 grams, 16 centimeters 2. 5 Ensams, 4 centimeters

3. 15 grams, 12 centimeters 4. 25 grams. 20 centimeters



Name

'1 CHALK
Length: 8 centimeters

} Weight: 10 grams

Estimate the total weight and the total length of the
pieces of chalk shown for each exercise.

Weight- grams
Length- centimeterF

Weight. grams
Length. centimeters

Weight
Length.

grams
centimeters

We grams Length. centimeters
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I
A

For Teachers

Objective: Experience with equivalent English and metric measures

Levels: 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8

Directions for teachers:

1. Remove the activity sheets that you feel are appropriate for your students.
Make copies for each student.

2. Use one or more of these activity sheets in a measurement sequence.
Note that the names of some units are abbreviated in the drawings on
these sheets.

3. If students disagree regarding certain answers, they should be encouraged
to perform a physical measurement to determine the correct answer.

Comments: These activities are not meant to replace the laboratory
experiences that build the student's basic referent for measurement and the
various units involved. Their use should follow laboratory experiences that
include actual measuring of length, weight, and volume using instruments
that measure in metric units. Contemporary science programs include the
necessary measuring instruments calibrated in metric units. If the instruments
are not available in your school, contact your science supervisor.

" The fever is gone. Your temperature

is right at 37°"



S
N ame

Metric

0 100g 200g 300g 400g 500g 600g 700g 800g 900g 1 kg 1100g

II I f ri ji t I TI I I -T-IT-1-r- I I 1 I I

0 4oz. 8oz. 12oz. I lb. 4oz. 8oz. 12oz. 21bs 4oz. 8oz.

English

Put an X on the measurement line for each measure.
1

8 ounces 9 ounces -2- pound

1 pound 2 ounces 1-,-1 pound 2.2 pounds

40 grams 100 grams 500 grams

10 grams 1000 grams 1050 grams

Estimate the weight in grams of each object.

I pound
BUTTER

BACON
pound

grams

grams

CANDY

10 oz

//

BABY FOOD

grams

grams



Name

500 I 1500 2 2500 3 3500 4
0 ml liter ml liters ml liters ml liters

1i
i

1i ri 1

1

II
i

1f
1

1

1

1 1 I 7
0 1 I I 3 2 3 I

cup pint quart pints quarts quarts gallon

Put an X on the measurement line for each measure.

I cup 3 cups

IT liters 2-if quarts

2.8 liters 495 milliliters

Use the measurement line to estimate the metric measure

for each English measure.

CUP
/

2 pints

8 cups

3550 milliliters

Use the measurement line to estimate the English measure

for each metric measure.

MILK

9 liters
quarts

quarts
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For Teachers

Objective: Experience in using conversion tables: English system to metric
system and metric system to English system

Grade level: 5 or 6

Directions for teachers:

1. For each student, reproduce the activity sheet and a copy of the conver-
sion tables printed at the end of this section.

Have all students study the first two conversion tables. Be sure that they
can "read" them and note their relation to each other.

3. Encourage students to work independently.

4. Observe students to be sure they learn to read the tables accurately.

Comments: The tables give all measures to the nearest hundredth. The
rounding causes some apparent inconsistencies in the tables; for example,
6 centimeters is 3 times 2 centimeters, but the corresponding table entry-
2.36 inchesis not precisely 3 times .79 inches. You may wish to discuss
this situation with some of your students.

Answers

I. a. I inch b. 8 inches c. 2 inches d. 8 centimeters
e. 4 inches f. 8 inches

a. 1 mile b. 2 kilometers c. 6 miles d. 50 kilometers
e. 20 kilometers f. 100 kilometers

3. a. 1 kilogram b. 3 kilograms c. 5 kilograms d. 50 pounds

4. a. 25.4 centimeters b. 76.2 centimeters c. 68.58 centimeters



Name

Use the conversion tables.

1. Draw a ring around the longer measure.

a. 1 centimeter or 1 inch b. 8 certimeters or 8 inches
c. 5 centimeters or 2 inches d. 8 centimeters or 3 inches
e. 4 inches or 10 centimeters f. 20 centimeters or 8 inches

2. Draw a ring around the larger distance.

a. 1 kilometer or 1 mile b. 2 kilometers or 1 mile

c. 6 miles or 10 kilometers d. 50 kilometers or 30 miles
e. 12 miles or 20 kilometers f. 60 miles or 100 kilometers

3. Draw a ring around the heavier weight.
b.

10 5
pounds kilogramsj

5
pounds

3
kilograms

4. Complete each statement to make it true.

a. A stick that is 10 inches long is centimeters
long.

b. A line segment that is 30 inches long is
centimeters long.

c. A line segment that is 27 inches long is
centimeters long.
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A

S
For Teachers

Objective: Experience in using conversion tables: English system to metric
system

Grade levels: 6, 7, or S

Directions for teachers:

Reproduce for each student a copy of the Personal Data Sheet and of
the conversion tables on the following page.

Place these pages on the activity table along with a tape measure, sev-
eral rulers. and a bathroom scale.

3. Encourage students to fill out their Personal Data Sheet as an individual
project. Allow a week for this "extra.-

COMMCWS: Sonic students may be sensitive about making "public'' some
of their personal data. You may avoid unpleasantness by allowing students
to skip any data they consider too personal. Sorry, it is impossible to provide
answers for the Personal Data Sheet.



A

Use your conversion tables to help you complete this sheet.

PERSONAL DATA SHEET

Name: Date.

Age years months

I. Height: feet inches

centimeters

meters

2. Weight: pounds

kilograms

grams

3. Waist: inches centimeters

4. Chest: inches centimeters

5. Span: inches; centimeters

6. Reach. inches; centimeters

7. Pace: inches; centimeters

8. Length of shoe inches; centimeters



CONVERSION TABLES

/ Inches Converter I Centimeters

s 6-

Inches I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Centimeters 2.54 5.08 7.62 10.16 12.70 15.24 17.78 20.3222.86

Centimeters

Centimeters

Inches 39

Converter Inches

2

.79

3 4
1.18 1.57

5 7 8 9
1.97 236 2.76 3.15 3.54

I Miles Converter

Miles I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Kilometers 1.61 3.22 4.83 6.44 8.0`,T.; 9.66 11.27 12.87 14.48

> LKilometers Converter Miles

Kilometers I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Miles .62 1.24 1.86 2.49 3.11 1 3.73 4.35 4.97 5.59

--3-1 Pounds Converter "Kilograms

Pounds 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Kilograms 45 .91 1.36 1.81 2.27 2.72 3.18 3.63 4.08

TA- [Kilograms

Kilograms I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Pounds 220 4.41 6.61 8.82 11.02 13.23 15.4317.64 19.84
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Schools arc g ing metric

1' IZ 1) .1 . I-1 ELGREN

.4 retired rescard? thrntLcr, Ere,/ //cit:ren /Ia.+ !wen On officer in
1/0' 1, trir .1,,,t ;WWII, (liar prepwev and ,lictribturs

inctric. educational (ads. lin hay in 1/1(' (1,1fTlif,11

nictru. sy.%tent to rcplocc the .vet,' .snots now In
the I1115.1

Or.2-et the lentith Of King Fdgar's foot.
the length from the nose to the tip of the
finger. the lem,th of three barley corns laid
end to end. the amount of land that can he
plowed by a yok,. of 0 \en in one day. For-
get, if Voll 11;1 not already ,0, thr
mother of square feet in an acre, the dif-
ference between a dr quart and a liquid
quart. the number of pecks in a bushel, and
;ill the rest of the system of measure, that
arc learned with difficulty and forgotten
with the greatest of ease.

"lhe legal system of measure in the

United States is actually the metric system.
It was adopted by an :lc t of Congress in
1866. Children should hose been educated
in this language of measure following that
important step in the improvement of our
systems of measure. Chades Sumner. the
senator from Nlassachusetts who sponsored
the 'Metric Bill of I S(16 that made the met-
ric system legal in the United States, stated
at that time, -They who hayc already
passed a certain period of life may not
adopt it. but the rising generation will em-
brace it and es cr afterward number it
among the choicest possessions of an ad-
vanced cis

l he sciences saw the advanta,:es of the
metric stem. adopted it. and have used
it almost exclusively. It was not, however,
accepted for general use. and schools ap-
proached the use of the metric system in a
way that gave it little encouragement. the

69

following, are some of the poorly conceived
practices:

I. Nletric measure was not studied as a
system by itself.

2. People were not taught to THINK
MI: I Ric.

3. Textbooks often contained only a

single unit on the system, and problems
were merely conversions from one system
to the other.

.4. The unit on the metric system was
frequently at the end of the textbook. As
a result, it was seldom taught. Teachers
had little knowldege of the system, and it
was omitted because of lack of time.

Now a new day has dawned. Following
the three-\ ear metric study by the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards and the Secre-
tary of Commerce, Maurice It Stans. who
was Secretary of Commerce in 1971 when
the study was completed. made the follow-
ing reconunendations to the Congress of
the United States:

That the United States change to the

International Metric System deliberately
and carefully:

That this be done through a coordinated
national program;

That the Congress establish a target date
of ten years ahead;

That there he a firm government com-
mitment to this goal;
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eu I Ihit nriorik he gken to educating
eu.eit \nit:nu:an sc-hoolchild and the pul-u-
lh.- laret: to :111111% in metric terms.

I Iii' need for our school, to y
tor ulh: Congru's, H ;RA. I here is gooil
ituas.'Ih that the\ :let,
Larett LI de uen turues he inning in
dut I he metritu euno.ersion hill.

ra,,tutl iii .1tieu,.. h\-

,. n sone: :tote in the tienate. l he
aii :\pectcd vote for the

inct:. anti Presidt.it sufurinu, the hid.

\V hat. s.uult! h: (hunt- lil the held of tudn-
C,;1,111, t,i i .11 110

,\ ,tent hV INCH NO
that tc.ichers and ruinds learn to think in
uhis Lune:met: tut' measuirt:. I)t, not Irt uo

learn or ',each nuetHe sftum ihron,.:11

prolden),, and do not trt to
learn ttonu.:1-,ion. I.earn the metric
su.stcm ttselt. t iii'CK Nil I

;Ind

art: tuau.cui.

Hilo re teyillooks are chainueLl, get
mastic uyoul..)-uuuok: for each leacher rand

each [-mild. Then the s% stein can he learned
tY.th individual effort.

ti:C/W7Cr 1.if ihc Licult,,- tai

is: authority- for the school. Ile
can the 1i-dorm:Hon and makurials
uutuce,,.un. to cliahle the school to (a) NI 1. 1.-

5. Falco:al-ie.,: teacher, to become mem-
uulF ;in uurLlani/uution that wilt send them

literature that t: \plains 111i2

pri imFormation on Mr.:CS of

.uitts. ;Ind publishes a newsletter that
kr:LT :der( to metric proeress and

de\ elorments in the teachine (if Hints of
nie..sture and their use.

I each tlic metric su,stem to all pro,-
uc-aFt-Ilcus. for the chanee uo the new

u,staus ol measure i, not just a mathe-
u

The working units of the metric system
are casv learn. The unit of kll./11 IS the
meter (or metre) ; the unit for mass is the

',Ind the Unit for volume, the liter (or
litre ). To I (INK Nil TRW, it IS well to learn
the dunce hasic units in combination with
the prclkes remi, and 1,71u.

For u-ractical purpose,, the whole sutstem
can he suunahiriietl ;is follow-s:

Inoo millimeters !mum - I ineuer urnu
tau min I centimeter ftilli

m I kilometer (krill
II All) mullituram, trim) -- i lur am (I.!)
Huai I kiltlo.lain
11'0) k]..

1 metric ton iii
nuIllulaer, unit == I hoc) ill

on tunule enter leers len1
=- 1 eulNt. dec umuter '.1.1n1

I' milliliter and the cubic centimeter have
the same \ohmic. 1 he term kitiallicr t, flit
rc,:ommentled----it is equal to a cubic nucter

m I. u,YInch is more easily wit:I-stood and
used.

Machinists measure in millimeter,:,
t;:idesmen measure in centimeters and
meters: clothing sizes arc giken in centi-
meters. And greater lengths are in meters
and kilometers. Nlasu, is measured in
ff:1111,, grams, and kilograms hy the chemist;
erams antl kilograms by the shopper; and
kilograms and metric tons when large
quantities dr;.. invol cd. t \1a,:, is the
tit:amity cut matter, whereas weight is a

force. the earth's attraction for a given
nnis. Generally. the term masy- is meant
when tyc use weiL'ilt.) pharma-
cists. ehemiuhs, and bacteriologists use
the term, milliliter. centimeter, and
!ih:r. Consumers will make purchases of
gasoline and other liquids in large
qu;Int;tic,, will he sold hr the cubic meter,

hrough c' crythav Use.; the metric system
Can he learned in a short time.
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In conclusion, I repeat the recommenda-
tion made by the former Secretary of Com-
merce, \Ir. .\laurice II. Scans, that early
priority he given to educating every :\meri-
can Nt.: hool,:hitd and the public at large to
think in metric terms.

Fur the price of 53, the folIowLig ma_
tcrials can be obtained from the I\-letric
Asociation, 2004 A41 Street, Waukegan,
IL 60085, a nonprofit organization in-

terested in the dissemination of metric edu-
cational materials and information:
One 20 cm plastic ruler
Two 1.5 in plastic, flexible measuring tapes
Two copies of Metric Units of Aled.snrc, a book-

let

One copy of Afetric Stepp/eine/it to Science and
:Slinlienzutics, a workbook for use by the
teacher and the pupil

One Go sti:rauc bumper sticker
One price list of metric educational aids
A copy of the last newsletter
An annual membership in the ,\letri. ..1ssocia-

hon that includes a subscription to the
quarterly newsletter
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Metric: not r,f, but how
NCTM METRIC IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE

The metric system will soon become the
major way by which we measure

the height of a person,
the mass (weight) of a hamhurger,
the area of a carpet,
the room temperature at which we
comfortable.

A metrication bill is likely to he passed in
the current session of the United States
Congress the Senate passed a metrication
hill in a previous session. Business and
industry have already taken strides toward
complete metrication in an effort to enhance
their position in the world market. -lhe
automobile industry, for ex,,mple, is pro-
ducing engines and even complete auto-
mobiles to metric specifications.

The metric system will he the major
system used by students now in school
throughout most of their adult life. So
schools are now beginning to teach metri-
cation to all pupils. As mathematics
educators, we have a responsibility for
providing leadership and direction in metri-
cation so that these young people will he
competent in day-to-day life with measure-
ment in the metric system. We need to
think carefully about the implications for
each level of schooling:

What can be learned and understood
thoroughly at the various grade levels?

What approach should be taken with stu-
dents who have some knowledge of both
the American' and metric systems?

What are the needs of' students and of our
colleagues in courses outside nv he-
!nudes in home economics, science,
industrial arts, or geography?

are

I. The term Amerwan. rather than Br'irrsh, io toed
became the Britoh have adopted the metric sy,term
the system toed in the United State, k no longer
the firitoh Sy,tern.

7-)

What responsibility does the mathematics
education community have for the educa-
tion of parents, and for aiding the media
or any others who present metrication to
the public?

Fhe slogan of the National Council ..)f

leachers of Mathematics is THINK
METRIC, which emphasizes thinking in the
metric system. What does it mean to think
and to function effectively in any measure-
ment system?

General guidelines for teaching
measurement

It is imperative that we use metrication
as a means to putting new vigor in the
teaching of measurement. Too often the
study of measurement has consisted only of
written exercises on worksheets or pages
from textbooks, w;th major emphasis on
conversions between units and on operations
with so-called "denominate numbers." The
lack of attention to activities that encourage
thinking and estimating in a measurement
system has meant that measurement has
been viewed as dry and dull by pupils and
that our instruction is not adequate for the
students' real needs. What, then, should
guide us in planning a sequence of activities
that will put new life in the study of measure-
meat and assure that major ideas are
taught and learned?

1. Choose art appropriate unit cif measure
and tree it to measure (.4 variety (V' objects.
The most important component of thinking
in any measurement system is -a thorough
understanding of the unit used most often.
In the American system, the initial major
unit probably is the foot; in the metric
system, it is likely the meter or centimeter.
Repeated experiences with the basic unit
should lead to estimation of lengths with no
more than about ten percent error.
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To highlight the nature of the measuring
process, and to emphasize the arbitrary
nature of standard units, it is advisable to
begin with a nonstandard unit. For length,
straws, pencils, or paste sticks are readily
available and easily used. From such exper-
ience a standard unit, such as a meter, can
he made from string or cardboard and used
by pupils with a double goal learning
about measuring length and learning the
meter as a unit.

The unit chosen should he appropriate to
the size of the object measured. You would
not use a kilometer to measure the length
of a room, nor would you use a millimeter:
you would likely use a meter.

2. Use multiples of the basic unit, as the
need arises for a larger unit, and subdivisions
of the basic unit, whcre smaller units art'
needed. By referring larger and smaller
units hack to the basic unit, which is well
known, estimation of larger and smaller
units is easier. Furthermore the construction
of a measuring system becomes more
evident.

Limitation of the number of larger and
smaller units taught makes the learning
goals more realistic and more manageable.
The goal of thorough learning of a few
larger and smaller units is much preferred
to mere acquaintance with many different
units.

3. Limit expectations of mastery of co/I-
D:TWO/1S Siit'll/I 1.1 Measuring .9SteM to
COMO10111 y used units adjacent in .size.

In the American system, feet are usually
related to miles, and inches are related to
feet: but not inches to miles. In metric,
centimeters are usually related to meters,
millimeters to centimeters: but very little is
done in relating millimeters to meters.

4. Use the approximate nature of the
measuring process in the physical world as a
theme. Helping children to give measure-
ments using language such as "more than
2 meters but less than 3 meters" and "a
little more than a kilogram" provides
experience with approximation. It also

points to the needs for smaller units and
fractional numbers.

5. Use measurement as motivation for
fractions, for decimals, and for arithmetic.
There is no source of applications of
arithmetic quite comparable to those that
arise from measurement. An active measure-
ment program provides a needed stimulus
for learning many topics in arithmetic that
are considered important to teach.

6. Use the actual units as often as possible:
avoid the scaled-down versions often found in
textbooks or works/''as, It is folly to try
to teach the meter by drawing a scale version
of it. Students have great trouble in respond-
ing to measurement questions and estimates
using such "distorted" representations. The
time for sealed drawings is much later,
after the initial units are well learned and
well understood.

No matter whether it is the American or
the metric system, a sense of active involve-
me,: is essential. New life will emerge from
measurement it' simple relationships are
emphasized, more estimation is done, and
the process is directly taught especially at
an early age. The flavor of "hands-on"
experience is much more important than
anything else. Creative and interesting
activities can he developed and can he used
in the full range of management schemes
from whole-class to independent work.

Specific guides for teaching the
metric system

With an active point or view about
measurement in general, what guides should
he used specifically for teaching metric'?

/a the elementary school, teach metric
and American systems as dual systems.
This means that the major emphasis is on
teaching the metric system in itself, with
relatively little attention to the relation of
units between the two systems: we want to
encourage thinking within a system.

The need for American units in everyday
affairs is likely to persist for some time after
the adoption of metric units, Even though
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Betty Crocker is in the process of changing
measures in recipes to metric, many old
but good cookbooks will still be around!
Wile:, we do become fully metric- four to
eight years from now we shall he able to
phase out the teaching of the American
system.

2. Begin with the metric .system. The
major adult usage by our present-day pupils
will he metric. By teaching it first, we show
its importance and we provide the needed
framework for its eventual emergence as
the only system. Further, we avoid the
tendency to overstress conversion.

3. for children in the middle and upper
grades, begin measurement with the meter as
the basic unit. For children at the primary
lecel, who have trouble handling so large a
unit, begin with the centimeter, or with a unit
of 10 centimeters. The 10-centimeter unit
serves the needs of young children and is
neither too large nor too small for them
to handle. The name /0 centimeters can
help in counting by tens.

For mass (weight) the basic unit is the
kilogram: and for volume, the liter. These
units should be learned initially. before
studying multiples and subdivisions of them.

4. Teach only the common/y used muttiptes
and subdivisions, and their corresponding
prefixes. Such an approach minimizes the
number of prefixes and units a pupil is

required to learn. The units shown in table
are sufficient through grade 6. Note that
the prefixes deka and hecto are not included
because of their rare use. Dec/ is used more
often than deka or 'recto, but it is less used
than centi or milli: hence it is omitted.

A few other prefixes are needed in more
advanced science courses: for example.
milligram for weight in medicine. Such

Table 1

Length 1%,,eight) ( apacity

kilometer (km)
meter 1m)
centimeter (cm)
millimeter (11)111)

kilogram (kg)
gram (g) liter (

nulhhtcr (ml)
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specialized uses should be left to the science
courses and taught there.

Language usage should he natural and
unforced. Teachers should try to use the
language and symbols correctly, however.
Pupils will not use periods behind symbols
for the units if the teacher uses no periods.

5. For pupils who already know both
metric and America)? .systems, and for
parents, approximate concersions can be
made. Activities involving approximate con-
versions might he deliberately planned for
pupils in the upper grades. Students should
he taught approximate equivalents that
allow them to estimate in either system.
given a measure in the other.

The following list is suggested:

I kilogram is a little more than 2 pounds
I meter is a little more than I vlard
1 kilometer is a little more than 1 2 mile
1 liter is a little more than / quart

There is, however, almost no need for any
paper-pencil conversions between metric
and American. it is important that the
emphasis be on understanding the two
systems, and that the arithmetic of con-
versions he minimal.

Grade placement melnic topics.

The question arises directly, what should
he the placement of metric topics? One
suggestion on placement is the following:

Meter and centimeter can he introduced at
the primary level and reinforced at all
subsequent levels..1-he initial work should
be done to emphasize estimation with
the basic unit.

Tenth of a centimeter the millimeter con
he the topic for middle and upper grades.
Decimal notation will he helpful.

Weiv,ht, which is more difficult to estimate
and so requires more maturity on the
part of students, may he introduced in
upper primary, first using the kilogram.
The gram can appear in the middle
grades.

Capacity or volume, using the liter as the
first unit, can he introduced in the upper
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primary, with the milliliteralso called a
cubic centimeterappearing in the middle
grades.

Celsius temperature can be introduced at
any level.

Much of the current material on today's
market does not deal with the really
significant concepts of the metric system and
measurement. Rather, it tends to he a series
of paper-pencil activities using the gamut
of metric notions, without regard for the
principles of estimation and measurement,
or for the components of the metric system
that our students will lind necessary. For
example, present-day metric materials often
ask students to perform complicated and
useless conversions within the metric system
itself changing mm to m, km to din, or
mm to dm. Just as useless are exercises
requiring addition of unlike units such as
dm and m. Rarely are units mixed in a
metric problem. Instead of using 3 dm 5 cm,
the measure would he given as 35 cm.
Instead of 3 m 22 cm, we would say 322 cm
or 3.22 m. Poor instructional materials
make the metric system seem complicated
for children when it is relatively easy. Such
materials should he screened and not
purchased.

Metrication in the community

Schools should be expected to help
parents understand the metric system.
Parents will want informatioq on what their
children are being taught so they can provide
reinforcement at home. School people in
general, and mathematics educators in

particular, should take the initiative in
presenting metrication to the community.
Let us not make the mistake of waiting for
parents to demand it. It is our responsibility.
Creative teachers can prepare single-concept
handouts to send home periodically to
the parents. Perhaps a metric newsletter
can be developed with teacher and student
input. Libraries could prepare displays of
metric materials. For some school districts
there is the possibility of developing parent
workshops as an activity of the parent-

teacher organization, Metric education is

our responsibility and we have the equal
tasks of working with our students and
with our community.

Conclusions

Our goal of metrication in the school
program is realistic. The amount of new
knowledge required is actually quite small.
Success for the mathematics education
community in making the change will
depend on how well we follow guidelines
such as those given here. It will depend on
the degree to which we provide appropriate
experiences for maximum development of
student understanding.

In summary, these are the guidelines:
Teach students to THINK METRIC.
Concentrate on those units necessary from

the utilitarian standpoint.
Develop meaning and feeling for units

through experiences centering around
estimating. and checking of the esti-
mates.

Minimize conversions. Do not immerse
students in the morass of computing
conversions between the metric and
American systems nor even within the
metric system itself.

Use metric units at every opportunity. This
includes use in other subject-matter
fields. Elementary teachers use them
throughout the day. Secondary teachers
teach metric exclusively and provide
inservice materials for your colleagues in
other subject areas.

NI FUR ICAT ION IS UPON US. IT IS
NOT IF, BUT I- IOW,

.VCTA/ Metric ImPlementation
COMMittee

130vd Henry. C hairman
Stuart A. Choate
Donald Firl
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Ihere is no doubt that the metric s,stem
is rapidly becoming the standard system
of measures for the entire world. Over
ninety percent of the countries; have al-
ready adopted the system. Eer. England,
from whom we inherited our customary
system of weights and measures, is more
than halfway through its own ten-year pro-
gram of conversion.

The main fact emerging from the recent
study of the National I3ur, .1u of Standard:
is that conversion is inevitablethe only
questions are when and ;?,w. The recom-
mended when is the creel of ten year,
thus providing time to plan for and mai, e
the change. The holt. can be answered
twofold:

I. Constant exposure to the metric sys-
tem through advertisement, conversation,
relabeling of all commercial goods, along
with a continual phaseout of the customary
system.

2. Proper educational programs of in-
struction on four different levels from pre-
school through high school.

Since the British are still in the process
of conversion, a complete report on the
educational aspects of British metrication
is not available. We do know that from the
beginning the British counted quite heavily
on the education system to make metrica-
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lion n smooth, gradual process. English
students who are now entering the ele-

mentary L,rades are learning to think in

metric terms as naturally as their parents
thought in terms of inches and pounds.
Students in the higher grades are success-
fully breaking the habit of thinking in the
old terms. The book publishers and edu-
cational equipment suppliers are well ahead
in production to conform to the metric sys-
tem. Teachers are being trained in special
courses to teach the system effectively.

The proper education of students, using
a master plan that involves all grades, is

the most important factor for a successful
cons ersion. An educational survey, con-
ducted as part of the U.S. Metric Study,
showed that changing textbooks and equip-
ment would cost about S I billion. If these
changes were made for no other purpose
than for conversion, then the expense could
be tabbed wholly to metrication. The fact
is, however, that most textbooks arc re-
placed after a few years of use. The hulk
of the expense of conversion can be ab-
sorbed with regular revisions that provide
a planned exposure to the metric system.

Most educators agree that learning the
metric system is quite easy. The simplicity
of metric tables leads to the assertion that
the metric system can be learned in just one
hour, and continual work at applications
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would make the system completely second
nature at the end of one year. Young peo-
ple are more receptive to the system than
their elders are. In fact, partly due to the
psychological effect of a totally new system
based on ten, the slow learner learns the
metric system more readily than he learns
the customary system. In the English sys-
tem, there are more terms to learn: inch,
toot. yard, mile, acre, ounce, pound, ton,
pint, quart, gallon, peck, bushel, dor:ett, and
gazes. in the metric system, a child needs to
learn only eight terms: meter, liter, and
,i;ratn; the prefixes milli-, centi-, and kilo-,
and hectare and metric ton.

Once metrication has been given the
green light, the metric system can become
an integral part of the mathematics cur-
riculum for each of the grades. The ap-
proach to the metric system will need to be
adapted to the various grade levels.

Preschool

Up to age five, children should he ex-
posed to the metric system as a standard
system of measurement, even though their
parents will still he using the English sys-
tem for everyday, practical purposes. The
family should help children realize that one
system of measures is on the way in, and
the other is on the way out, Children
should he encouraged to use metric units.
Educational programs would help the pre-
schooler realize that what he is learning is
extremely useful in everyday life. Educa-
tional toys and planned television programs
could be beneficial.

Kindergarten

At this age, children are exposed to the
idea of sizelarge versus small, tall versus
short, and heavy versus light. Students
should learn to associate the basic units
with familiar objects: the meter as some-
thing that is slightly taller, or shorter, than
they are: a decimeter as long as, say, a
sharpened pencil; and a liter of water as
about the same amount as a quart of
water, and weighing about the same as a
large book like a dictionary.
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First grade

Addition and subtraction can he taught
using the meter stick as a number line. The
introduction of the fraction 1/z should he
accompanied by the introduction of the
millimeter as a part of the centimeter.
Students should be taught that is equiv-
alent to and 5", . They should ex-
amine two different containers of I:II-liter
capacity, but of ditlerent shape, and find
that both can be used to till a I-liter con-
tainer.

Second grade

Students at this level learn about mak-
ing change, inequalities, and large numbers.
The teacher can show the relationship be-
tween terms--how cent is related to centi;
how ma/ is related to milli. The concepts
of more than and less than can he illus-
trated: thirteen centimeters is more than
one decimeter. One dime is less than $0.13.
Students should learn that there are 100
centimeters in I meter, 100 millimeters in

1 decimeter, 100 decimeters in I deka-
meter, and so on. Groupings of 100 to
form 1000, and groupings of 10 to form
1000 can be studied with the help of the
metric tools.

Normally at this stage, fractions such as
' 2, and "I are studied. In the

study of metric measurement, these are
passed over. Students will learn the tenths
instead--1, , " i , and so on.

Third grade

Sums up to 100 can be associated with
the meter stick. For example: How many
decimeters and how many centimeters
should he added to reach the 95 on the
meter stick? The introduction of the Celsius
thermometer, with 0 degrees freezing and
100 degrees boiling, provides further oppor-
tunities for additions up to 100. Concepts
of larger numbers can be introduced with
the number of millimeters in a meter. The
degree of error can he introduced with the
idea of the nearest half centimeter. This
ties in with inequalities on the meter stick.
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With the introduction of area and volume,
students learn the terms square and cube,
and they should be taught estimation. For
example: How many squares one meter
long on each side do you think will cover
this floor? Or, How many liters of water
do you think it will take to fill this tank?
Foreign road maps can be used for the
introduction of the kilometer and the
hectare. By this time in their academic
career, students should be well aware of
the importance that ten has in everyday
life, as well as in all mathematics.

Fourth grade

Averages of metric measures can he
found. It is important that equivalence be
learned thoroughly. Students should know
that 97 on the meter stick means "7,
meter, or 9 , decimeters, or 97 centi-
meters, or 970 millimeters, and what must
be added to each of these to ohtain the
equivalent of one meter. The process of
finding the least common denominator for
the purposes of measurement is practically
trivial. Weights are taught at this level, and
the gram should he learned in association
with such things as a small piece of chalk.
The kilogram can he illustrated with a

heavy hook and, possibly, in association
with capacitythe relation of a kilogram
to a liter of water. Decimals can he taught
entirely by the metric system. Common
fractions can also be related to the metric
system. The example 9 Ill 4- 7 dm 33 cm
can also be expressed as 71 ""i.
This example, of course, can be changed
entirely to meters, decimeters, or centi-
meters. There is no confusion with the least
common denominator as there would be
with the customary system. The relation-
ship between the shifting of the decimal
point and the corresponding fraction should
he evident.

Fifth grade

For further practice at this level, students
will he exposed to more difficult material.
The terminology of the metric system
should he implemented as much as pos-
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sible. Problems in multiplication and di-
vision in measurement can be studied at
this time. A typical example in multi-
plication might he

(6.5)(1 in 7 dm 2 em) (6.5)(1.72 m)

Of course, finding the decimal equivalent
of a measure must he learned. Manipula-
tion of measures becomes easier for stu-
dents because there is less mechanical
work.

Sixth grade

Time, rate, and distance problems with
metric units are not usually taught until a
physics course is taken. However, with the
national changeover to metric, this is

brought down to the lower grades, which
gives more time for other things in physics.
'Hie use of the metric system can facilitate
the more complicated inequalities with frac-
tions, especially in area, volume, and per-
imeter. The liter should be studied more
carefully, with applications in both capacity
and weighta tub that is 1 meter by I

meter by I meter will take 1000 liters to fill
it, and each liter of water weighs I kilogram.
An experiment with several students using a
seesaw is a way to show comparisons. The
introduction of percents, with further work
in the degree of error, can he taught using
centinieters.

The metric study in the sixth grade
should also include a film documentary on
the history of the system and its worldwide
use, with examples in commerce and in-
dustry.

Junior high school

Students should know what a square
centimeter looks like and that 100 square
centimeters covers an area equal to I square
decimeter (100 cm' =- I dm"), and so on.
They should he somewhat familiar with the
notation cm'. Fractional parts of square
units should be taught. For example. 1/2
ern' may he a rectangle that is I centimeter
in length and 5 millimeters in width, with
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an area equal to SO square millimeters.
After such simple ideas are learned, stu-
dents should have no difficulty in finding
the area of any simple geometrical figure
using fractions or decimals.

In the first year of junior high school,
the student should have plenty of practice
in applying his knowledge of linear meas-
ure to the formulas. Volume and its rela-
tionship to weight are studied in the sec-
ond year. Students should he shown models
of cubes, cylinders, and the like for help in
visual perception. The use of metric units
in the formulas should nu, he a problem:
but, again, notation needs to he explained.
The notation for cubic centimeters is cm".
A volume of 1...2 en' is equivalent to a
rectangular solid 1 centimeter by I centi-
meter by 5 millimeters. As in area, work
with fractions and decimals in volume is
important, and not difficult, as long as the
students know all the components of linear
measure.

In working with volume and capacity,
the basic thing to know is that 1 liter con-
tains 1000 cubic centimeters (I / == 1000
cm.l. All expansions of capacity into
meters or cubic meters, or reductions of
capacity into millimeters or cubic milli-
meters. can he done easily. More work
with inequalities can be provided. For ex-
ample:

Complete 1r 0 /t <, or = :
.001 liter . 1 cubic centimeter

The laboratory approach would be an oh-
vious aid in this type of instruction.

The third year of the junior high should
be given to more difficult applications of
all previous work with the metric system.
The only new topic that needs to he cov-
ered is scientific notation.

Senior high school

The metric system is taught in the tradi-
tional way in high school science classes.
Work with the metric system can he con-
tinued in courses like geometry and tri-
gonometry, with applications to problems
involving measurement.

There are two important points to make
clear:

I. The metric system should he taught as
a primary language.

2. Conversion manipulation should not be
used at all.

The model program outlined here is

designed for the graduated exposure of
students to the metric system. The exclu-
sive use of the metric system will reduce
the need for common fractions and, thus,
the time given to teaching fractions. Esti-
mates vary, but mathematics teachers say
that in the elementary schools fifteen to
twenty-five percent of class time is spent
teaching the details of adding, subtracting,
multiplying, and dividing common frac-
tions. They believe that much of this is un-
necessary. As Lee Edson pointed out in
American Education, if the metric system,
with its simpler decimal relationships, were
taught, teachers could quickly and easily
give their pupils the basic principles of
fractions and then continue to other aspects
of mathematics.

There is no doubt that the schools are
the key to complete metrication. Few
adults who have lived with the inch-pound
system all their lives will ever completely
learn to THINK METRIC, but children who
are introduced to the system when they
start school, and even before, will always
-MINK METRIC.

During the period of metrication, not
all school children will he exposed to the
metric system in the same manner. There
are four categories of exposure:

I. Bane, for the preschooler and grades
one and two.

2. Lower intermediate, for grades three,
four, and five.

3. Upper intermediate, for grades six,
seven, eight, and nine.

4. Advanced. for applications in the tar
sciences, such as chemistry and

physics.

Table 1 is a chart of how the categories
might be distributed for the successive
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Table 1

Programmed conversion chart

1 3

Kindergarten 13 13 B

First grade 13 13 13

Second grade 13 13 B

Third grade 50' ; B
50' ;L

25'; B
75'.;11.

1.

Fouth crack 50''; 13 3(1' ; B 25' ; B
50'", 1. 70' ; 1. 75'; L

Filth grade 50' ;13 40' ;13 13

50' ; L 60'; 1., 75' ; L

Sixth grade and plus .10' .; 13 25' B 75`.; L
60'.; L 75' ;1. 25' ;U

B = Back
L Lamer intermediate
L: L:pper intermediate

years of conversion. For example, if a

student entered the seventh grade during
the initial year of conversion, what would
he study'? For the first two years he would
he instructed in the basic and lower-inter-
mediate phases. When he had the appro-
priate competence, the upper- intermediate
phase would follow. Since all of this is pre-
sumably new to the student, it is important
that no mention of the English system.
for comparison or conversion, be made.
With much applied use, the student will
see the simple relationships for himself
and make the necessary mental conver-
sions.

To help students in their learning, the
metric system should always he in evi-
dencedisplays in the classroom can in-
clude such things as foreign road maps;
16-mm and 35-mm strips of film; cultured
pearls; military shell casings; wall charts.
like those distributed by the Department of
Commerce; snow skis; and of course, a
complete set of the standards of the units
of measurement of the metric system.

There is no doubt that the change to the
metric system is an enormous undertaking

Year of metrication

4 5 6 7

B B 13 13

B B 13 13

B B B 13

50';L
50' ; U

25'; 1.
75';U

I. 1

U U

8 9 10

B B B

13 13 B

B B

1. 1. I,

1.

U U Ll

But neither is there any doubt about the
benefits that will result. The physical as-
pects of convertingchanges in industry
and the likecan be described in dollars
and cents, but mental conversion cannot
he measured. There will always be the
unconvinced people who feel that the
present system is perfect and that perfec-
tion should not be tampered with. It is

generally true that nearly all of us proceed
on the assumption that whatever is, is

right. This is probably the major reason
why America has been afraid of metrica-
tion. Many people, in the United States
and around the world, want this problem
overcome, and the way to do it is through
education.
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Metric curriculum: scope,
sequence, and guidelines

M A IZ I I, YN N. SU D A N1

The metric system is merely a system of
measurement that replaces another system
of measurement. However, metrication
provides the opportunity to: ( I) reevalu-
ate the measurement component of the
mathematics curriculum: (2) reconsider
what we know from experience and from
research about how children learn mea-
surement concepts; and (3 ) restructure
the curriculum and modify instructional
practices. The scope and sequence sugges-
tions and the guidelines that follow are
not exhaustive; they are intended to call
attention to sonic of the imnortant factors
to keep in mind when planning a program.

Scope and sequence suggestions

Primary lets!

I. Develop the. basic prerequisite skills
and understandings ahout measurement
by having the student
a. Match, sort, and compare objects

long:short, heavy/light, large/small, and
so 00.

b. direct comparisons of two ob-
jects by placing them next to each other
to determine which is longer or shorter,
heavier or lighter, larger or smaller, and
so On.

c. Compare three objects, developing
the idea of transitivity ( that is, if A is

Adapted from materials amt copy-
righted by the Agency for Instruction:it Tele-
vkion, 1974. Used by permission.
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shorter than 13 and B is shorter than C, then
A is shorter than C).

Place several objects in order, from
longest to shortest, heaviest to lightest, and
so on.

e. Make direct comparisons by using a
third, huger unit to describe the compari-
sons. For instance, give the child three
sticks, Have him tell the length of the first
and second sticks in terms of the length of
the third stick.

f. Combine lengths, masses, and vol-
umes, using physical objects. For instance,
put the water from four glasses into one
container, or put two desks together.

g. Transform objects for comparison,
applying the idea of conservation (that no
length, mass, or volume is lost in the
process). For instance, pour sand that is
in two differently shaped containers into
two similar containers.

h. Compare by iterationplacing ob-
jects end to end a number of times, pour-
ing over and over, and so on. This relates
measurement to a process of counting.

1. Use metric measure!: in "play" activi-
ties. Metric measures and terms should
he used in everyday experiences, although
the metric system itself is not under dis-
cussion. Metric terms should be used, for
instance, when recording temperatures on
a daily calendar or marking heights of
pupils on a wall hanging.

2. Extend the concept of measurement by
using nonstandard (arbitrary) units.
a. Use varying units. For instance, give

each student a different length of string;
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have the student measure an object and
report his measures in terms of that length.
Develop the reason for using a common
measurecommunication with others.

b. Have the class choose ;111 appropriate
(common) unit and use it to make indirect
comparisons. Measure a variety of objects:
wing J ohn's foot as the unit, have each
child make :1 copy (model ) of the length
of John's foot and use it to measure the
room desks, and so on. 17.ven when a
common unit is used, their measures ill

probably not all agree; discuss the approx
mateness of their measurements.

c. Measure between limits, reporting
the measurements as "between 2 and 3
units," for example.

d. As the need arises for a larger unit,
use multiples of the basic unit; subdivide
the basic unit when smaller units will facili-
tate more accurate measurement. (Since
we have a decimal system of numeration
based on powers of 10, it follows that for
ease of calculation the subdivision of the
units should also be based on 10. Measure-
ment with the metric system can thus be
integrated with other topics in the curric-
ulum.)

. Develop the idea that a coin
standard unit is needed for communication
with others outside the one classroom.

3. Having established the background for
developing a decimal standard system
of measurement. gradually introduce the
various standard units of the metric
system and the instruments used to
measure in these units. (This listing is
general: many specifies must be add,(1.)

a. The meter and centimeter should
probably be introduced first. The child
should have practice in measuring to the
nearest centimeter with the ruler and meter
stick. He needs to he taught how to hold
the ruler to make careful measurements
and how to draw lines that reflect careful
measurement. ( lhe child needs similar in-
struction on how to use other measurin,2
instruments.)

b. After some practice in measuring.
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the pupil should learn to L,imate metric
lengths. Resin with gross comparisons ("Is
a meter about the length of the school
building or about the length of the book-
case'r ), then develop finer ones (''About
how many meters long is the room?-).

c. Discuss the need to use appropriate
measurement unitscentimeters to mea-
sure the width of a book, meters to measure
the length of a room, kilometers tc, mea-
sure the distance between two cities.

d Begin to develop the relationship of
the metric system to the numeration system.
For instance, explore counting on a metric
ruler and on the meter stick; note the
I -; 0- 1 00 correspondence.

a. Provide activities in weighing with a
balance, first using the kilogram, since it is
easier to handle than the gram weight.
(Weight is a more difficult concept ac-
cording to research and is more difficult
to estimate. )

f. Introduce the liter as a unit for mea-
suring volume.

Develop time concepts related to the
hour Lind minute.

It. Use the Celsius thermometer in

(:\ eryday situations, having the child read
and record temperature.

Intermediate level

I. Develop the relationships between the
prefixes. stressing the relationship to the
decimal numeration system. Use decimal
notation. (The most ofH.ni used prefixes
are milli, eenti. dcci. and kilo. )

2. Introduce the symbols for the metric
units as the unit is introduced: m. din, cm,
mm. km. g. kg. I. nil.

3. Teach the relationships among mea-
sures. For instance, for length, develop
such relationships as

mni
100 mm

1000 mm
Ill cm

1011 c m

m

cut
dm
ni

din
ni

km

(emphasis should
be placed on
these four)
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Later teach such relationships as

num = 0.1 cm == 0.001 m
e (Lni m

0.001 kin

4. Measure to the nearest millimeter; to
the nearest milliliter; to the nearest gram.
In the elementary school, the distinction

between mass and weight can he noted, but
the term "weight'' will probably he used.
Mass is sometimes thought of as the
amount of material is an object. Weight
is the measure of gravitational force on a
mass and varies with the location of the
mass (object). the weight of an astronaut
on the moon is less than his weight on the
earth because the force of gravity is less
on the moon; he may he weightless in a
space station. His mass, however, is the
same in all three places. We have been so
accustomed to using the term "weight- in-
correctly that it will still probably be used
in cases where the correct term is "mass.-

5. Develop understanding of rectangu-
lar solids---1 liter , 1 cubic decimeter
(dm') --, 1000 cubic centimeters (crui.').

6. Concert from one metric measure to
another. stressing the relationship to the
numeration system (10-100-1000). De-
velop the ability to convert mentally.

7. Introduce addition and subtraction
with common measures. Compare with re-
grouping in addition and subtraction al-
gorithms. Later use multiplication and
division with measures.

S. Develop angle measures ( which are
the same in both metric and customary
systems) .

9, Work with metric units in problems
on perimeter, area, circumference ;Ind area
of circles, volume, time, temperature, iind
SO on.

1 U. Develop understanding of the rela-
ti(mships among units for length. volume,
and mass.

11. Develop the id..a of accuracy and
precision of measurements and of signili-
cant digits.

12. Extend time concepts and tempera-
ture ideas.

13. Discuss the history of measurement,
presenting selected aspects to indicate how
varied systems of measurement developed
(including but not limited to the customary
system of measurement),

Seer Mchlry (and ali10 1Crel

I. Units for such quantities as force,
pressure, work, power, and electricity
should he presented in science and voca-
tional education courses as the need arises,

2. Generally, the problems at the junior
and senior high school levels will not he
much different from those at the adult
level. The very things that will be taught
to the elementary school child will also
have to be presented to the older student
and to the adult. More extensive develop-
ment of the metric system will be needed
in some classesfor example, in scierv_e
than in others. Metric units can he pre-
!.cnted with limited reference to or com-
p, rison with a few customary units. The
emphasis should he on making actual mea-
surements with metric instruments. No

problems should he presented that involve
conversions from customary to metric
units or vice versa. The decimal nature of
the system should he stressed in realistic
problem settings; comparisons to the mon-
etary system may he particularly helpful.
The workshop approach, in which the
student actually makes all types of mea-
surements with metric instruments, is highly
feasible and desirable.

Guidelines for teaching measurement
with the metric system

1. [he focus of instruction should he on
measurement, with the meiric system evolv-
ing and taking its role as the standard
system of measurement.

2. Before children can understand the
metric system or any other system of mea-
surement, they must have experiences in
measuring. They must understand %%Ilia

measurement is. Some prerequisite skills
and understandings are essential before any
standard measures arc used.
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3. After prerequisite knowledge and
skills ,tre attained, nonstandard measures
should be used to develop the concept of
why a standard system of measurement is
needed, as well as to extend the concepts
of what measuring means and of how
things can he measured in various ways.'
(Only when the child understands how
arbitrary the choice of a unit actually is

will he realize the importance of stan-
Jarditation in meitsurenhint and appreciate
that the history of mcasurm,i1 is essen-
tially a struggle for standard' i.ition.)

4. The logic of usinti ri;..asurement
system hosed on ten---to cr.rrr.h nui 'with
our numeration system----is that devel-
oped, and the metric system is introduced.

5. Begin with linear measures, because
the metric units of length are the basic
units from: which the units of mass and
volume are derived. For children in the
intermediate grades, begin with the meter
as the basic unit; for smaller children who
play hose difficulty handling the meter
stick (and who do not yet know the num-
bers to I iii sufficiently). begin with the
centimeter as the basic unit.

(t. In the elementary school. ';.each the
metric siistem as the system of measure-
ment; later, the eustomai'\ system may he
discussed as one of the other system, of
measurement. Schools inav itti,c to teach
some of the customary measures
-with teaching the metric system for

e. since the country as %%1101: 'A ill

offer examples of both far .,ear, to come.
the mi_itric and customary sterns

is dual or alternatii.c ,,sterns -! -the cu.;-
tornan, si.stcm happen, to he the one the
children' parents used.

7, Avoid coni.crsion exercises, concen-
trating on use the metric system. The
indii.idual need- to learn metric measure-
ment itself and thus learn to think in
that language of measurement. (ihildren
who haiie not learned arty system of

have little difficulty learning
and the metric ,. -gent.

1.lmit comersiiiih within the metiiic
stem to commonk used tiniN tuljacent

in size. Present-day metric material; often
ask students to perform extensive con-
versions, such as changing kilometers to
decimeters Just as ni;eless are exercises
requiring addition of unlike units; rarely
will this he needed in actual metric situa-
tions. Instead of stating 4 decimeters 3
centimeters, the measure will he given as
43 centimeters: instead of 5 meters 16

centimeters. we will say 516 centimeters
or 5.16 meters. Children will need to un-
derstand the relationship hetween mea-
sures, but they should encouraged to
use the standard form.

9. l'se actual units and measuring in-
struments: avoid completely the use of
sealed-down sersions sometimes found in
current text materials.

I)ei.elop the understanding that the
appropriate instrument should he used for
(Thiel-Lint measurement purposes: the meter
stick for length, the balance for weight
(mass). the container for volume, the
clock for time, the thermometer for tem-
perature.

11. The units should he introduced at
rite point at which they are to he used.
concentrate on those units necessary front
a utilitarian standpoint at all age levels,
including adult. Do not teach the metric-
unit tables per se.

2. rs:imations should he emphasized,
such a,. 'About how many nuatehbook
citisirs long is [lb: desk?" or ":About how
mafti. grams of sugar do you put in a cup
of coffee.' Verify estimates with non-
standard measures and later with metric
measures. Deselop the meaning of and
a feeling for the size of units through ex-
neriences cAtering on estimating and
checking those estimates.

13. Stress the idea that measurement is
approximate. Schools have children
many illustrations of -exact- measures:
measarenrint is not as precise as we have
made it seam. Precision is partially de-
pendent on the unit of measurement
11,2.

I -1. With pupils who already ki nw the
sstern, is well as adults.
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appaiximatc conversions may he needed.
Relate metric measures to common ob-
jects anti to body. measures.

The meter is a little longer than a yard.
The liter is a little larger than a quart.
Fhe gram is about the weight of an ordi-

nary paper clip.
File kilogram is a little heavier than 2

pounds.

Body temperature is about 37 C.

15. Use metric mits at every opportu-
nity, including other subject matter fields.

lo. The prefixes should be introduced
as they arc :-..eeded. Association and pre-
sentation of the complete set of prefixes
should be done late in the development
and then it should he presented only to
serve the function of notimg the orderliness
of the metric system and its relationship
to our numeration system. The prefixes

dcci, centi, and :nilli arc the only
ones that will need to he stressed in the
elementary' school

17. -leach only the commonly used

85/E-6

multiples and subdivisions and their cor-
respw:ding prefixes and symbols; for in-
stance,

cm i()1) cm == 1 III

nun lUmm= 1 enl
km 1 NO in I km
12, kg 111011 g = 1 kv,

1 , nl1 1000 ill 1 I

15. Stress the importance of correct
symbol usage, which is the same in all
languages.

19. Special emphasis should be given to
symbols for area and volatile units that
contain superscripts. Additional emphasis
on exponential and scientific notation will
he needed in the elementary school.

20. Discourage the use of common
fractions with metric units except when
needed to develop specific quantitative
concepts; when a fractional term is used,
write it in decimal form, that is, "one-half-
is written as ".5- or "0.5.-
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Ten basic steps
for successful metric measurement

.10N I.. HIGCTINS

A. adults we have been measuring for
so long that we now tend to take the mea-
suring process for granted. Today's push
for conversion to the metric system pro-
vides us with new opportunities to redesign
not only the system of measurement that
we teach in our schools but also the way
we teach measurement itself.

Research over the past thirty years sug-
L,ests that measurement is a much more
involved process than we have commonly
assumed. Measurement require: the (level-
OpnICtit of several prerequisite skills and
uncierst.inclii,:s that ;ire often overlooked.
The following, list suggests some of these
prerequisites. along with a possible se-
quence in which they might be developed.
The list is intended as a summary. The
issues and critical aspects of each step can
he found in the other article; in this hand-
hook. We have (milled this list to treat
length, area, volume, and mass ( weight)
simultaneously. Researchers have found
that many of these understandings must be
let-e/Hped by children, instead of merely
being 1,4 I en by textbooks or teachers, and
that a child's development does not pro-
ceed simultaneously for length, area, vol-
ume, and mass (weight ). Neveriheless, the
prerequisites are similar for all and can he
easily discussed together even though they
may be separated in the curriculum. Com-
pare this list of ideas and suggested activi-
ties with the textbooks used in your school.
Are you skipping any imporOnt steps and
prerequisites?

89

I. CH/Hpuo direcdy. Extend the ideas
of "more" or "less" to -longer" and
-shorter,- "heavier- and "lighter,- and
"higger- and -smaller" by placing objects
directly next to each other. Be sure to
extend the activities to include not only
length but also area, volume, and mass
(weight ) as well. For length, compare pen-
cils. pieces of string, chalk, and so on.
For area, compare sheets of paper or
S111111;11- paper cutouts by placing one over
the other. (keep the shapes being com-
pared geometrically similar at this time.)
For volume, compare boxes and cans by
placing one inside the other (filling activi-
ties should come later). Compare the mass
(weight) ) of objects by lifting and by
placing on simple two-pan balances.

2. Cm/paro three objects. Three oh-
jects B, and C' may be compared by
comparing A with B and B with C, Develop
the property of transitivity for length. area,
volume, and mass (weight) : if A is less
than 1? seal B i; loss than C, then A is less
than C. which can be verilicd by a third
direct comparison. Note also cases where
transitivity does not apply. For example,
if A is less than B and C is less than B, we
do not know how A and C compare with-
out a direct comparison.

Apply the transitivity principle to Com-
pare two widely separated objects. Hive
one child hold a short pencil on one side
of the room, and another child hold a piece
of :balk on the other sick of the room.
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Vhieh look; lancer '.. Choose a third object
of intermediate length, perhaps ;1 dowel
or stick. ;ind use the transitive property by
comparing lint the pencil to the dowel ;111(1
the eh,dk to the dime].

3. ritiott kittaJr)// «itiooiN it! ,Jttifttr,

children ha\ e learned and indstered the

transitit, it ). propiartii.t, they c.in place se\
er :tl object, in order of inereisint or de.
creasing ,wit H. repeated use or frmisitkio..
Fins serial ordering depends
hilt k 1101 the steps in Inca-
;man, that

1. C,Jtinpartt iNtlire(76. Basle to the

ine,tsuretnew proc,.., is the usia of a third
larger unit that can K iisi:(1 to help corn-
p.tre. \\je net around the inapplicability rf
the tr,Insitke properiti Itty cojistriLttillijj
markint.:) the si/c tit one object tin till.,

lamer milt :111,1 using the con,trueted ;tie
to compare to the second object. For
esample. ahoose dime' long.ar than either
the pencil or the chalk IIl the previous
evimpfe. CompAre the dittAel to the pencil
and mark the pencil's length on the dowel.
hhan comj,tire the tuarked length on the
dowel to the length of the chalk,

ctimpare the areal of pAo hr

tracing one or them till tl 1:1P2e ,Meet of

paper (the la. jter unit I. !lien carry the
I arked sheet of paper to the tither Irl-
allgle tor comparistill

ljt.tto ohmic-. cat. he comparec indirectly
by using it volume of either sand or vvgoer
as an intermediate. A, before, the olurne
of sand or %ater ;P.:Waffle must ha larger
than the volume of either of the tv.t) con-
tainer, being compared Fill one of the
containers with sand oi t.vater. discarding

.\I;tsse, cvcights l nisi he compared he
thing sand or tA.iter to -,..(tmtruct- ti mass
equal to the first. file con.tructe(1 mass
mat; then he compared to the nt.'s, of the

5'. I (;).c?o,

Develop the 'Rica that basic prop-

erties can he :aided. Comp;Irc the length
of a pencil to the length of two pieces of
chalk hv placing the chalk pieces end to
end.

('ompare the area of four small squares
to that of a large square by fitting the
sindller squares together like a Kurile to
trill a net.% tiren. C01111,:tle the volume of
,e1C1,11 l'10e10, tti til:It 01 larger 1)0 1,V
1,1C1-011g the hiOck. COInp:Ill: the WCIL!.11t

of sta% er,il paper clips to that of a safety
pin by placing all the paper clips on one
n;In 01. a ;Hid the sale t_\ pin on the
other.

friot,iornt ttitjotic ft)). (.(0)titari\,),).
Often it is helpful to transform objects
to make them appear more nearly alike
or purpose, it i..,scnti:o to

process is the fact that no length, arca,
\ttl itiiii', of Ilia must H. lost in the trans-
formation process--this is the basic idea
or

Iol'll? fl i,1,,2(111 pith toothpicki. Com-
pire the length (perimeter) of the polygon
to the length of a pencil by placing the
toie,hpicks end to end to form a straight

Compare the area of a triangle to the
area of a rectangle in cutting the triangle
into piaecs that c,tn he fitted together to
form a new shape that is appro\lmately
rectangle.

(Ionip.ire a hall of modeling clay with a
Hoek of modeling clay by pinching the
corners off the block and adding them back
:it other Tots. Fse this same transforma-
tion to compare both volume and mass
civeight

7. (',,,,,pair /ty iter(iiimt, l wo objects
can now be compared by using a third
intermediate object that is smaller than
either of the object, being compared. A
small length i, used to construct the length
otj a pencil by placing copies of the small
lenj:th end to end until the additive length
i; equ,d to that of the pencil. The number
'it times the small length is used or re-
peated i; counted. and this number be-
comes the measure of Tile length of the
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pencil. If we want to compare the length
of the pencil to the length of a piece of
chalk, we can get a number for the measure
of the length of the chalk in the same
manner and compare lengths by comparing
number.

This process is what most people think
of when they think ()I' measure. There are
two important things to note iibout it. First
of all, the iteration process reduces mea-
surement to a process of counting, but

counting is the last step of the 111C:ISUrC-
Incnt process. The steps that we have
summarized earlier form the necessary pre -
requisites for the successful C01111)10tI011 of
the counting proce,s. Secondly, the inter-
mediate -small length- forms the unit of
measurement. When %%,..f count. we roust
he counting equal or congruent units. This
is why the repetitive or iteration process is
import:un--it guarantees that we count
c(.ngruent units. The unit we choose may
he arbitrary. as long as we tiSe the same
unit for till HIC;I:NlIrCIIICIIIS (20111-

P:1ft'.
When measuring areas by iteration we

may he arbitrary not outs in the choice of
the size of the unit but in choosing the
shape of the unit as well. .lhe problem is
to choose a shape for a unit that can be
used to construct many differently shaped
regions by repetition. The most practical
shape to choose is a square, %%llicit can he
used to construct hoth square and rectangu-
lar regions. -To measure regions of other
shapes, we first transform them into rec-
tangles and then measure the resultant rec-
tangle with the unit squares.

Children should develop the iterative
process for measuring areas by covering
square and rectangular regions with small
square tiles and counting the number of
tiles used as the measure. Later. the use
of graph paper or ti transparent grid may
help speed this process. \\Then this has been
mastered, then parallelograms, trapezoids.
and triangles may he measured by trans-
forming them into equivalent rectangles.

The iterative process for mettsurim.z vol-
urn,' follows the same pattern as the process

for area. Small cubes are chosen for unit
volumes, and these may he used to con-
struct rectangular solids. Irregular volumes
fire transformed into rectangular volumes
hefore measuring.

To measure mass (weight), a small unit
mass must first he chosen. Identical copies
of that unit are added to the balance pan
until the mass heing me:isured is matched.
The number of unit masse:; used is then
c(mnted. and the resulting, number becomes
the measure of the mass. For classroom
usc, paper clips make practical small-unit
111:1,,2S.

S. Afeavnre between limits. Unless the
unit has been chosen with respect to the
particular object being measured, it is gen-
erally not possible to construct congruent
lengths, areas. or volumes by :I simple
repetitive process. When measuring the
length of ti pencil. for example, a child
may find that five units form a length
shorter than the pencil, while six units
form a length longer than the pencil. Chil-
dren should then report the measure of
the length :is between 5 and 6 units, or
S in (, (where in is the metvurc

An arithmetic of measure limits can he
developed. If the measure of the length of
a piece of chalk is between 3 and 4 units,
then the measure of the length of the pencil
and the chalk end to end is between 5 t 3

and 6 f 4. In a similar manner. the length
of two pieces of chalk is between 2 f/ 3

and 2 ' 4.

(), ..tibait.i\ion of writs. \\lien children
check the arithmetic of measure hunts by
measuring the combined lengths directly,
they usually bind that the interval between
the limits of the actual measure is less than
the interval between the limits given by the
arithmetic. thils, although the arithmetic
gives the measure limits for the length of
two pieces of chalk its 6 and S. actual mea-
surement of the length of two pieces of
chalk laid end to end may give limits of
7 and S. This happens, of course, when
the length of the original piece of chalk is
IMICh closer to 4 than to 3.
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The difficulty that is raised here usually'
suggests to children that the interval be-
tween measurement limits should be made
is small as possible. There are two ways

to accomplish this--either choose a smaller
unit of measure, or subdivide the unit of
measure into smaller pieces. If one chooses
a smaller unit, the interval between the
measure becomes NinitlIcr, but the counting
process becomes more difficult, since there
are score eopi.'s of the unit to count. BY
subdividing .1 Lirger unit, \ye make both
aspects easier. Counting is easier, since we
have fewer larger units to count. The in-
tervals between measure limits is smaller--
after the last whole unit, we C:111 switch to
the smaller subdivided unit.

Children should subdivide basic units in
ms manner they wish and practice mea-

suring silk the new subdivided units of
length, arca, volume, and mass (weight ).

W. Calculate with measurements. The
best way to subdivide measurement units
depends on In1W they ;ire to be used. We
can often shorten the counting process by
doing simple calculations on basic mea-
surements. For example. suppose we W'Lltlt
to measure the area of a rectangle. We can
cover it with unit squares and then count.
Or we can count the number of squares

;don,: the length of the rectangle and the
number of squares along the width of the
rectangle and multiply these numbers to-
gether to obtain the total count. In similm-

multiplying the length, width, and
height of a rectangular solid is a shortcut
for counting stacks of unit cubes,

lihe algorithms for calculations depend
On the place-value system used in our nota-
tions. To keep our calculations simple. the
subdivision of units should parallel our
place-value system. Since we have a deci-
mal system of notation based on powers of
ID. it follows that for ease of calculation,
the subdivision of the unit should also he
based on powers of 10. This ii e,riu

what the metric system Marc! this is
the point at which the metric .system be-
comes ail rantat,,cous.

Other subdivisions may be useful in

other applications. It is often useful to

consider halves or thirds of units. particu-
larly in estimations. but no other subdivi-
sion procedure is as useful for computation
is the decimal di\ isions used in the metric
system. As teachers of young children, we
must look ahead for the system that shill

ultimately he most useful to them and use
that sYstem from the time standard units
are first introduced. That is why it is im-
portant to think metrie--now!
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I hinking about measurement

LESLIE P. S'1F.FFE

ii., ,INociarc rn. Inalhemenicx an.,n at Inc
1 'nil c nay .. -t the /Lc, Licor:,,in. 1.,'%11,' Si,

rrwarch wan

thin in!? In niallicinaIiiv. II, r;

cif 01 a Li,//re'rel/CC re.scarch

thc ;1'p,'. 1N Iiti article v

erc,a1 1,10't; tin,/in Nrich

It is essential that teachers of mathemat-
ics have g,lod grasp of the thinking basic
to the mathematical content they present to
their student;. \\Tien confronted with the
general area of thinkinil. nlathenlaiics edu-
cate I includinL, teachers) have tradition-
ally Lurned to psychology for help. Some
mathematics educators arc currently turn-

ttmard theories of cognitive develop-
ment in their quest to understand thinking
basic to mathenudics. .1 he search is rich
in content and rewarding in terms of im-
plications for mathematics teaching. The
implications ,ire not necessarily in terms
of pedagogical polcmics but lie in the in-
sight that teachers can gain into the think-
ing of the Yount! child and the origin, of
that thinkino.

Piager, theory of cognitive de% elopment
is a theon, intelligence. Onc of its; fc:,-

93

tures is that it describes structures of
thought and changes such structures lln-
ticP.D.) a child changes in chronological
age. Nlajor stages of de% clopment of them=
structures lia%e been identified hr Piaget.
Crucial ages at which changes in structures
occur ha \,e been isolated it :ippri,\illi-,,L.7,y

eighteen month, of age. so.en vears of agc.
and mei\ c rears of age. Stage, may he
identitied in terms of the Jge inicrwals.
from birth to ciohteen month, of

eighteen Months to seen \ ears of aoc.
seven years of ;,,,e to tv,elve \ ears of age.

id twelve years onwards. Two stages arc
particularl of concern in this paper----the
stage from eighteen months to seven \ ears.
called the stage (If preoperational repre-
sentation., and the Stage front \c,..11 vcars

ty,clve ears. called the stage of eon-
L.Tete operations. In the case of individual
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children. exceptions in when stages occur
have been noticed. but not in the sequence
of occurrence.

In the theory, overt action is yie\vcd
souiee from hich intelligence originates.
As the child grows older, the ()yell actions
are internalifed t they occur in the mind 1
and become operations or thought, or,
for short, operations. Such operations of
thought Yie\Yed ha\ ing structure.
Concrete operations ,Wed

to denote Chit children em think in a logi-
cally cohLrent manner about objects that
e\ist ami about actions that are possible.

(;ill perform coneiete operations,
however, in the imme(.1i.ite tib\C'nCi' of
objects. Sonic CiffiCletc opera-
tions are classification, ordering.. counting,
and the rundament,i1 operations of the logic
of classes In WI1t fi,111

the operation or ordering is discussed.
:\ child can perform an overt act of

comparing Py 0 .trine's sal'. and Bi to
:tsccittin if i is ;ts 10112, as B, .1 is

shorter than B. or if .-1 is longer than B.
In order to e parthdiv, the

conditions that have to hold for such overt
:lets to represent operations of thought. it
is neeessary to consider a child placed in it

situation where he is asked to order a

bundle of strings from longest to shortest
:!..tun-,' the are of diilerenl

lenifths I. ko avoid the possibility of the
child performiug the ordering by lust look-
ing at the strings. the strings haYe to be
else 011")h.411 iii length so that ;my two
strings :ire not obYmusly ltif different
lengths. I hat is, to find the relation that
holds. ;I child actually has to compare the
strings by placing one end point from each
string adjacent to :mother and comparine
the ti) remaining end points '.s it Ii the
strings drip\ n taut (see lie.

I ), To perform
the ordering, task. the child must take r,(,,i)
strings. sit .-I and B, .ntd math. compare

1,

:1 B C

A longer than B

B longer than C

Iig. 2

thein. suppose he finds that is longer
than B. Ile then must take tt third string
,ind compare it with either ,-1 or B. lin:Tine
that he compares it 55 ith B ;Ind finds that
B is longer than C (see lie. 2). At this
point. if the overt action represents opera-
tions. there is no necessity for the child to
oyerth. compare anti C. lie is able, in
his mind, to compare C on the basis
of the fit .mises that . is longer than B and
1? is longer than C. That is, the child is
able to compost: the 1\ \o relations "A
longer than H- and "B longer than C" and
infer that is longer than C. which is one
central aspect of the operation of ordering.
In mathematics. it is what is knomi as the
principle of transitivity. Although not un-
equivocal. some research (Smedslund 1963)
shows that the average :lee at which chil-
dren acquire transitivity of length relations
he, somewhere between ',even and eight
years,

Imagine now that when the child com-
pared string ( ith string B he found.
instead of B longer than C, B shorter than
C (see tig. 3 I. In this case. if the (-wen
actions represent operations, there is no
neeessity for the child to make :my further

ert comparisons to ascertain that B is
shorter inan or that ( is longer than B.
lie is able. in his mind, to construct a eon-
seise relation. \\ lien the child thinks, "B
is shorter than it is a relation that hits
a directionality from B to C. The converse
relation. (' longer than B.- has

B

A longer than B

B shorter than C
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tionalit% from ( to P. In other words. the
child starts wit!, /3, procecds to C (

shorter than C. then hack to It (( longer
than It ). such an e\pression of re\ ersl-
hility is essential in the structure of the
operations.

In the case of Him: 3, the child cannot
establish. in thought. ;my relation
hetcen .1 and ( the comparison of
it and and al and B. It is essential Cr o
hint to iwertk compare :tit1/41 coin
plete scriation l ordering ) of al. it and
C. ..\ssume that the child Comic! .1 longer
Han C. so the order of the strings is :k Ili

4. I he child mu -t now take .inoiher
string. say /). Imagine hi: rind, that /3 is

longer than I) with one overt comparison.
The concrete operational child %%kink! not
have to mertly compare al with /) nor C
with 1) to infer the correct relations, For
e \ample. to infer that :1 k longer than /).
he eiiii!cf take at feast two different route,

estahlish the relation. First, because he
knows :hat al is longer than /3 and It is

ioniIer than /), he knows that .1 is longer
/): or, s:cond, hecaise he know, that

.-1 I, ',Inger than ( and ( is longer than
i). he :an infer that al is loner than /).
most :Ilicient strategy on the part of the
child would he to rea-on that B is shorter
than hoth .1 and C. /) is shorter them B.

I) is shorter than Huth .md C. Chil-
dren in the stage of preoperational repre-
sentation do not exemplify such flexibilit
of thinkin,i.

()tiler strucHral aharactcristics of con-
crete-orerational thimght exist. but titer
are Netter hoilagfi) oil in other cows0.s.
The ,hike characteristics of transiti%

and re.ersihilit% discussed in the context of
seriatiorkot-strings tas:: ;ire quite general

utd arrIv to other oru.'r relations: that is.

A C B
I r.

A longer than r

C longer than B

"less than" and "more than" for numbers.
One point should he made explicit. That is,
it is not necessarily true that ;ill children
who ;ire eight Years of age are in the stage
of concrete operations, nor is it necessarily
true that all children who are six Years of
age :ire not in the stage of concrete opera-
tions. It is important to note that children
:ire not. in the present curriculum. taught
direcfk to think in the ways characterized.
Tikk do s» without formal instruction,

\ow, consider a child who is placed in a
situation where he is asked to categorize
a collection of "linear" ohjects ( sticks.
strings. pipe cleaners. etc, ) into subcollec-
tions, where the subollections ;ire formed
1-k using the relation ";is, long ;is." That is,
;ink ohiect in a gken suhcollection is as

kin, is ;my other ohject in that suhcollec-
lion. ;Ind ;my two ()Neck, taken from differ-
ent subcollections are of different lengths.
Some structural aspects of concrete opera-
tions noted earlier :ire involved, as well as
others. The child can start by selecting an
object. say al, and finding ,inothk:r, say /3,
o that is .1, low, is /3. The child may

now find ;mother object. sir C. is long as
al. If these overt actions represent opera-
tions. there is no ne.:cssitv for the child to
overtly compare It and C. Ile is able. in
thought. to compare al and ( on the prem-
ises that :1 is is long is It and al is its lone
as C. For the concrete-operational child.
knowing that .-1 is as long as /3 also implies
that the child knows that it is ;is loni, as .4
reversihilik ). and knowing that it is as

long as al and al is as long (" implies that
the child is able to infer that it is as long ;is
C t transitk its ). Given that the ,.`-..Id iews

1. B. and (' as heing as long ;is one
:mother, he can freely us.: any one of the
three as rcpre-cnIiilive of the others. or. in
other words. t, . principle of substitu-
tion. Nloreiwer, the child can compose rela-
tion, as follows, If he finds an object I)
such that I) is not as loig (', he knows
that /) is not as Joni, as either ,4 or R with
out overt comparisons because al is as long
as ( and It is is Ion), is (".

1 he above principles of thought at the
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sIng.e of Conecele operations ',U.0
linear objects into subcot_

lections on the basis or is long :H.- !low
such thinkin, Is insoked IIl measurement
tasks

NI,....isurement is a process whereby a
Htemitcr is assigned to some ohjeet. Con-
sider. for example. a line segment .1 as an
ohjeet to he measured taut piece of
string is ph\ representation of a line
segment ) and another segment B usuall\
considered as a unit of mensuremeem se-
lected to measure the st.sgment mea-
sure B is laid alongside and iterated
as many times is necessary. Consider the
special case in figure 5, where .I is right
units in length. the child must conceive
of }Icing partitioned into eight sub-
parts, determined by the iteration of B,
each of which is as long Is 13; that k, B, is

lorp, B. R. is as long is B, so on
Ohviouslv, the child //trot conceive, in

thought. that 13, is as long since
there is no possibility of directly comparing
R. and B. "pile ,:.:E1C holds for any two of
the subpart.. 'Um). the child must coneci\ e
that B. I-. shorter than B, B (R, R.
means the sei21112Ilt formed B).
13, R. than 13 13 B

and q) on, .,11(.1 at the same time he must
conceive tha; B, R. is longer than 13,.

B, 132 is longer than B, and
so on. Or, in other words, a stick one unit
long is shorter than :1 stick two units lone:
a stick two units long is shorter than a stick
three units long: and at the same time. a
stick two units long is longer than a stick
one unit long: a stick three units long is

longer than n stick two units long: and so
on.

Too often measur,.ment is begun ill the
clementary school 1)y tiikin, a foot ruler.
marked off into units of an inch or frac-
tional parts thereof. and :milking it to
objects to he mensured. obtaining nnswers
such a the hook is eleven inches long-

,,,suminr a hook was to He measured I.
Children certainty like to measure objects.
However, if they have Junkie their own
mensuring instruments, two children may
well find "different- answers for how long
the hook is. 'Flit: resolution of such a con-
flict may lead to II quite powerful notion-
a unit of measure for each child that is as
long the unit of measure for ;in\ other
child. In the resolution of such conflicts.
other structural characteristics of concrete
operations become immediately apparent.
For exnmple. consider a simple situation
such as that depicted in figure 6, Segment
.-1 ( for example. the length of the book
measured by t%\o rulers, ruler I and ruler 2.
With ruler 1, segment. .4i is found to he
twelve unit. long. and with ruler 2, eight
units 101"q!,. HOW can the same segment have
two "different- lengtlis? It is essential at
this point that a child be able to simulta-
neously conceive that the unit of ruler I is

shorter than the unit of ruler 2 and that
there are more sub.egments of ruler I than
there are of ruler For a child in the staLte
Of preoperational representation. Pinget's
theory could predict that he is not able to
conceive simultaneously of both relations.
A child at the stage of concrete operations,
however. could establish both relations and

Fig. 6

Segment A

Ruler I

Ruler 2
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Coordinate thc:Ii.:11% it .1,0111(1 seen]
that such I1 Child would a more pow-
erful conciTtuall/ing Jibilitr than the pre-
operational child as regards construction of
stJindard units of measurement.

To illustrate mote lucidly the point co-
cernino the construction of standard unit
of measurement. consider the three situa-
tions depicted in liguie 7. In each situation.
a child is iisked if he can make a length
comparison of the two polrgonal paths.
polygonal path mar he thought or as a set
01 COI1I1Ceted at the end points.)
1 he piths are not !nor dile so that the child
cannot make a direct, orert comparison
betrreen them. First he must ascertain
rrhether the subsegments of each path :ire
of the same length. The child could do this
hr selecting stick ( a unit ) long as one
suhscment and then comparing it \sift
each such subsegment in that pith. as :d-
read\ discussed relative to Figure 5. Ile
must. hir necessity. he able to usc Iran-
sitir Ur and re\ ersibility in order to con-
ceive of. path I of situation I :is being
partitioned into subsegmcnts all of the
sane length. Note that in path 2 of situa-
tion 3 one slIhsek.1.111,211t is shorter than the
unit and one is longer, so that no ct)in-
p:ffi,on is possible, on a logical basis, of
path I and path 2. Mc:ours:2. mire sophis-
ticated means :ire :ivailable to m:ike the
comparison.

In situation 1. all stili..L,Ancrit!-: of path
I are of the ,same length and Jill subseo-
mews of path 2 :ire the same length. It is

Situation I

Path 2

necessary for a child to compare one sub-
segment of path I with one subsegment of
path 2 through the use of an external stick
(thus employing transitivity and reversi-
bility) to ascertain that they are of the
same length. Then by establishing that one
subsegment of path I is as long as one sub-
segment of path 2. the principle of substitu-
tion must be employed to ascertain that
any subsegment of path I IS as long as any
suhsegment of path 2. Now, in order to
compare the lengths of the paths. the child
must either construct a one-to-One mapping
between the subsegments of each path or
else count them, In each event, the con-
clusion. path 2 is longer than path I, is

based on the premises that there are more
subsegments in path 2 than in path I and
that each subsegment of path 2 is as long
its each subsegment of path I.

Although in situation I it is not neces-
sary for the child to establish and co-
ordinate both relations in order to reach a
correct conclusion, in situation 2 it is. In
situation 2 each subsegment of path I is

as long as any other subsegment of path
I but longer than any subsegment of path
2, all of which are en the same length, The
two premises on which a child must base
any logical conclusion are: there are more
suhsegments in path 2 than in path 1,

turd each subsegment of path 1 is longer
than each suhscgment in path 2. Consider-

just these two premises. the child must
perceive that it is not possible to compare
the lengths of path I and path 2. In figure

Situation 2

o

0-

Fig. 7

-.4

Situation 3

C
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6, a similar situation exists. There, how-
ever, the polygonal paths forming the rulers
are se,t,quetrrs. that are proximal to each
other and to sygment .4, so that visual
compat'isons are possible. \o conclusions
about the relatke lengths of the two rulers
could be ascertained from the two premises
that the unit of ruler 2 is longer than the
unit of ruler l and there are more subscg-
limits of ruler I than of ruler 2. Those two
relations considered simultaneously were
used to C.17)1(11.11 why two rulers, for which
it was t,,it'en that they were of the some
length, could have different numbers as
lengths. In situations 1, 2. and 3 of figure
7, the task is to compare the lengths of
path I and path 2 ( which are not movable )
H. !LI knowledge of the lengths of the
subsegments and how many such subseg-
mems form the paths. In situation I such
a comparison k possible. In situations 2
and 3 such a comparison is not possi-

ble. In situation 3, the reason a compari-
son is not possible is different from
that in situation 2. In path 2 of situation
3, if a child selects a stick as long tis

subsegment ( say .-f I. he will find that there
ore exactly two subsegments (C and /)
not as long as the stick I C is longer than
.4 and I) is shorter than ,-1 ). If the child
is at the stage of concrete operations. he
should know that even though there are
Is IlLtfly subsegments of path I as there
are of path 2. he cannot compare the

lengths of the two paths. It is essential that
a child have the ability, before such situa-
tions are presented. to ascertain whether the

1 2

subsegments of any path are of the some
length. It would also seem necessary that
the abilities outlined above concerning sit-
uations I. 2. and 3 of figure 7 be present
before the number line is used as a model
for operations with whole numbers.

Considering the above discussion, for a
child to conceive a treed for the construc-
tion of a standard unit of measurement it
seems necessary that he be placed into
situations that are resolvable but that in-
voke conflict ( fig. 6) or into situations that
are not resolvable ( situations 2 and 3 of
fig. 71. Such situations must be carefully
selected so that the thinking necessary for
resolution ( ilonrCtiOhnion ) is available
to the child.

Once a class of children have constructed
rulers with :a standard unit of measurement

an inch ). they should use the rulers
to measure objects. In such usage, concepts
of inner and outer measure become impor-
tant in forming approximations to the
length of objects that are not a whole
number of units long. In figure 8, the inner
measure of segment . is six units and the
outer measure is seven units. The length
of the segment is between six and seven
units. The inner measure is the greatest
number of units that are completely in-
c ludcd in the segment. and the outer mea-
sure is the least number of units needed to
completely include the segment. If the
children agree to make two units out of
each one in their ruler, then a closer ap-
proximation could be made to the length of
segment .4 I see figure 9 I. In figure 9. see-

5
Fig. S

7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

9

Segment

Segment
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Teaching about "about"

HAROLD C. TRIMBLE

profes.vor of educatirm Ohio State University,
Harold Trimble describes himself as ''a would-be teacher,.

iontla' alwayA: as Other duties permit.-

o many adults mathematics is a mys-
tery, an occult science beyond their powers
of reason. To test this bald statement, talk
to boys and girls of high school age and
to adults. Listen to what they say. Ob-
serve what they do in simple problem
situations that involve numbers. Notice
how they try to "remember what to do"
or begin to perform random calculations.
Notice how few people wade into a prob-
lem confident of their own good sense.

Now consider a child who studies al-
gorithms for addition, subtraction, multi-
plication, and division in grades three
through six. Much of his time is spent

learning to find "right" answers. Perl,aps
he concludes that mathematics is the place
in the world where exact answers are avail-
able and required. At this point in his

mathematical development. a child may
encounter what seems to him to he a con-
tradiction. Elc has become accustomed to
using numbers to record measurements.
And now the teacher tells him that all
measurements are approximations; that, in
the arithmetic of measurement, there are
no exact answers, and, even worse, cor-
rect calculations do not necessarily produce
"correct" answers,

This is, of course, only one of the criti-
cal moments in which a person may learn
to believe that mathematics is u mystery.
Perhaps it is an effective one for many
children. At least it would appear to pre-
sent a fine opportunity for a child to lose
his intellectual self-confidence.

There are, of course, two ways to try
to correct such a misunderstanding. You
can provide corrective experiences just
prior to the critical moment. Or, you can
take a longer look to discover how the
misunderstanding was built into the cur-
riculum over the years preceding the criti-
cal moment.

Let's look first for a short-range solu-
tion. As a teacher you may not be in a
position to rewrite the program of study.
Often the best you can do is patch up
mistakes that previous teachers have made.

Have you seen the advertisement in

which one razor blade corrodes more
quickly than another one? The edge of a
razor blade appears to the eye as a line
segment. What could be more perfect
than the edge of a blade used only a few
times? Yet, under a microscope the edge
becomes a mountain range! A teacher can
use pictures like these to dramatize the

100
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contrast of the perfection of mathematics
with the imperfection of reality. Then he
may be able to get children to see how
calculations, correct in the mathematical
world, fail to reflect the rough edges of
the physical world.

My own lack of confidence in talking
to students, even in using pictures to
dramatize the contrast of the mathematical
model with the everyday reality, is based
on experience. My efforts along these lines
have failed. Because of this, I am con-
vinced that boys and girls need to use a
correct mathematical model for a while
before they can appreciate and understand
the incorrect, but good-enough-for-practi-
cal-purposes, model now presented in

most school mathematics programs. So,
to my mind, even the short-range solution
requires more than showmanship.

I propose, then, providing children with
experiences in which they contrast the
mathematical idea of measure (a real 111.1111-
her, length of a line segment, weight, or the
like) with the physical idea of measure-
ment (the process in the real world). A
child readily accepts a thing as what it is.
It has something that grownups call a

measure. This may he a length, a weight,
a time, or another idea-level property. The
trouble is that real lengths don't fit rulers
perfectly. The measure is an idea. It is what
it is. The problem is to express the meas-
ure using numbers on a scale. This is the
basic problem of meaurement. Carpenters
are content to call a measure 121/2. Ma-
chinists might call it 12.49. They mean
about, and about means good-enough-for-
the-purposes-at-hand. That is why walls
have floor moldingsto heal the difference
between the lengths of wall boards and the
heights of rooms. But about is not a good
mathematical word. Sometimes we agree
that "about 121/2" means 121/2 V.; ; but

a better way to say this is to speak of a
measure in, about which we know that
12'4 < in < 123/4. At least I like it better
because it keeps things straight. There is a
theoretic-il h:ng called a measure, in. But
the process of measurement is a process of

comparison that inevitably leads to making
an approximation. So the best we can know
about in is that it belongs to an interval.
For example, we may know that

121 < Sri <

or we may know that

12.485 < on < 12.495.

What we know will depend on such prac-
tical questions as the type of measuring
tools we use.

In present-day programs in arithmetic,
children begin the study of measurement
by measuring things that conic out as whole
numbers, such as 2 or 3 or 5. This seems
wrong to me. It would he much better, I
think, to begin with thinks between 2 and
3, or between 5 and 6. If early experi-
ences with measurement have implanted
the idea that things really do have mea-
sures like 2 or 3 or 5, children espe-
cially need to work with the between idea
as they begin to perform calculations in
the arithmetic of measurement.

A good problem to get fifth or sixth
graders started is to ask How far above
the first floor of the school is the second
floor of the school? There are, of course,
a lot of ways to measure this. Fine. Suppose
one child, or committee of children, drops
a weighted string down the stairwell and
uses a yardstick to measure the length of
the string. Suppose another child. or com-
mittee. measures the rise for one step,
multiplies by the number of steps, and
comes up with an answer. The answers are
different. Who is right?

In a context like this one, it will he easy
to convince fifth graders that a stairstep
has a riser of some definite height, but it is
not possible to say exactly what this height
is. The best one can do is to make a state-
ment like: The height is h, where

< h <

For sixteen steps like this one, the height is
, where

16 X 71 < H < 16X7y.
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Notice that the calculation required is
doubled when you work with intervals.
Notice that 16 = 11(1 and !6
73 = 118, so that an interval ' s inch
lone ( 7'4 to 73ii ) becomes an inters l 2

inches long (116 to 118 ) when vou multi-
ply it by 16. I believe that it is in contexts
such as this one that the absolute errors
and relative errors of the arithmetic of
measurement can he made sensible to
children.

What I am proposing, then, is involving
the children in a few problems in which
they perform simple measurements: lead-
ing them to notice that different methods
or different observers may get different re-
sults: having them express the measures
using intervals; helping them perform cal-
culations with intervals for a time before
trying to teach the more conventional ap-
proach to the arithmetic of measurement
the rounding of answers.

The next example may be more suitable
for junior-high age children. When a boy
runs up a flight to stairs, he does work. If
he climbs h feet and weighs w pounds, he
does ;nu foot pounds of work. If this takes
t seconds, his power is expressed as

I! .
toot pounds per second.

Since 1 horse power is 550 foot pounds per
second, we can write

h tt
= hone power.

You can have children mea .ore their horse
powers using this formu.a. They must
measure h in feet and, for each child, w
in pounds, and r in seconds. To get a usable
measure of t, a stop watch will he needed.
Again, it will he easy to get arguments
going about whether or not Joe is really
more powerful than Sam. Again, intervals
will he needed to allow for the inaccuracies
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of measurement. For example, the children
might agree that

< h< 113, (ilemeen II ft. 8 in.
and I I ft, 9 in.),

II I < w < 112', (Weight of one boy
to the nearest pound),

and 2( < r < (Time for the same boy
allcming an error
of second tither

Notice that

(11) X (111.1, ) x )' < ' <
(550) X (2) /

(550) X (2D
There are opportunities for computational
practice. The more students who compete.
the more practice. Important mathematical
ideas are also involved. For example, the
smaller the divisor, the greater the quotient.

Between the two examples given, there
are, of course, many of intermediate dif-
ficulty. The idea is not to teach physics, or
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surveying. It is, rather, to work with inter-
vals in order to develop some appreciation
of the effect on the answer of approximate
data. With such a background, it may be
possible to get children to understand and
appreciate the arithmetic of measurement
as a shorter way to find answers "good
enough for practical purposes." Working
with approximations vnd rounding answers
is not really mathematics, it is a practical
war to shorten calculations with intervals.

You may want to think about the longer-
range solution. If you buy the idea that the
correct mathematical model for calcula-
tions with measurements is calculations
with intervals, you may wish to:

1. Plan the first experiences with measure-
ment to fit the realities of the situation.
Have children measureand record the
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answer in the form 3 < in < 4, rather
than say "the length is 3."

2. Use the students natural desire for
greater precision to motivate the use of
smaller units of measure, and, later, of
common fractions and decimal frac-
tions.

3. Lead up very gradually to the idea of a
real number as a limit defined by a set
of nested intervals. For example, the
number 17 has been a source of great
confusion. However, children accus-
tomed to recording a measure as an in-
terval should not find a set of intervals
like the ones that follow surprising.

3 < < 4

3.1 < r < 3.2

3.14 < < 3.15

The number r is the measure defined
by the ratio of the circumference to the
diameter of a circle. It can he approxi-
mated by intervals obtained by mea-
surement and, later in the study of
mathematics, by intervals obtained by
theoretical methods.

4. Use the arithmetic of intervals as hack -
ground for the idea of a vector space.

In this instance, notice that when you
measure with an agreed-upon unit ( hun-
dreths of inches, for example) and re-
cord a, h, . . . in terms of that unit,
then for measures mi and m2, defined
by a<mr < h and c < < d,
a) m, = m2 if any only if a = c and

b = d, and
h ) tn, + nr2 is defined by a < mt

+ m2 < h + d.
c) For an imeger n, nmi is defined by

na < <
So this arithmetic of intervals is remark-
ably like vector arithmetic. It has the
additional, rather unique, property that
d) mim2is defined by ac < < bd.

Whether vou seek a short-range or a
long-range solution for the problem of
making sense out of the arithmetic of meas-
urement, I have argued that it will help to
view a measure as an unknown element of
an interval. I have suggested asking boys
and girls to perform calculations with inter-
vals. I have pointed out several advantages
of such calculations. But, mainly, I claim
that intervals provide a mathematical model
for the arithmetic of measurement that
contrasts with the rather sloppy, this-
works-even-though-it-isn't-really-right ru-
brics with which we currently mystify chil-
dren.
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Metrication, Measure, and
Mathematics

ALAN R. OSBORNE

The United States has achieved an en-
viable industrial technology. The inter-
changeability of parts, standardization of
assembly-line procedures, planned obsoles-
cence, commonality of marketing practices,
and the efficiency of management that char-
acterizes our industry have solidified a

remarkable number of traditions as shown
in Daniel Boorstin's The Americans: The
Democratic Experience (1973). The per-
vasive orientation to mass production and
uniform consumerism has established mea-
surement as a critical component of Amer-
ican industry. The measurement units and
procedures are an essential tradition of the
mass-production, assembly-line techniques
that characterize our technological, indus-
trial society.

But this measure tradition has created
an extensive problem for trade and, ulti-
mately, our position of leadership in the
industrial and commercial world. The rest
of the world is metric. The economy of
the United States is dependent on trade
for our continued health; it affects each
of us. The sellers of goods manufactured
in the United States are finding markets
closed. Just a few years ago the benefits
of expanded world trade did not outweigh
the bother and the expense of converting
to the metric system, Now it is necessary
for the United States to shift from the tra-
ditional, comfortable English system to the
metric system in order to enjoy the benefits
of continued and increased commerce in
manufactured goods with the remainder of
the world. This is recognized and accepted
by leaders in government and industry
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( U.S. Congress Senate Bill 100), and the
country is in the process of making the
shift to the metric system.

As conversion is instituted, the country
and individuals face new problems and
added expense. The comfortable intuitions
and effective estimations that are part of
every adult's way of life will not apply. The
wrenches and other equipment in the work-
man's tool box will have to be replaced.
In the same way, industry will need to
retool with considerable inconvenience and
expense. Measures in the comfortable Eng-
lish system will become anachronisms
useful perhaps as literary referents of sym-
bolic valuebut this is an adult problem
and not the problem of a child who will
finish school and move into a metric world.
The child should not he hound by the in-
tuitions and traditions of heritage that
adults possess.

The task of this paper is to consider
implications of the conversion to the metric
system for the schools. As such, it will not
argue the efficacy of the conversion; this
is well documented and discussed else-
where (in publications such as De Simone's
A Metric America: A Decision Whose Time
Has Come, 1971). The advantages arc
clear. It behooves the schools not to make
a big fuss about conversion but rather to
treat it simply as the down-to-earth act of
reasonable, intelligent people. Otherwise.
we run the profound risk of helpine, chil-
dren anticipate nonexistent difficulties in
handling concepts and processes of metric
measurement within the metric system. This
is not to say that there are no difficulties
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in the teaching and learning of measure-
ment. Rather, the difficulties are not at-
tributable to the conversion to and use of
the metric system. Indeed, measure con-
cepts do provide major difficulty for teach-
ers and for children. The fact that most
beginning physics courses at the college
level devote extensive amounts of time to
the teaching of measurement is testimony
to difficulty in establishing measure with
children. This is to say that considerable
attention need he given to considering the
problems of teaching measurement in the
schools. Given the fact that conversion to
the metric system will entail modifying
curricular content, we submit that the time
is opportune for us to address basic prob-
lems of improving the teaching of measure-
ment. If the content and measurement
activities and curricular design must be in
terms of a different system of measure-
ment, should we not also modify the nature
of the pedagogical design to treat difficul-
ties in learning measurement?

The move to the metric system provides
three different but not unrelated opportuni-
ties to modify the curricular and pedagogi-
cal design of teaching measure. Each of
these will be discussed here in terms of
suggesting important characteristics of mea-
surement that need to he established with
children and highlighting some problems
and unanswered questions about learning
measurement. First, the nature of measure-
ment in the mathematical sense will be
contrasted with the nature of measurement
in the scientific sense. Second, the psychol-
ogy of measure learning will be discussed.
Finally, the problems and procedures of
establishing a metric intuition will he con-
sidered.

The nature of measure

A student teacher in an eighth-grade-
mathematics class faced the task of plan-
ning lessons about measurement for his
class. He looked at the pages of the text,
which contained such words as "relative
error,- and "accuracy." Turning to his
supervising teacher and displaying dismay,

he stated, "I thought I was going to teach
mathematics. This looks like physics. I

chose not to major in physics because I
liked mathematics best. Now what is this
business of teaching science? Shouldn't this
be the responsibility of the science teachers?
It certainly is in the science texts and cur-
riculum.- The supervising teacher hesitated
and said, "I have often thought the same.
I teach measurement because it provides a
lot of opportunity to provide children prac-
tice with fractionsconverting between
English units is a good, relevant context
for drill in multiplication and division. I

also no'ice that my children have trouble
with mLasurement, and they will need these
skills later on in life."

There is an element of truth in the
remarks of both the student teacher and
his supervisor. Measurement is a scientific
process and skill. Children do need these
processes and skills. Premetric curricula
can be rationalized in terms of a relevant
context for drill in handling fractions in
conversion between units, but analysis of
measurement with a broader perspective
indicates a much larger potential than in
either of these points of view. First, mea-
surement does provide one of the best
environments for establishing the concept
of a mathematical model, one of the pre-
miere and most productive concepts of
modern mathematics. Second, the processes
of measurement are firmly based on the
concept of function. A functional approach
opens vistas of power in using the measure
processes.

What is measure?

Teachers of mathematics are often con-
fused about the goals and objectives of
teaching measure concepts and skills. The
confusion stems partly from not possessing
a clear conception of the distinctions be-
tween measure in science and measure in
mathematics. Lacking a clear perception
of the differences and distinctions, teachers
find it difficult to design productive in-
structional materials and to plan effective
teaching strategies. The difficulties for
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learners stem from the ambiguities arising
from the common words and parallel proc-
esses used by scientists and mathematicians
in describing and talking of different con-
cepts and goals.

The scientist has a different coal in

using measure than the mathematician. He
is attempting to describe reality ,:arf..rolly
and precisely in order to predict future
eventshe is building it model of reality.
This may be illustrated as follows:

The model is a system of concepts and
propositions reprsenting reality.. Conflicts
within the system predict how reality will
behave. The soundness and usefulness of
the model as a description of reality is

determined by the correctness of the pre-
dictions.

"I'recEction of an event
\Sithin reality

(Reality) >Occurrence or nonoccurrence
of the event

If the predicted event takes place, then the
model "fits- reality and has a degree of
soundness and usefulness. If it does not
occur, then the model does not "lit."

The building of models depends on
many inductive and observational proc-
esses. The matching of the model to reality
is strengthened if a mathematical matching
can be achieved. This means providing a
foundation of measurementa quantifica-
tion of quantities and phenomenafor a
base of comparison for the m(ii.r21.- One
eritiLl process in assuring it good fit of the
model into reality is the scienti.fs mea-
surement process. It necessarily depends
on and involves observation and is. con-
sequently, subject to error.
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Suppose, for example, a scientist desires
to build a predictive model for the expan-
sion of a metal rod, ti 13, as a function of
change in temperature. Verifying the pre-
dictive rule (a part of the model) depends
on accurately ascertaining the length of the
rod under two different conditions of tem-
perature. (See fig. 1.) The scientist must
place a ruler such that a point of the ruler
falls on point A. This requires judgment
and may introduu error into the system.
The scientist then observes where point B
falls on the scale. If he observes that 13
falls between S cm and 9 cm, he must
decide which is closer to point B. Again
judgment. and, necessarily, error is intro-
duced into the system, and this process
must be repeated for the other temperature
condition. The scientist may improve his
judgment by using a more finely graduated

or by introducing some other observa-
tional techniques that refine his judgment.
He then applies the rules of the mathe-
matical system to the model and establishes
his predictive rule. The reasoning may in-
volve mathematical observations, such as
multiplication and addition, that have the
potential for magnifying the effect of errors
in the observational process.

Error in scientific process or in the use
of models can be made in another manner
perhaps the internal structure of the
model has flaws; the reasoning may not be
valid or may lead to inconsistencies: in-
appropriate rules may introduce systematic
errors leading to useless rules that do not
predict the event accurately when the
scientist verifies the rule. Correctness within
the reasoning of the model is the concern
of the mathematician. He operates within
the model by providing the syntactical
rules that govern the appropriateness of
operations and the relations between op-
erations within the system. Indeed, for the
mathematician the model assumes a reality
of its own, and he may not even care
whether there is a corresponding reality.
He is concerned only with internal con-
sistency, validity of the reasoning, and
whether solutions exist for problems within
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the model. 'Hie scientist is concerned with
whether or not the system will fit into
reality. Carl Allendoerfer's article for par-
ents---The Nature of Mathematics"
(19(,5 1 provides a straightforward ;tnaly-
sis or the types of thinking that are used
in building mathematical models.

\lost people do not operate as either
just the mathematician or just the scientist
our world of mathematics and science is
not so idealized. We do not typically con-
cern ourselves with building an accurate
"tit" of a model into reality with mathe-
matics. Rather, we take previously devel-
oped. intact, systems or models and use
them. The measure concepts and opera-
tions within Euclidean plane geometry are
an example of such an intact system. Con-
sequently. we are concerned with both
establishing measurement as a series of
observational processes and using measure
within th intact model.

The child needs to consider measure
from the standpoint of both the intact
system and the observational processes. He
needs to deal with, accept, and incorporate
the intact system so that he may work
within the world of future mathematical
!earnings. He needs the observational proc-
esses in order to learn future scientific con-
cepts and because this is the sort of mea-
sure that he will find most practical in his
adult life as "the man on the street.- I3ut
these processes and intact systems also
provide the child with some of the skills
and understandings necessary for coping
with measure today as well as in future
adult life. The child needs measure to
quantify hi.: world, to make mathematical
as well as verbal descriptions of his en-
vironment. NIcasure and measurement con-
cepts give the child the means of describing
the work: ..1iout him.

6 7 6 6 to I

Length

The example of a scientist determining
the length of a rod was fraught with obser-
vational difficulties. These could not be
evaded and required judgment on the part
of the scientist. Necessarily. error and in-
exactitude were involved. Length in the
model system or in mathematics is not sub-
ject to observational difficulties: it is exact.
Corresponding to a pair of points A and
13 is a Nin:zie real number that is called the
distance from . to B. That is to say, dis-
tance is a function that maps segments
a line into the set of real numbers.

The distance function may he defined or
characterized several different ways de-
pending on the particular axiomatic struc-
ture used to describe geometry. The clas-
sical axiornatization of Euclid. the structure
for the usual Cartesian coordinate system.
and the intermediate coordinatization ex-
emplified by SNISG's grade-ten geometry
course each provide variations of the de-
fining characteristics of the distance func-
tion and the restrictions to which it is

subject. Usually, the axiomatic structure
of geometry in elementary and junior high
school mathematics texts is implicit rather
than explicit. Rather than being concerned
with the niceties of the restrictions imposed
on the function by the axiomatic structure.
authors emphasize the characteristics of
the distance function that hold for each of
the implicit axiomatic structures. These
common characteristics are precisely the
"big- ideas that a student needs for future
encounters with more formal treatment of
length. They provide the organization of
his cognitive structure that assures readi-
ness and receptivity for new concepts.

Let us examine the distance function
with the intent of identifying some of these
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important characteristics. In the manner of
the writers of elementary and junior high
school texts, we will not provide an ex-
plicit description of the axiomatic struc-
ture of geometry. Rather, the distance
concepts spelled out below hold in any
Euclidean context. The intent is not to
produce a minimal, independent, descrip-
tive set of statements but to identify a

sufficiently comprehensive set of primitive
length concepts to allow the student the
power to deal with most situa:ions.

We define the distance function d in

terms of a set :11 of segments on a line.
The function d maps elements of .\! into
the set of nonnegative real numbers. \\e
write:

1(a). d: or

1(h). d( A, B) C- R. where A and B are
the endpoints of the line segment.

In the more leisurely paced development
of school mathematics, the luxury of a
less complex notation is typical. Distance
is labelled simply as mAB or .-I B. This de-
velopment uses the functional notation to
emphasize the functional character of dis-
tance and because the it A. B) notation
allows a more precise rendering of the
primitive ideas that, taken together, con-
stitute distance. In the notation d(A, B),
the d names the functional rule, the argu-
ment A, B indicates the segment endpoints
in order (we are considering the distance
from A to 8) and the entire symbol
d(A, B) is the real number signifying the
distance.

The distance function needs sonic other
properties if it is to be sufficiently powerful
to treat the usual problems encountered in
school mathematics. In order to strengthen
the function, some rather obvious char-
acteristics are neededthe sort that are so
obvious to the experienced adult that it is

easy to overlook establishing them in the
elementary school classroom. but the dis-
tance function is not complete withow.

these primitive concepts. We state them
first in the functional notation:

2. d(A, B) = d(B-1). The distance
from a first point to a second is the same
as the distance from the second to the first.

3. If d(A, B) = 0, then A = B, and
conversely. the distance between two
points is zero, then the points named by
A and B are not different but the same.
The "and conversely- indicates that the
distance from a point to itself is zero.

4. I f B is between A and C, then d(.-t, B)
d( B, C) = (1(.4, This assures that

if two segments are laid end to end on the
line, then the sum of the length of the
segments is the number naming the length
of the union of the segments.

5. If B is between A and C, then a
whole number p can be found such that
pld(A, C). This may be
translated to say that if segment AB is a
part of segment AC, then it may be copied
enough times to go beyond C on the line
(see fig. 2":. A mathematician would state
that this makes our geometric space Archi-
med i a n

_L-4=2-i- 1 -1

A B
p copies

2

6. If segment .48 77: segment CD, then
((A, B) = d(C, D), and conversely. This
says that segments that arc congruent have
the same length, and if two segments are
the same length then they are congruent.

When taken altogether, these properties (1
through 6) constitute the idea of distance
on the line. This complex of ideas provides
the intuitive insights each student should
acquire in matriculating through school.
But are these characteristics best acquired
by providing experiences with them sepa-
rately. or should the young child encounter
them en masse? Many children's early en-
counters with measure are in terms of corn-
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putational formulae. These formulae and
experiences subsume and depend implicitly
on the six primitive properties stated above.
Consequently, the ideas are muddled to-
gether rather than providing the child op-
erational control and understanding of
each property. Because they are so obvious.
to the adult, it is easy to overlook the prob-
lem of the child who has difficulty with one
or more of these ideas.

The distance function is frequently
"strengthened- by imposing a coordinate
sysiem on the line to turn it into a num-
ber line. :\ function is used to map the real
numbers onto the number line in a one-to-
one fashion. If is such a coordinatizing
function and and B points of a line!, that
dL-1. B) 11( . This assures
that the number line is dense, ordered, and
Archiniedian. ( By dense we mean that
between any two points a third can be
found.)

The ruler-placement postulate of several
geometry texts currently used in American
schools describes implicitly a coordinatiz-
ing function. The label "ruler placement''
is suggestive of the close parallel between
the physical reality of the use of rulers
and actions with rulers but is actually a

description of the ideal world of mathe-
matics within the model of reality. Use of
the descriptive "ruler placement'' label may
well obscure the distinction between physi-
cal reality and the world of mathematics.

Coordinate systems are intrinsic to most
adult experiences with measure. Typically,
coordinates or scales provide the base for
comparison of size. Most conversions from
one measure system to another are based

0 32

-32 = (0-32)
_

-1778

on the scales possessing properties I

through 6. Whether within the metric sys-
tem or between the metric and English
systems, the shift from one scale to another
involves the same type of transformations.
Most commonly. the transformation is sim-
ply a dilation, a stretching or shrinking,
caused by multiplying each number of the
original scale by a positive real number.
Converting a meter scale to a kilometer
scale is accomplished by multiplying each
coordinate on the meter scale by 1/1000.
Note the transformation simply relabels
points. The shrinking is only apparent be-
cause of the relabeling. The point is that
the mathematical principles are the same
whether the conversion is within one sys-
tem of measure or whether it involves both
the English and metric systems. Many stu-
dents have become so bogged down in the
computation associated with conversion
that they have missed the basic idea of the
transformation.

The conversion of one temperature scale
to another illustrates one more transforma-
tion that is sometimes employed in conver-
sion, namely, moving the zero point by
shifting or translation. Both translation and
dilation are used in this conversion. Sup-
pose a line is labeled to serve as a model
for Fahrenheit temperature. This is a co-
ordinatization of a line. By subtracting 32
front each coordinate, we can shift the
coordinate system. Multiplication of each
coordinate by 5/9 shrinks the scale such
that we have established a new coordinate
system, one which serves as a model for
Celsius temperature (see fig. 3).

All that has been accomplished by these

212 Fahrenheit

shifted by subtracting 32

0= (32-32) 180= (212-32)

4 shrunk by multiplying by 5/9 Celsius
0=5/9 (0) 100

1

Flu. 3
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transformations of stretching or shrinking
(dilation) and shifting (translation) is con-
version from the Fahrenheit scale to the
Celsius scale. Since each transformation is
one-to-one and onto, the process could he
reversed to derive the Fahrenheit scale
from the Celsius scale.

The transformations of dilation and
translation provide the mathematical means
of converting between the measure scales.
Dilation, the multiplication by a positive
real number, is messy in the English sys-
tem, with fractions such as 1/12, 1/36,
and 1/5280, and with whole numbers lead-
ing to comparable computational drudgery.
A primary payoff of conversion to the
metric system is that dilation is always in
terms of multiplying by a power of ten.

Conversion from one measure scale to
another is an exceedingly useful property
of a measure system. Dilation and trans-
lation do not alter the basic properties of
the underlying coordinate system Lit:. is

the scale. The ratios of distance, tween
points labeled in one system arc . same
as the ratios of the distances between the
points in the other system. That is, the
ratios are invariant under the transforma-
tions of dilation and translation, The meas-
ure systems most commonly used by scien-
tists and by the man on the street possess
this property of invariance. Such measure
coordinate systems are frequently called
Tali() .wales.

The distance function was established
above in a peculiar manner so that it would
he exactly analogous to children's first
classroom experiences with measure. The
peculiarity is that the domain of the func-
tion is restricted to a single line; that is,
any measuring must be done on a single
line. Children's preliminary work in the
early grades with number lines and with
rulers is typically so restricted. Perhaps
again because it is so obvious to adults, it
is easy to overlook the difficulties in mov-
ing from measure in the one-dimensional
space of a single line to the more advanta-
geous situation of measure within two- and
three- dimensional space. Rather than care-

fully developing the mathematics of a more
general length function, four specific prob-
lems of moving from the distance func-
tionwith limited domain and restricted
applicability in the world of mathematical
modelsto the more general concept of
length will he highlighted.

Problem I. How can lengths of segments
on two different lines he compared? In
figure 4, is iitC7 greater than, equal to, or
less than mAB?

Fig. 4

The nature of the problem requires that
a relationship be found that will connect
the distance functions for line k and line 1.
The critical characteristic of segments that
needs to be established is that all congru-
ent segments have the same measure
whether they are on a single line or not.
We note that property 6 of the distance
function is the parallel of this problem but
is restricted to a single line. Indeed, as an
idea, the single-line case is contained in
the new property applying to more than
one line. The particulars of the mathe-
matics of establishing that the congruence
relation partitions the space into equiva-
lence classes of line segments will not he
addressed. Rather, the point of this dis-
cussion is that the analogue of the mathe-
matical problem is not intuitively obvious
to all children as Piaget's seriation inter-
vews show. This problem of mathematics
reeds to he addressed as a learning and
teaching problem if children are to under-
stand the concepts of length.

Problem 2. How does one find the length
of a broken line segment'? That is, given a
figure like figure 5, how can one assign a
number that will give the length?
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Fig. 5

Ultimately the solution of this problem
provides the capability of computing the
perimeter of polygonal figures. Bs using the
solution to the first problem and allowing
ourselves to add the distances for each
segment, we can comput.: the length of the
broken segment. Careful treatment of this
problem ..could require a mapping from the
set of all broken segments to a single line on
which we could apply the distance function d
(see fig. 6). We would need to define our
mapping neatly for each segment so that the
map of 13. the endpoint of segment .,113, and
the map of 13, the endpoint of segment BC.
would fall on the same point a of line /, so
that the images of the segments overlap in
no o; her points and so that the length of an
image segment is the smile as the length of

A

the original segment. This is similar to
assuming a nonstretchahks string is on the
broken segment ABCDE and is moved to
the line / on which we can apply the dis-
tance function. We should restrict this
ma pping to apply to only a finite number of
segments constituting the broken segment.
'leachers need to provide children with a
variety of activities transforming broken
segments onto a coordinatiied line. This
min as simple as constructing a broken
segment with strung-together soda straws
to he picked up and juxtaposed against a
number line or the reverse, which is picking

up a bendable number line and laying it on a
broken segment. The experiences should
address helping children acquire a feeling for
the conservation of length under the trans-
formation, but it is much easier to focus on
the outcome, namely, that we can find the
length of a broken segment by summing the
distances of the segments making tip the
broken segment.

Pro/i/cm 3. How does one determine the
minimal distance between two points? In
figure 7, is 4,1, C') < B) -1- d(13, C) for
any point /3 Er. I?

The solution of this problem is generally
accomplished by assuming an additional
characteristic for d, namely, for any three
points of the space /1, R, and C. c/(/1, C;

/3) r d(B, C ). Note that this
statement encompasses the single-line case.

Probicm d. the final problem is more
complex. We would like to be able to deter-
mine the length of curves in space. Given
a curve r. as in figure 5, how can we deter-
mine its length?

r

8

Solution of this problem is necessary if
we are to be able to find the circumference
of circles, the length of a portion of a
parabola, and other such problems in

which the figure is not a broken line. Solu-
tion of this problem requires a more refined
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treatment of broken line segments in order
to generate the set of all broken line seg-
ments that approximate the curve so that
limit or bounding processes may be ap-
plied to the set. Children can gain some
insight into the limit processes involved by
comparing the measure of a curve formed
by a jumping rope placed on the floor with
approximations made by first using five-
centimeter sticks and then using decimeter
sticks. A careful mathematical solution to
the measure of curve length may be found
in A. L. 131aker's Mathematical Concepts.
of Elementary Measurement (1970).

This concludes the mathematical de-
scription of distance and length. The de-
scription depends on determining a char-
acteristic function, the distance function
d, and then exploring carefully the prop-
erties desired for this function. Primary
among these properties were those relating
the joining segments and addition, congru-
ence and having the same measure, and
finally comparison.

The distance function and its defining
properties are ubiquitous in that they
permeate the world of this mathematical
model and their analogues are those used
and observed in the world of physical real-
ity. They are obvious; but therein lies the
difficulty in working with the young child.
As adults and teachers, we possess a global
gestalt of the distance function ,ind its
properties. Since the analogues of these
properties are present within the world of
physical reality, it is easy not to give them
singly the attention they need if they are
to be acquired by children. The implica-
tion for teachers in planning for instruc-
tion is that activities for each property need
to he sought and included within the child's
preliminary experiences before stressing
the computational formulae for length and
distance.

The characteristic that has no analogue
in the world of physical reality is that there
is a single, unique number called the dis-
tance between two points in this ideal
world of the mathematical model. How-
ever, the physical world of observation

with the inexactitude of ruler placement
and reading offers no such succor to the
learner.

Area

"lhe idea of area is mathematically simi-
lar to the idea of length. There is a char-
acteristic function for area just as for
length. It possesses defining properties
some of which arc similar to the defining
properties for the distance function. Ana-
logues of most of these properties are evi-
dent in the parallel world of physical real-
ity. These primitive, defining properties on
which a full-blown area function is built
are often slighted by a too rapidly paced
instructional sequence to the familiar form-
ulae for figures such as squares, triangles,
and rectangles. The primitive subconcepts
constitute the important intuitive founda-
tion for the children's acquiring the com-
putational formulae.

The domain of the area function is lim-
ited initially to the most simple case,
namely, the set of all polygonal regions.
A polygonal region, such as the one dis-
played in figure 9, is a closed, broken line
segment together with its interior. The
figure may be cut up or partitioned into a
finite number of trianguk.r regions by con-
necting appropriate vertices with straight
line segments. We shall label the set of all
polygonal regions I? and all elements of
the set r.

Fig. 9

The area function A associates a single
positive real number with each polygonal
region r. We write:

1(a). R . or

UN. A(r) r= 9i .
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Among the several primitive, defining
properties for the area function that are
similar to the distance-function properties
is the one concerning the areas of con-
gruent regions. For the distance function,
we require that congruent segments be as-
sociated with the same real number. Anal-
ogously, the area function maps congruent
regions to the same real number. We write:

2. If r, and r and r, r2, then
V) (/'.2).

For the distance function, if c/(A, B) =
d(C, D), it could be concluded that in
CD, but the area function does not behave
so nicely; equal areas are not necessarily the
result of the area function applied to con-
gruent regions. A rectangle that is 2 units by
8 units has the same area as a triangle with a
base of 4 units and an altitude of 8 units.
The area-measure characteristic function
possesses unique defining properties setting
it apart from other characterizing functions.

The area function, like the distance
function, needs a mechanism for associating
a number with combinations of elements
from the domain. The join of two non-
overlapping polygonal regions should have
the same area lumber as the sum of the
area numbers ( f the two regions. That is:

3(a). If r,, E R and r, and r, share
only points if their boundaries, then

-L AO 2).

Piaget's observations of small children sug-
gest that thei acquiring a feel for the sub-
tractive vers'on of this property is a key
element in heir forming an operational
foundation f a- area. This subtractive ver-
sion is, narrh Iv:

3 ( b ). A ( A (r, ) = A (r., ).

This proper y of joining regions and the
previous property concerning congruence
provide a necessary, logical foundation for
examining area in terms of tiling, or cover-
ing a large region with uniformly sized
pieces and counting them to ascribe a num-
ber as area to the entire region.

The three primitive properties of the
area function that have been specified do
not provide a means of associating a num-
ber with a region. Instead, they provide
rules that this function must obey when
given a rule for association. Typically, two
different rules for assigning numbers to
regions are used and intermingled in texts.
One is the unit approach, which is a

necessary component of the tiling, or cov-
ering, approach discussed previously. It

simply identifies a standard unit with a
particular region. This is usually a square
with a side of length one unit.

4(a). If a square. sh has side of length
I, then A (s,) = 1.

This provides a means of assigning areas
to all polygonal regions if suitable theorems
relating diffetcm types of regions are de-
veloped. We need, for instance, to relate
the area of a square with side different than
one to the area of the unit square. The
areas of other polygonal regions, such as
rectangles, triangles, and trapezoids, need
to he related to the square. The unit length
of the side provides a means of tying area
to the real numbers, yielding several nice
properties, such as order.

The tiling, or covering, approach based
on the unit measure ultimately forces the
learner to cope with problems of incom-
mensurability. The fundamental idea of
covering is simple and intuitive. This is not
so for the ideas involving incommensur-
ability: the concepts involved require
considerable mathematical maturity and
sophistication. Rather than face these so-
phisticated concepts directly, most texts
elect to step around the problem by in-
corporating an equivalent approach that
provides a more direct connection with
the real numbers. We state that for a poly-
gonal region that is a rectangle:

4(b). If b is the length of the base of a
rectangle r and ii is the altitude, then
/1(r) = 1)11.

This provides an immediate association of
all rectangular figures with real numbers
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without our having to impost: the
processes necessary in develorng version
4(a) carefully. It should be rioted that
4(a) ;Ind 4 (b) are mathematically equiv..-
lent: one can he deduced from the odic:.

Three comments are in order. First, we
typically concentrate our instruction on the
number that we a!is.ciate with each poly-
gonal region rather than the function
or association itself. Classroom talk about
the area of a rectangle of sides six units and
five units identities the area as thirty area
units. This labeling of the result of the
computation, or the range value, as the
area function ignores the mapping. It is

appropriate to label the resultthirty area
unitsas the area, but the function and its
primitive, defining characteristic are a por-
tion of the foundational intuition that each
child needs.

Second, the careful mathematician would
want to prove that if a polygonal region is
cut up or partitioned in two different ways,
then the same real number naming the
area results. For example, if the pentagonal
region in figure ID were to be cut up first
as shown by the dashed lines and second
as shown by the solid lines, the mathe-
matician would deem it necessary that the
area function applied to the three triangles

I)

front the dashed-line partitioning give the
Sallie number as the area function applied
to the five triangles front the solid-line
partitioning. This desire for uniqueness on
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the Dart of a mathematician appears strange
to many individuals because it scents so
obvious based on our experience with
measurement in the real or scientific world.
It takes just so much paper to wrap a
rectangular box, no matter how we CIA it
out (see lig. I I ). This is another case in
which an adult assumption leads to ignor-
ing the need to provide a child with foun-
dational, intuitive experiences.

Fig. I I

Third, the choice of an area unit, be it
explicit as in 4(a) or implicit as in 4(b),
is arbitrary. We could have selected a unit
triangle, a unit hexagon, or even a circle,
although we would ultimately have to deal
with the same problems for polygonal fig-
ures. The choices of 4(a) and 4(b) have
an advantage in that they provide almost
immediate access to solution of several
fundamental problems concerning the area
function and because they parallel so di-
rectly the instructional sequence of most
texts, It should be noted in this context
that Euclid's treatment of area did not in-
volve a characterizing measuring function
that depended on the real numbers. It also
did not provide the same direct tic to the
measurement of distance on a line.

The domain of the distance 'function
was extended to encompass length in the
plane and the length of curved lines. In
an analogous fashion, the area function
requires an extension of clonmin in order
to treat areas of closed figures that are not
polygons. We need to be able to apply our
function to circles, ellipses, cardioids, and
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other such figures, and, as in the case of
the length function, we need to also ex-
tend the area function to treat areas not
contained in a single plane. As in the case
of the length of curved lines, the problem
is solved by applying limit processes ap-
propriately.

In nniiry, area measure is a function
characterized by mapping closed figures to
the positive real numbers in such a way
that congruent regions have equal areas.
A joining of a finite number of nonover-
lapping regions produces an area equal to
adding the areas of the regions, and a rule
stating specifically how the real number
naming the area is produced. As in the

ease of the length function, the primitive,
defining characteristics are a necessary part
of the foundational intuition that children
need. These defining characteristics are so
obvious to experienced adults that they are
frequently overlooked in designing instruc-
tional sequences. The p-imitive, defining
characteristics are paralleled in the real

world that the mathematics models.
The properties that were encountered in

area and in length are nicely parallel. In
each case there is a defining function. Each
function has several characteristics in com-
mon (see table I ).

Volume

fhe mathematical model for the measure
of volume shares many characteristics of the
distance and area functions, Volume measure
is a function C that assigns to measurable
sets in three-space a positive real number.

Table 1

1)1%1a/it e

Children need experience with primi-
tive subconcepts of volume measure
paralleling those appearing in th,2 t hie
above, namely the concepts of congruence,
additivity, unit, and comparison. Rather
than explicating these concepts in terms of
the characteristic function V, it suff.ces to
note (I) that children need experiences
directed toward the attainment of these
primitive subconcepts and (2) ,hat the
problems children encounter closely parallel
the difficulties with the analogous sub-
concepts in other measure systems. It
should he noted that children acquire these
subconcepts for different measure systems at
different points in time mos( children do
not attain additivitv (com.ervation) for
volume at the same time they attain addi-
tivity for distance.

The experiences that have been found
to facilitate children's attainment and ac-
quisition of these primitive subconcepts
demonstrate a close comparability to those
needed for the analogous concepts in other
measure systems. The use of blocks to
build volumes in a fashion similar to the
use of area units as coverings for polygonal
regions can strengthen children's intuitions
for the unit, additivitv, and congruence
subconcepts.

Volume does present some unique prob-
lems corresponding to one subconcept
with no exact analogue in length or area
measure, The problem is the measure of
irregular volumes. Nice parallelapipcds
present relatively minor difficulties mathe-
matically. The characteristic volume func-

it-err

I. additivity The join of two nonoverlapping ,CgMent,
ha-, the ,a me measure as the our or the
measures of the individual segments.

2. taut The eoordinatiiing of the line provides
the unit needed to assign a measure to a
segment.

3. comparison Segment .-I segment 13 mean,
< dint from the triangle inequality.

1. congruence Congruent ,contents have the same
meitsure.

The join of two nonoverlapping regions
has the same measure as the sum of the
measures of the individual regions.
A unit is needed to assign a measure
to a region. It is Usually derived from a
related distance function.

region Y means
< Et.

Congruent regions have the same
neasure.
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tion assumes its uniqueness through the
principle of Cavalieri. Cavalieri's prin-
ciple may be exemplified as follows: Sup-
pose you have a deck of playing cards as

pictured in figure 12(a). The deck is

-pusher as shown in figure 12( b).
Cavalieri's principle asserts, informally,
that although the conformation of the solid
has been changed through parallel dis-
placements of the points in planes, the vol-
ume is unchanged.

Fig. 12

This primitive concept is necessary for
the full development of volume measure
and for the deduction of computational
formulae for many shapes, but note the
complexity of the statement, Fortunately,
the concept is more simple for children to
apprehend than to state. It is a Piagetian
conservation concept. Children need expe-
rience in deformation of solids embodying
the Cavalieri principle. For instance, take
a Slinky (one of those coils of spring steel
that children like to run downstairs) and
fill it with peas. Remove and count the
peas. Deform the cylinder of the Slinky
by pushing, and see whether it will hold
the same number of peas (he sure the
Slinky does not stretch in length). The
Cavalieri principle provides a unique con-
servation principle that children need to
acquire. Ultimately, the Cavalieri principle
is realized in terms of being able to find the
volume by multiplying the area of any cross
section parallel to the base of a cylinder
by the cylinder's height. Similar to area
measure in that the volume measure de-
pends on measures of lesser-dimensioned
space, the Cavalieri principle provides the
tie to the area and length functions.

The treatment of volume suggested by
the foregoing differs substantially from

what happens in many elementary school
classrooms today. It suggests considerable
experience in examining rectangular solids
formed by stacking blocks and determin-
ing their volume. It suggests deforming
these volumes in prescribed ways to em-
phasize the subconcepts. Most early in-
struction in volume, however, conies
through experiences with liquid measure.
Experience with liquid measure is impor-
tant, but children need experience with
both volume of solids and volume of
liquids. At some point, the child will need
to relate liters to cubic decimeters. The
concept of liquid-volume measure appears
to be easier for the child to acquire. The
junior high school child frequently finds
himself being introduced to volume of
solids with little intuitive experience except
for the presumption that volume of solids
''behaves'' quite like area. The child is fre-
quently left to his own devices to bring
liquid-volume measure and solid-volume
measure into a common system.

Angle measure in the plane

.\ final example of a measure function
in the sense of the mathematician's nice
world of exactitude as opposed to the
world of practical measurement is that of
angle measure. The measure function for
angles is considered because history and
traditions confuse the definition of the
measure function, as well as the fact that
angle measure is more complex.

The length function and the area function
are intuitively more obvious than angle
measure for several different reasons. First,
it should he noted that we can talk naturally
with precision about length and area. The
word length denotes an attribute of a line
segment. The word area denotes an attri-
bute of a region that is different than the
region itself, but in the case of angle
measure, the word angle is used for the angle
itself and for the measure of an angle. Often
you will encounter statements such as ''The
angle is twenty-five degrees.'' We can speak
of the area of a square and know we are
referring to the measure function. However,
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not having a special word for the measure
attribute of angles, we need to use a phrase
like (nigh. measure in order to remove the
ambiguity of confusing an angle with its
attribute. Some texts attempt to remove this
ambiguity by writing ABC for the angle
and in 4: ABC for the measure of r ABC.
This helps, of course, but does not remove
the problem of ambiguity when teachers and
learners are operating in an oral mode.

Second, the characteristics of the angle-
measure function depend on the nature of
the definition of the domain and its ele-
ments. It would be nice if we could simply
say the domain is the set of all angles in
the plane, but the history of mathematics
indicates that there are at least a half-
dozen alternate ways of defining angle.
Angle has been defined by saying it is the
rotation of a ray around its endpoint, by
saying it is the wedge consisting of all the
points of two rays with a common end-
point and all of the points of the rays in
between, and by indicating that if two rays
with common endpoint lie entirely within
a half-plane, the angle is the set of points
of the rays. Many of the alternative defini-
tions are to he found in currently used
texts. Corresponding to the choice of
definition of elements of the domain is a

set of intuitions that children need to ac-
quire in order to possess a "feel- for the
angle-measure function.

Finally, the nature of the range of the
angle-measure map has a potential for
providing confusion. The student of tri-
gonometry., in coping with Dcmoivre's
theorem, may want to distinguish between
angles with measures of 75'', 435", and
800- . From our experience we know angles
of measure 75" and 285" are remarkably
similar. (Is this a problem of the nature
of the domain or of the range of the func-
tion?) A long, historic tradition of using
degrees as the unit of the range set exists,
when for many problems it is more nat-
ural to use radians and provide a more
direct tie to the real numbers.

Rather than carefully describing the
characteristic function for angle measure

and becoming hogged down in the prob-
lems discussed earlier, the following sec-
tion highlights some of the desirable prop-
erties for the function. The function should
map into the set of real numbers such
that

I. Every angle shall have a measure.

2. Congruent angles have the same range
value.

3. If' two angles are adjacent (that is, the
angles have a common vertex and side but
are nonoverlapping), then the sum of their
measures should be the same as the mea-
sure of the angle formed by their "outer''
rays.

4. Given the measures of the angles
formed by three rays from a common end-
point (see fig. 13), it can be determined
which ray falls between the other two. This
is to say, given the measures of AOC,

BOC, and 4.40B, selection of one of4- 4-
AO, BO and CO as falling between the other
two should he apparent.

A
C

Fig. 13

5. Given the measures of two angles, it
can be determined which angle is larger.

6. A unit measure for angles needs to he
determined.

Most of these properties have an analogue
in the length function and area function.

The primary difference in the measure-
of-angles function comes from the fact that
we generally prefer that the range be
modulo a real number, If degrees arc the
range unit, then the angle measure A is ex-
pressed in terms of A', a real number less
than 3(4).

A'(mod 360)
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This is to say, A' A n,360 where
integers and 0 < A' 360. In terms of

radians, A --- A'(mod 2rr). It should he
noted that a ratio-scale transformation
converts the degree-unit scale to the radian-
measure scale.

Each of the properties discussed above
warrants the attention of the teacher or the
instructional-matrials designer in order to
build the intuitive foundation from which
tie learner operates. The building of the
intuitive foundation is more complex in the
case of the angle function than in the case of
the length function or the area function
because the attributes of the domain set and
the range set are affected by the choices
established in respect to our traditions and
history.

Angle measure is also complicated by the
fact that alternative natural means of
accurately describing angles and their
measures exist. H. is quite reasonable to
describe angle measure in terms of ratios.
For example, consider L A BC in figure 14.
Some young children appear inclined to

C,

lk

Fig. 14

find a point x a specified distance from 13
and then to determine a length k on a line
perpendicular to A13 through .v. This
procedure could be used to measure all
angles, but it poses some inconveniences.
This method. similar to a carpenter's use of
his square to measure angles, is a natural
alternative to measure in the degree sense.

Mass

Understanding of mass is more com-
plicated for children than are di' under-
standings associated with length, area, vol-
ume, and angularity. The crux of the mat-
ter is perception. To hold two objects in
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your hands and say which has the greater
mass is difficult. ht determining length
comparisons, the child can simply place
one object against another and look. Ap-
paratus is required to provide the child
with the perceptual refinement to gen-
erate his mathematical model for mass.
The child's perception seems a step further
removed from the model for mass that he
is building than in the case of these other
measures. Two words, equilibrium and
comparison, serve to categorize sonic of
the perceptual difficulties involved.

Equilibrium is a word describing the
system of balance necessary to the mani-
pulation involved in finding the mass of
an object. Given a quantity of flour on one
pan of a beam balance, as shown in figure
15, the learner must established a balance

Fig.

by adding standard masses to the other
pan. Determination of the equilibrium in-
volves perceptions of the objects or their
attributes that appear indirectly related to
the original quantity of flour. For one thing,
the mass added to the nonflour pan is per-
ceptually distant from the flourhow can
the mass added to the nonflour pan be con-
cerned with an attribute of the flour? Also,
the determination of the equilibrium state
hinges on the marker on the scale at the
top of the picture, but this marker is not a
direct measure of the massa number to
be part of the mathematical model--but an
indication or system of whether a state of
balance is achieved. This indirectness of
relation of the underlying perceptual base
to the mathematical model is unavoidable.
It introduces a complexity into the learn-
ing processes. Developmental psychologists
have shown that children's acquisition of
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equilibrium ideas comes quite late in their
conceptual maturity.

The second term, comparison, is another
concept that is required of children when
balances are used to provide the funda-
mental perceptual data for building the
measure concepts for mass. These ideas
hinge on the child having a usable sense of
the transitive property, "a < b and h <
c < c," the heart of the comparative
processes. The child should clearly en-
counter the transitive property in measure
contexts other than mass; this would give
the child a background on which the teacher
could build in preparation for transfer to
the context of mass. Nevertheless, because
the comparative aspect is so fundamental to
mass and is so late in reaching fruition in the
mind of the child, it demands special
attention by the teacher. Confounded by the
perceptual difficulties of a balance system, it
provides the child with significant problems.

The mathematical model for mass gen-
erated from perceptual data by the child
is very similar to the models for length,
area, and volume. Again, the important
subconcepts desired to characterize the
mass-measure function arc congruence, ad-
ditivity, unit, and comparison. Acquiring
the comparison idea appeals to he at the
heart of children's difficulty. In passing.
one should note that weight measure pre-
sents the sante order of learning difficulties
as mass measure. Mass is a more general
concept than weight. since weight varies
with variation in the strengths of gravity
fields. However, since it is hardly prac-
tical for children to compare the weights
of a given mass in different gravity fields,
there is probably little to be lost by using
mass and weight interchangeably during
the early years of school. The nu, --weight
distinction is grounded in scientific prin-
ciples rather than mathematical constraints.
and its placement in the curriculum is

within the domain of the science educator.

Indirect measures

The importance of mass and weight to
the mathematics curriculum is that it in-

troduces the concept of perceptually in-
direct measure. Length, area, volume, and
angles are measured with units that are
lengths, areas, volumes, and anglesthe
unit look like the object being measured;
but standard masses seldom look like the
objects on the opposite pan of the balance.

Measuring mass is also indirect in the
sense that an intermediate device, the bal-
ance, is used in the measurement. Unlike
rulers or protractors, which simply provide
copies of the units used in the measuring
process, the balance serves to magnify our
senses. Here is the first introduction of a
measuring tool or instrument.

Measuring instruments may also mea-
sure in yet another indirect way: they may
measure effects. In a zero-gravity field,
mass may be measured by noting how
much a spring s stretched when it pulls
the mass with a given rate of acceleration.
Temperature is measured indirectly by
noting the effect on the length of mercury
or alcohol in a narrow tube. Electrical cur-
rent is measured by the force it effects on
parallel wires.

Thus, measurements may be indirect in
three different ways: perceptually differ-
ent units may be used, measuring instru-
ments may magnify senses, and measures
may he made by noting effects on other
objects. The extension of measure to in-
direct factors calls for a blending of both
mathematics and science. The properties
of mathematical measuring frictions must
still be preserved, but properties of scien-
tific measurement must also be considered.

The measure functions length, area, vol-
ume, angle measure, and mass have been
considered from a mathematical point of
view. For each it has been observed that
only one measure corresponding to a given
domain element exists. Further, some cha r-
acteristic primitive subconcepts exist for
each function and are necessary if a learner
is to build a functional gestalt. Many of
these characteristics, such as the equal-
measures-for-congruent-domain elements,
additivity, and ordering, appear common
to all the functions.
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Measure in mathematics has a key ele-
ment of exactitude that is missing in scien-
tific or practical measurement. It is meas-
ure in the ideal world of the mathematical
model of physical entities. This point of
view concerning a distinction between
measure in mathematics and in the physical
world is relatively recent. A mathematician
or scientist in the age of Euler would not
have worried about the distinction; indeed,
he might not have considered it valid.
Freeing the mathematics of measure from
physical reality awaited a careful formula-
tion of limit processes and the arithmeti-
zation of analysis, It should be noted, in
passing from this discussion of mathe-
matical measure functions to the follow-
ing discussion of measurement processes
in science, that not all is simple. We have
not attempted to argue the separation but
rather have assumed it as a foundation of
our discussion. The philosophical argu-
ments are not simple and are beyond the
scope of this document. The interested
reader may turn to Eddington (1939),
Bridgman (1938), and Churchman and
Ratoosh (1959) if he is inclined to pursue
these distinctions further. The point of the
distinction is this: the learner needs a dif-
ferent sort of intuition when playing in the
garden of exactness than when working
with the processes of measurement. Some-
times these differences are confusing to,
and confused by, children.

A concluding point about measure in
mathematics is in order before turning to
measurement in the world of the scientist. A
modern mathematician often considers a
space of objects or entities to he a measure
or metric space. A space is defined by
McShane and Botts (1959) to be metric if it
is a set s with a function in meeting the
following minimal set of conditions where
.v, 5:

1 . in( s , ) It

2. (.s 1) m(.v, r') m(y..v) >

3. In( r. I.) + > s. ::1
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Each of the exampleslength, arca, and
angularitymeets these minimal criteria;
hut, in addition, because of what our in-
tuition and experience indicate is useful
and productive, we 'lave imposed addi-
tional characteristics on the characteristic
function and. inC;:ed, on the entire space.
The conditions for a topological space to
he metric are powerful in that they ac-
commodate many different characterizing
functions. Perhaps these three character-
istics nei.:1.1 to he stressed above all else,
but that alone would not be sufficient to
provide the typical learner with a sense of
control for all the measure systems needed
in mathematics. One must cope with the
characteristics of each metricizing function
in the sense of what gives it a uniqueness.

Measurement in science

The measure concept of mathematics is
useful to the scientist. It is his model for
the prnctical world of observation. The
scientist should understand the concepts
involved, for he needs to fit his observa-
tions of reality to the mathematical model.
In many respects the scientist's world is

more complex. It involves more ambiguity,
relies on his observational prowess, and
requires some skills not necessary in the
clean world of mathematics. Measurement
for the scientist contains the measure of
the mathematician and much more. Fol-
lowing are examples of measuring scales
in science offered as examples of the differ-
ences.

The oeololffst uses relative hardness of
minerals as one tool to help identify
minerals. A mineralogist, Frederick Mohs,
suggested in 1822 a hardness scale. Fol-
lowing is Mohs' hardness scale:

1. talc (i. feldspar
2. gypsum 7. quartz
3. calcite 8. topaz
4. fluorite 9. corundum
5. apatite 10. diamond

To help identify a mineral X, scratch it

with each of the identified elements of the
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scale. Most steel will not he scratched by
apatite but will be scratched by feldspar.
The hardness of any mineral can be de-
termined this way. There are intermediate
stages or; the scale; a fingernail typically
would relJster about 21'2. To each material
can be :,signed a scale number by a proc-
ess quite similar to the old rock, paper,
scissors Lame. flowever, there are prob-
lems: some minerals have one hardness
along the axis of their crystal structure but
another across the axis kyanite) ;
therefore, the apparent characteristic func-
tion of the metric system simply is not a
function. Further, there is not a nice pro-
portionality in the scale. The relative dif-
ference between the hardness of diamond
and corundum is not the same as between
quartz and topaz. Indeed, the numbers do
not provide the base for operations and
comparisons between points on the scale
that would make for a "nice" measure
function.

For the geologist Molls' hardness scale
provides a useful measure system. It is

also a prime example of the problems of
observation in scientific and practical meas-
ure. It does not yield a predictive mathe-
matical system. It provides a scale for
categorization and for taxonomic purposes.
In terms of our initial description of the
relation between the physical world and
the model world of mathematics, the op-
erations of scratching and the perception
of scratching provide the "fit" for :I weakly
ordered set that is the model.

(-SIoilef: partially ordered ,e1,1

fittin ,:eratching and ollervine

(Set of ininerIT,1)

The mathematics of the model does not
provide a rich base for prediction. Molls'
hardness scale depends almost totally on
observation. It is not a ratio scale, as was
considered in conjunction with the scales
used for measuring temperature. Ratios of

distances between relative hardness points
are not preserved when multiplied by posi-
tive numbers.

Molls' scale is an example of another
basic category of measure scales, namely,
the ordinal scale. It merely assigns a rela-
tive order to entities. The large majority
of percentile achievement scales used in
schools are also ordinal scales. If one stu-
dent scores at the eightieth percentile on
a standardized mathematics test and an-
other scores at the fortieth percentile, you
cannot state that one knows twice as much
as the other; at best you may conclude
that one student achieves better than the
other. That is, an order has been assigned
to their performance on the test.

Nominal scales provide a third category
of measure function that contrasts sharply
with ratio scales and ordinal scales. Sup-
pose a set of scientists was partitioned into
the four categories of mathematicians,
physicists, chemists, and psychologists. If
each of the four subgroups were counted
and the number in each category assigned
to the name of the category, a nominal
scale would have been created. This type
of measure function is the weakest of the
three types of measure scales in terms of
its inherent mathematical characteristics.
It is very useful for many kinds of in-
formation-gathering and organizing tasks.

The Richter scale, invented in 1935, is
used to measure the magnitude or the
amount of energy of an earthquake. The
Richter scale is the range of a function that
assigns a number to the maximum ampli-
tude of an earthquake's shock waves. The
lo2arithm of the maximum amplitude is

used to assign the number. Suppose the
graph in figure 16 is the record of a shock
wave observed at a seismographic station.
The log, (a) 3 = Richter number, if
a is the maximal amplitude recorded in
the course of the earthquake for a given
distance from the earthquake. Richter scale
values are dependent on the distance to
the epicenter of the earthquake. Empiri-
cally derived tables arc used to take into
account this distance factor at different
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observation posts. Now a is an observa-
tion. It depends on standardized measure-
ment recording devices. Taking the log of
the measure is not necessary unless the
scientist desires the convenience of being
able to graph on a reasonably scaled and
sized piece of paper. Thus, at many points
on the practical side of measuretnent, the
arbitrariness in the selection of units is

shaped by the conditions of measurement
and the convenience of the measurement
devices. Note that an earthquake of Richter
magnitude S is actually indicating an en-
ergy of 10,000 times the energy of an
earthquake of magnitude 4. Further. be-
cause of the conservative factor of measur-
ing only the maximal amplitude rather than
all the cnergy released by the earthquake,
it is estimated that an error factor of 10:
is introduced. There is, indeed, no exact or
precise measurement of the total energy
released by an earthquake involved; rather.
calculated and refined estimation of a sin-
gle symptom of an earthquake's energy is
given by the Richter scale. A precise and
complete measurement model for the total
energy release of an earthquake does not
exist, but the Richter scale is a sufficient
approximation to be a useful, predictive
model.

The Molts' hardness scale and the Richter
earthquake magnitude scale are not part
of the everyday life of most learners. They
provide nice contexts for study of the role
of approximation and the arbitrary nature
of assigning scale or measurement values
to physical phenomena. They are relatively
free of the confounding effects on learning
provided by prior measuring experience
and linguistic usage. Thus, tl,ey differ from
the more commonly used base for teaching

- Time

concepts and processes of scientific meas-
urement. Length, area, volume, tempera-
ture, weight. time, and mass are each used
much more extensively to establish con-
cepts and processes of scientific measure.
The measuring of length and area are
typically used as an instructional base for
establishing key concepts and processes of
scientific measurement with the young
child.

One characteristic of scientific measure-
ment is the idea of arbitrariness. Within
the measuring context, the measurer must
select an appropriate unit of measure. Two
concepts need to be established: first, that
the measurer has a choice, and second.
that some choices are better than others.
In the measurement of area, I could elect
to cover a region with triangles, with
squares, or even with circles. My choice
would depend on what 1 use for my mathe-
matical modelwhich would fit hest with
the rules of operation that I desire to use
and the type of predictions I want to make.
My choice of unit may also depend on the
kind of instruments I have available. If I

have a rule scaled in decimeters, then I

probably would not elect to measure in
terms of centimeters. (This provides a

practical yet compelling reason to replace
English-system measurement tools with
metric devices.) For most measure sys-
tems, tradition and obvious convenience
establish my selection of type of unit. After
selecting the type of unit, I need to select
the .rize of unit. I would not elect to use a
kilometer scale to measure the length of
a room nor a centimeter scale to measure
the distance from Anchorage, Alaska to
New York City. Judgment depends on
convenience and the error factor that is
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acceptable. The point is this: the selection
of a unit for measuring depends on the
cwice of the measurer: it is arbitrary. In
working within the English system, the
matter of arbitrariness appeared to be easy
for the teacher to establish. The same sys-
tem- -feet, inches, yards, rods, and miles-
seemed so different ( because of the hor-
rendous conversion computations) that the
choice factor in sk sting an appropriately
sized unit seemed relatively clear, With
conversion to metric, will it be so easy to
establish arbitrariness and choice of the
measurer as a factor?

Unit selection is not necessary for a

mathematician to have metric space.
However, many of the metric functions
have a unit as an important characteristic
in determining their nature. The Archi-
median characteristic of length and, more
generally, the tying of length to the real
numbers, implicitly specifies a unit for
the length function. Note, however, that
the scientific process of measurement con-
tains the characteristic of providing the
user a choice of picking size. The selection
of the size of the unit is within the mathe-
matical model but does not depend on any
external characteristics, such as instru-
menN used or what is to be measured.

Another characteristic of the scientific-
measurement process is the estimation and
approximation process. This characteristic
has several facets. First, and particularly
distinctive, is the fact that measurement
scales are based on rational numbers. The
mathematician will state that the distance
between two points is exactly y2 units: but
rulers arc designed to measure units and
fractional parts of units. Indeed, limitations
that are imposed by the selection of measur-
ing instruments and by the base unit mean
that limit processes cannot be used arbi-
trarily to approximate a length that is an
irrational number. Necessarily, measuring
entails approximation and error, and the
learner must become aware of this funda-
mental fact of lift.

Historically, measurement evolved as a
counting process. Whole numbers were

used to describe the number of units of
magnitude necessary to measure an object.
Indeed, we could have included measure-
ment systems based exclusively on whole-
number counting in our discussion of
measure. The evolution of measurement
concepts in Greek mathematics can be
construed as leading from counting to ratio
concepts and ultimately, in the idealized
Platonic mathematics of Eudoxus and
Euclid, to modification of the ratio and
proportion to remove the ambiguity of
incoo'..nsurable measures. Hence, in a

re ai !. coping the practicalities
of measure established the ideal world of
the mathematics of irrational numbers.

The measurer should also recognize the
implications of error being part of the
measurement process. If a measure in-
volves error, then any operations on that
measure apply to that error. Learners need
to develop an awareness of this, If the
length of an object is observed to be 20
cm with an error of 0.05 cm, then if the
measure is multiplied by five, the error
as well as the measure is multiplied by five.

The above discussion of arbitrariness
and approximation has not developed the
particulars of all that is involved. Rather,
the point is that among the goals of teach-
ing measurebe it in the context of mathe-
matics, science, or practical application
the teacher needs to help learners realize
that there is more to the process of mea-
sure than the ideal world of the mathe-
matical model indicates. Error and ap-
proximation are part of measurement.

Many of the processes of measuring
taught in school mathematics address prob-
lems of improving accuracy or reducing
error of observation in a systematic way. A
student may understand the measure con-
cept of length but may not yet have realized
the necessity and advantage of careful
placement of the zero point of a ruler or the
zero ray of a protractor. Although the
learning of the metric concepts and the
learning of the observational skills typically
progress together, these distinctive observa-
tional skills require careful attention in
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their own right. Judging a length in terms of
the confidence interval derived from the
unit of observation is also a portion of the
scientific skills and concepts used to control
error ,)r accuracy. That is, to judge that
point B. the endpoint of .771 in figure 17,

falls within one unit around 12 is not re-
quired by the mathematics of measure but
is required as an integral part of the measur-
ing process in science. Although significant
digits, relative error, absolute error, and
many of the processes used to identify and
control error have nice mathematics within
the operations and the background con-
cepts, it should he recognized that these are
not part of the foundations of measurement;
rather, these processes are dictated by the
necessity for a rationale for processes and
skills directed toward improving the ob-
servational processes. This is not to say that
these concepts and skills should not he
addressed in the mathematics classroom.
Rather, it is to say that children may he
confused in acouiring understanding of the
measure Cum.' and control of the
observationl pr eses and skills if their
encounter vith two concepts are not
kept clear ,Aul distinct.

Ruler

II 12 13

Fits. 17

Klopfer's (1971 ) statement of a tax-
onomy of educational objectives for the
teaching and learning of science recognizes
the discreteness of observational and mea-
suring processes. Tying these processes to
use of appropriate language, selection of
appropriate instruments, estimation of
measurements, and recognition of limits
of accuracy, Klopfer is careful to remove
model characteristics and formulation from
the observing and measuring processes.
Herein lies a problem: for the novitiate
developing a measurement system for, let

us say, length by an inquiry or discovery
process, it is clear that the length function
is part of Klopfer's separate and distinct
"model characteristics and formulation."
After the length function and its char-
acteristics are acquired, is this a part of
a theoretical model to be tested and, per-
haps, reformulated? Clearly not. But, in
the teaching of science, it is not precisely
appropriate to label the length function
as a portion of the measurement instru-
ment. Even in talking about processes of
scientific inquiry, some knowledge should
be accepted as such. More importantly,
the teacher of science needs to think care-
fully about the mathematical modelling
aspects of his science, recognizing that
not all models are in the process of for-
mulation even in the teaching of inquiry
processes.

A final word concerning science, mathe-
matics, and measurement is in order.
The measure functions of the ideal world
of the mathematical model are firmly
grounded in the world of the practicalities
of measuring. The models are refinements
of what was and is observed in manipulat-
ing real objects. The process of relating
actions or operations with objects to
operations in the mathematical realm is

a powerful idea of mathematics and
model building labelled with the word
hontomorphism. A simple example of a
homomorphism is that of sets with the
operation of union and numbers with the
operation of addition, as shown in figure
18, A homomorphism is a function that
relates operations within one set to op-
erations within another set. This is pre-
cisely the structure that relates using real
objects in building a model of operations

such as joining line segments end to
end for determining length ) to using the
characteritics of the length function in

building a mathematical model of the
length function. Clearly, children need to
acquire concepts, skills, and intuitions rel-
ative to the real world of operations
within the physical and manipulative con-
text; this supports and extends the in-
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tuitions ,,ithin the model world of mathe-
matics. Hie model \Amid is. to a large

world of symbols ;Ind operations
on those smhols, each operation possess-
ing an analogue or p;11.:111C1 in the physical
11011(1. [he building of homomorphisms
between the physical world and the con-
structed world of the mathematical [nodel
is the heart or the ,cicutilic-inquiry
processes so critical to the development
of science. Klopferts higher-level ohjcc-
ti\es for inquiry teaching and learning arc,
indeed. succinctly summari/cd h\ saving
that the ta \onoinv is directed to huddin.2,
"morphisms- in a calculated way. Mathe-
matics teachers can support and extend
the development of intuitions for 1/4:icrititic

inquiry h\ maintaining a stress on the
homomorphie or model- building aspects
of measure. Ithis is to say, a mathematics
teacher should constantly stress the dif-
ference hetween the physical world \\ ith its
operations iind the model world with its

operations. \ it the same time rellect-
ing that the operations arc mirrored in

each Other. ('ltlICCI)H, skills. and intuitions
must he developed with `,0111c 1.1101*(1111111CS,

in cacti '0,'ent, for learninr in one ,tern
I, supportive of lcarning in the other.

Teaching measure: problems
and activities

In the lort.going section, measure was
evunined from the mathematical point of
view. The purpose of this section is to

pcutigo.i...Jciii approaches to mea-
sure front the vantage point of instruc-
tional ;Ind pschologieal research.

Three remarks are in order before we
hegira. 1:11.,,t, the research 1'111(11112S of the

child-de\ elopment psychologists are gen-
erallw with the orientation to
primitive subconcepts for each character-
istic measure function. The problems in
concept acquisition identified by such re-
searchers as Plage!. Inhelder. and Szcntin-
ska ( 1960 ) Smedslund I 1963 ) Stefie
and ('arew ( 1971 ), Lovell ( 1971 ), Skenip
(1971 ). ;Ind Sinclair (1971) lend to
locali/e un the child's failure to incor-
porate ;1 suhconcept into his cognitive
schemata for measure.

Second, the word 11111lilion was used
freely in the preceding section. This sec-
tion reflects an orientation toward the
child's constructing perceptual and con-
ceptual intuitions based on his interact is

with the physical environment or vt ; . the
homomorphic world of mathematical
structures :old operations in mciisurement.
The components of the homontorphism
provide the base for the intuition. Indeed,
intuition in the homomorphic structure of
measure is similar to what psychologists
label ith the word transfer. It differs from
the traditional views of transfer in that the
Thorphism- prmides an orienting connec-
tion hemeen the structures..lhe functional
connection is stronger than analogy, CM11-

elements, and other mechanisms
identified is facilitating or establishing
transfer. Transfer is, in a sense, "rigged''
or -wired- by the tight, functional relation-
ship between the domain and range sets
and their respective operations. Intuition.
then, is constituted of concepts learned on
each of the "sides- of the homomorphism

the real world of manipulation of physi-
cal entities and the world 01 the mathe-
matical model.
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Third, ideas and concepts Of 111C;ISMC-
111CIII ;ire not unique to the particular char-
acteristic-function system. There is a

parallelism between systems of measure.
In some cases the parallelism is weak:
there is little similarity between the struc-
ture of Mohs' hardness scale and the mea-
sure system for volume. In other cases the
similarity is strong: in the Finglish system,
foot-pounds and 1311'; ''behave'' in the
sante way. N'1;1111,' Of the primitive sub-
concepts for length have an almost exact
analogue in :trea measure and in volume
measure. In the traditional sense, the
parallel structures indicate transfer to he
tin important instructional goal. On the
one hand, it appears surprising that trans-
fer is seldom an outcome of instruction,
given the several measure structures that
a child encounters in the elementary
school. He common elements for the
measure structures----such as additivity,
units, congruence, and comparison----would
appear to facilitate transfer, but children
and adults often need to relearn these com-
mon characteristics of measure systems
when cncounterin,, a new system of mea-
sure. On the other hand, lack of transfer
may not he surprising but should he pre-
dictable from what is known ahout how
children learn. .1-he common elements arc
system ideas----part of an interrelated com-
plex that provides the foundation of 11 lca-
sure structures. [he child's capability for
handling and usinl, measure structures
characterizes the mature learner who has
attained the formal reasoning stage of the
Piagetian model of cognitive development:
perhaps curricular designers and teachers
expect transfer hefore children are ready.
Although children encounter each of the
ideas before attaining the formal reasoning
stage and can indeed use the concepts
separately, can they use them in the struc-
tural sense? Perhaps consideration of
transfer as a specific objective of instruc-
tion should he delayed until the child at-
tains the maturity of Ihe junior high school
years and then he addressed with con-
certed attention. A potentially signilicant
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hypothesis concerning the teaching of mea-
sure is whether children who are at the
Piagetian formal reasoning stage can he
led IlloCe easily to transfer concepts from
one measure structure to another if the
primitive subconcepts are emphasized in
instruction for children at the preformal
operations stages of development.

The parallelism between measure func-
tions discussed in the preceding para-
graph presumes that the functions are
like. .I'he parallelism facilitates transfer

between ratio-scale measure functions.
Ratio-scale measure systems possess the
most powerful inherent nlitheinatieal
structure and ;ire, consequently. the most
used and pervasive of measure systems.
All metric scales are ratio scales. Some
useful metric measure scales are, of course,
derived scales in that they are combina-
tions of directly measured attributes.
Velocity is such a derived scale, since it

is the composition of a distance function
and ;t time function. For derived scales,
the ratio characteristic may be obscured:
a teacher may therefore want to present
learners with situations in which all but
one of the measured attributes are held
constant in order to highlight the ratio
character of the derived scale.

But not ;III measure functions and scales
;ire alike. Previously, we examined ordinal
scales, such as Molts' scale, and nominal
scales, such as those counting settles de-
rived from categorization of sets. "these
provide the teacher negative instances to
incorporate into instruction for the pur-
pose of highlighting important character-
istics of the ratio scales.

The purpose of the next section is to
identify some trouble spots in instruction
concerning measure ;Ind measurement. The
instructional problems identified are all
concerned with ratio scales, in recognition
of the pervasive character and importance
of ratio scales. The fact that metric measure
is ratio-scale measure attests to the impor-
tance of their limitation. Although the dis-
cussion of 111;111V of the problems is specific
to a single measure context, generally the
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discussion may be extended to any ratio-
scale context.

Specific instructional problems

Children have difficulty incorporating
the idea of unit into their cognitive
schemata for measure (Montgomery 1972).
Precise information concerning the diffi-
culties with the idea of unit is far from
comprehensive--more basic research con-
cerning children's development of the unit
concept is needed. There is some evidence
that children benefit from early, extensive
experience with unit-domain elements for
a given measure function before emphasis
is placed on the fact that the measure func-
tion maps the domain element to one.
.=man's article, which appeared in the April
1974 A riamietic Teacher, concerns geo-
hoards and the area function; it demon-
strates an approach emphasizing the unit
as providing a base for covering an area
before stressing the map to the range ele-
ment I. Note that this approach can also
build to the Archimedian subconcept, and
with the incorporation of counting activi-
ties, it can build to a child's acquiring a
sense that each domain element maps to a
number. Comparable manipulative activi-
ties are readily invented for linear and
angular measure. The child has experiences
within the context of the physical world
arid acquires a manipulative base for the
homomorphic operations with the range of
the function.

The child's progress toward acquiring a
concept of unit has been shown to he im-
proved if the instructional strategy encom-
passes examination of two measure systems
that possess unit-domain elements. Mont-
gomery has stated that children's under-
standing a unit length is enhanced by
experience with area units and vice versa.
She has also demonstrated that children
can acquire this subconcept as early as
grade 2.

The payoff of examining with children
two measure systems possessing units sug-
gests there might also be an advantage in

comparing measure systems that are not
alike in the sense of one not possessing a
unit. Research indicates the benefits of
positive and negative instances for con-
cepts being incorporated into instructional
sequences (Shumway 1973), but how many
curricula ask children to compare measure-
ment systems, such as Mobs' hardness scale,
which lacks a unit clement in the domain
space, to other measure systems, such as
area? Shouldn't learners explore what char-
acteristics of a measure function are a
result of its possessing a unit?

One characteristic of the unit within the
context of measure functions is more scien-
tific than mathematical: the arbitrary na-
ture of selection of the unit. The selection
of kilometers to measure the distance be-
tween Chicago and Chattanooga is a matter
of judgment. Selection of a unit does
possess an affective component: an auto-
mobile engine with a 2000-cubic-centimeter
displacement may be more appealing than
an engine with a 2-liter displacement. Judg-
ment of convenience is required and this
judgment depends on many diverse factors,
but how does a learner acquire this judg-
ment? Arbitrariness in itself is a concept
requiring some maturity and sophistication.
It may well he that the cumbersome calcu-
lations within the English system have
helped learners realize the arbitrary char-
acter of units. With the convenience of
changing units within the metric system,
will children lose sonic perception of the
arbitrary nature of unit selection?

A basic property of most measure sys-
tems discussed heretofore has been the
additivity property. For a measure func-
tion or mapping from a domain of elements
t/ to a range space, we can write:

nr(t1, LJ d,) nr(d,) In(d,)

where

d, (-1 =

The essential intuitive concept that children
must acquire before dealing with the I111111-
her concept is the conservation of the
whole, ci,u d,, on subdivision into parts. A
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child must accept, for example, that a line
segment will cover as much of another line
as the segment broken into two or more
pieces. The typical child of kindergarten
age does not readily conserve in this sense,
whatever the measure function. The best
operational strategy for helping the child
appears to be simply to give him consider-
able experience with conservation situa-
tions. Some teachers attempt to protect the
young child from conservation situations,
arguing that he is not ready, since he
cannot function correctly, This is an error
in judgment for two reasons. First, it is

futile; the child encounters many conserva-
tion situations that are outside of the

teacher's control. Second, experience within
the conservation, or, in measure-function
terms, additivity, context is necessary for
the eventual acquisition of the concept.
Piagetian psychology argues for the neces-
sity of experience; readiness as a limitation
is more of a condition determining when
the child should he held responsible for
producing and using the concept.

The child needs to manipulate situations
requiring conservation and have the oppor-
tunity to test his perceptions. The child
probably does not have adequate control of
conservation until his thinking matures to
the point that he can operate in contexts
requiring complementation or, in the range
space of the measure function, subtraction.
That is, in handling area on a geoboard,
if the child is to find the area of the shaded
triangle in figure 19, then he looks at the

Fig. 19

square as a universe and realizes that the
triangle is the complement of the union of
the three triangles labelled 1, 11, and III.
Here the computational advantage in the

range space is, of course, clear, but the
maturity of handling conservation in this
"subtractive- or complementation form in
the domain space is a clear indication of
the capability of the child to use conserva-
tion in his reasoning within measure sys-
tems.

Additivity and congruence, the two con-
servation subconcepts for a measure func-
tion, are factors in almost any learning
concerning measure. The unit concept de-
pends directly on the child possessing a feel
for congruence. To measure the width of a
desk by determining the number of paper
clips that can be laid end to end across the
desk requires that the child have congru-
ence under control. Moreover, additivity's
relation to conservation on subdivision into
parts is the fundamental psychological tie
between the manipulative, physical world
and the mathematical model world of com-
putation. As such, these two primitive sub-
concepts for measure functions are psy-
chologically among the more important
elements of the child's intuitive base for
measurement.

Children apparently have more difficulty
in gaining control of the ideas of compari-
son than in using units in measurement.
Developmental psychologists have found,
for example, considerable difference in the
ages at which a child can function in par-
ticular measure systems; the child may be
able to compare lengths up to two years
before he can accurately compare mass.
The conceptual area of comparison appears
to be complicated by the child's need for
words to express the comparison relations.
Relational words and phrases such as "big-
ger than," "less," "more than," and "not
as large as" are more difficult to learn than
those that name ob44.-.-as. Many develop-
mental. psychologists have observed that
the language factor is confusing and inter-
feres with their attempt to design experi-
ments and tests to ascertain precisely how
children acquire control of comparison.

Some distinct problems with which learn-
ers must cope on the path to a mature
understanding of comparison have bum
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found. One striking difficulty is the com-
parison of objects that are separated; the
child goes through a phase in which t,vo
objects in close proximity can be compared
correctly, but the same two objects, when
separated by distance or a visual blrrier,
present the child with an inordinate amount
of difficulty. fins is analogous psychologi-
cally to the mathematical situation of mov-
ing from measuring length on one line to
measuring length on different lines; the
child must apparently create a mechanism
for comparing each of the objects to a third
standard. "Ile accurate comparison in both
situations ( with two objects together and
separated) proceeds without any assign-
ment of number or employment of a mea-
sure function. The child progresses through
a stage of rudimentary covering similar to
a primitive use of unit in which one object
is compared directly to another. If more
than one dimension is involvedfor ex-
ample, width and length in comparing the
size of rectangular reuionsthe child con-
sistently fixates on a single dimension be-
fore maturing to comparison on a more
appropriate basis. To date, no instructional
strategy other than repeated experiences
followed by routine evaluation of the ac-
curacy of the comparison appears to cor-
rect this difficulty.

Another distinct difficulty of the child is
building inferential capability into his sys-
tem for comparison. Acquisition of the
transitive property for measure systems
conies later than the pairwise comparison
but oilers the child a portion of the reason-
ing base that he needs. Seriation or the
capability for ordering a finite set of ob-
jects by size further extends the capa-
bility of the child in dealing with com-
parison.

Learning situations for comparison seem
to automatically include consideration of
the subconcepts related to conservation.
Asking a child to compare two sheets of
paper, /I and 13. by placing one on the
other, as in figure 20, and at the same time
to ignore the uncovered portion of 13 is

difficult. Indeed, the child's attention should

be focused on the uncovered portion. For
pairwise comparison, experience with addi-
tivity's base of conservation is inescapably
given, and congruence inextricably appears
as part of the experience of the child in
using a third unit for comparison of two
objects.

Fig. 20

The Piagetian model of how children
develop geometrical concepts identifies the
important intuitive components of the phys-
ical, manipulative base for the measure
functions. Although our discussion has been
general in the sense that it has cut across
different ratio-scale measure functions, each
of the primitive subconcepts has played a
role in the examples given. The Piagetian
model identifies psychological analogues
for each of the subconcepts.

The emphasis on Piagetian psychology
is not all that helpful to the teacher in
many respects. It does not, for instance,
specify a best sequence for children's cur-
ricular encounters with ideas. Indeed, it is
difficult to specify a sequence, since the
concepts are so intertwined. It does, how-
ever, strongly affirm that readiness is a
factor in teaching measure. First, measure
for any characteristic function is a system,
a structure of subconcepts. Consequently,
it should be noted that system ideas arc
characteristic of mature learners in Piaget's
model. If you accept his model for con-
ceptual development, then you should ex-
pect control of a particular measure func-
tion to come at the upper elementary or
junior high school ages.

Second, the particular primitive sub-
concepts will come earlier, before the child
has a grasp of the total system of the func-
tion. This means that experiences with each
subconcept must he a part of children's
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geometrical experience early in their math-
ematics instruction. The Piagetian model of
development entails strong implications for
instruction in terms of readiness. The im-
plication is that children mast be provided
opportunities for manipulative experience
with each primitive subconcept within a
variety of measure functions. Conservation
or additivity should be examined for length,
volume, area, time, and mass. Rate and
force, as well as length, area, and volume,
should he used as contexts for exploratory
experiences in comparison. The idea of a
unit should he exploited as a source of ac-
tivities for children in a variety of measure-
ment contexts; otherwise the child will
never be ready for the totality of the
measure-function system of concepts.
Rather than readiness providing an argu-
ment against curricular experience in the
case of measure, it provides a strong brief
for extensive experience with a wide variety
of activities.

Third, readiness considerations indicate
that computational facility for the measure
functions is at a late stage in the learner's
evolution of measure ideas. Computation is
a system or structure idea. The child must
have some understanding of operations and
relations within both the domain space and
the range space and, most importantly, of
the functional connection between the two.

The child's coping with measure con-
cepts in school is not limited to activities
that are designed to teach measure. Activ-
ity-oriented and manipulative-based mate-
rials designed to teach computational con-
cepts and skills probably constitute the
majority of the child's experiences with
measure concepts in most classrooms. De-
veloping addition and subtraction facts on
the number line (see fig. 21) is an effec-
tive means of building conservation and
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the additivity properties needed for facility
in measure. To use the rectangular array
to develop the multiplication fact of 2 x
3 == 6, as shown in figure 22, requires

3

Fig. 22

the child to count square and provide:.
some feeling for units. To ask a child to
use a number line to find how many 3s are
in 29 informally deelops an awareness of
the Archimedian property. (See lig. 23.)

4-111 1 11;911 F'1-1-1 T1
0 3 6 9 12 15 16 21 24 27 30 33 33

Fig. 23

The teacher should recognize that pro-
viding children with these measure experi-
ences is sound pedagogy for building con-
cepts of measure. Albeit informal, in that
teaching measure concepts is not the ex-
plicit primary objective of such lessons,
these secondary objectives provide an im-
portant component of instructional plan-
ning of which the teacher should be aware
as the primary goal of computational in-
struction is addressed.

There are, of course, two ever-present
dangers of which the teacher should be
aware. First, the teacher must not rely
exclusively on physical models or objects
for computational objectives if those mod-
els rely on measure concepts to make
them work. Multiple embodiments of the
concepts give children different bases for
acquiring the concepts depending on their
aptitudes, interests, and abilities. A variety
of types of models, some of which are
developed on a nonmeasure base, are
needed by those children who do not yet
have full control of measure ideas. Dis-
crete counting activities for establishing
addition facts supplant the use of the num-
ber line for the child who does not yet
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possess a full concept of length (see fig.
24), but the teacher should use the num-
ber-line activity as well as the discrete
model, since it provides ar. important as-
similatory: base for the conservation con-
cept. As such, the teacher is providing a
wod intuitive foundation for both addition
and measurement.

C.7c-)C79c7

4 3

7

Fig. 24

Second, if the teacher is not careful in
the selection of models for computation,
then the teacher risks establishing either
proactive or retroactive interference with
learning; that is, learning can interfere with
learning yet to come or can cause for-
getting of something learned previously.
The take-away model for substraction
might he used to establish the fact 12
8 = 4 by exhibiting a ruler and breaking
off four units to throw away, as in figure
25. For the child who as yet does not

0E1 1 1 ill 1.[L
Fig. 25
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possess the conservation concept, an inter-
ference with his acquiring it may be estab-
lished. Or consider the case of the student
who possesses a fairly firm grasp of the
primitive suhconcept of units; her teacher
approaches multiplication of fractions
thusly: 3/4 x 2/5 means you find 2/5 of

a unit and then 3/4 of what is left, A draw-
ing like that in figure 26 is exhibited on
the chalkboard. It is modified as indicated,
with an accompanying dialogue indicating
that at A the square is a unit, a whole out
of which we want 2/5. When we get
the 2/5 at stage C, we know what to do
simply look at the rectangle as a whole
unit (like we did at A) and take 3/4 of it.
Many teachers then return to the original
unit and use one of the small rectangles of
stage E as a unit to cover the original
square A. Eventually, this yields the de-
sired 6/20. Clearly, the "of" approach or
model of multiplication of fractions leaves
something to be desired. For the student
who does not have the unit concept under
control, this is particularly true. In all
likelihood, a proactive interference is estab-
lished between learning about units of mea-
sure in the context of fractions and the
instruction in which measure is the primary
objective. Parenthetically, it might be noted
that the "of" approach to multiplication of
fractions has been the favored approach
in elementary school texts.

Texts contain many sections devoting
exclusive attention to objectives concern-
ing measure, but the incidental learning
concerning measure, which accompanies
instruction directed to objectives, should
not he ignored by teachers and curriculum
developers. Potential for this incidental
learning depends on the selection of the
models or physical situations that provide
the embodiment for the number concepts.
The extent to which such incidental learn-
ing can be and should be relied on as a
significant component of a child's experi-
ence with measure is an open question.
Clearly, such activities cannot be relied
on exclusively as the means to teach

B C

Fig. 26
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measure; specific activities and lessons on
measure are necessary. However, research
appears to indicate unequivocably that
multiple embodiments of numerical con-
cepts are preferred, since not all children
have sufficient grasp of measure concepts.
This is to say, any instructional program
for computation that makes exclusive use
of the number line should be viewed with
extreme suspicion.

This section has been concerned with
some of the psychological problems of
teaching and learning about measure con-
cepts. Primarily, it has addressed the task
of building intuitions for measure in the
clean, pure world of the mathematical
model. The problems of learners with the
measuring skills and approximation judg-
ments have not been considered.

Metrication and the teaching
of measure

What are the implications of converting
to the metric system for the teaching of
measure concepts? Will acquiring the
processes and skills of measurement be
affected by the metrication of school
mathematics and science materials? These
questions are uppermost in the minds of
many teachers of junior high and ele-
mentary school children today.

The questions are significant. Clearly,
text publishers have begun the shift to a
metric base for instruction in school science
and mathematics. Materials based on the
metric system are becoming readily avail-
able to the teacher, so, for the most part,
material availability is not at issue. (It is
perhaps an issue in some locations, de-
pending on the availability of funds for
instructional materials.)

The preceding sections have focused on
instruction in measure rather than mea-
surement. The use of the word measure
was reserved for the mathematical-model
components of instruction. The word
measurement was restricted to processes,
skills, and ideas in the real world of prac-
tical and scientific use. The emphasis has
been on the mathematical structures within

the mathematical models; the functions
that characterize the measures for the
models provide the skeleton of instruc-
tional objectives and establish the transfer
potential for measure sysiems. The dis-
cussions have been independent of par-
ticular measurement systems; for instance,
discussion of the area function does not
depend on the measurement system being
English or metric, but it would he quite
lusty and misleading to state that metrica-
tion has little or no implication for the
teaching of measure concepts or that con-
version will have small impact on instruc-
tion for the mathematical-model ideas.
Some representative implications are dis-
cussed below.

I. Children need to develop metric in-
tuitions. Children learn measure concepts
in the environment of the real world.
Language, tools of measure, gross esti-
mates of magnitude, and the like are the
"stuff" of instruction. The child needs per-
ceptual bases for learning, because mean-
ingful experiences stem partly from famili-
arity with the perceptual environment.
If the child has no feeling for whether
twenty -five degrees Celsius is cold or hot,
the child does not have available one (of
many) stimuli when he learns about tem-
perature scales. The larger the number of
familiar stimuli, the more likely the child
will enjoy meaningful learning. The teacher
who wants to capitalize on the motiva-
tional potential of children's enchantment
with the very large and the very small
cannot presume children's familiarity with
metric measurements if the children have
had little experience in the use of the
metric system. In short, the particular
measurement system used in instruction,
along with its vocabulary and tools, pro-
vide the environmental components the
teacher uses. Temporarily, at least while
the country is in the process of conversion,
metric usage will not he a component of
many children's away-from-school experi-
ences. Consequently, the teacher must sup-
plement and extend children's experiences
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with the metric world, In terms of assuring
success in teaching measure concepts,
providing extensive opportunities for build-
ing metric intuitions is one of the most
significant strategies a teacher can follow.

2. Children need to acquire a usable
understanding and computatiolud
with deinud fractions, The payoff of
metrication for most individuals will he
the ease of conversion from one measure-
ment scale to another, but understanding
of the conversion process is possible only
with understanding of decimal fractions. It
is tempting to advocate earlier encounters
with decimals for children; certainly the
acquisition of understanding of decimals
at an earlier age would facilitate instruc-
tion, but this requires that researchers and
curriculum developers in mathematics ex-
plore questions of the scope and sequence
of children's experiences with decimals.
The instructional sequences most com-
monly used develop the mathematics of
decimal fractions from children's under-
standings of common fractions. Explora-
tory evaluations of curricula that move
directly from whole-number concepts or
integer concepts to decimal fractions with-
out the intervening stages of common-
fraction instruction need to he conducted.
In short, understanding of decimals has
assumed greater importance as a goal in
school mathematics.

3. hit' metrication of American .vchoo[v
and society does not deCretISO 1110 im-
portance nJ Children's Or 1 1 concept
WO shills for nondecimal fractions. Chil-
dren need to acquire a basic understanding
of rational numhers in all their forms in
order to cope with important mathematical
ideas. As with the decimal-fraction cur-
riculum of the previous implication, there
are significant questions concerning the
sequencing of children's encounters with
rational numbers that need exploration. It
may well he that instructional emphasis
on common fractions should be delayed
until after decimal-fraction understandings
are acquired.

4. Aletrication should allow teachers
the freedom to include nu re and better
ineasurement activities in instructional
plans, Children have needed extensive ex-
perience in conversion within the English
system because of the complexities of com-
putation with common fractions. Without
the distraction of this computational level.
teachers should he able to direct instruc-
tion to the powerful concepts of measure
more frequently. Although most author-
ities agreed that careful attention to the
fundamentals of measure paid off in the in-
creased achievement of students, they
found- -and teachers agreedthat specific
instruction on conversion was m_LLssary
when teaching the English system. Con-
version within the metric systk.sin will not
he a distraction and instead will reinforce
basic concepts of numeration. Conversion
between the English and metric systems
will rarely he necessary except for a few
technicians and should not he emphasized
in the school curriculum. It should he
noted that the foundational decisions of
convenience of the scale or unit need
special attention. The fundamental ideas
of the ratio-scale transformations of dila-
tion and translation, along with the con-
comitant outcome of ratio invariance, have
never received the attention they deserved
at the secondary school level. Removal of
computational distractions should provide
teachers with the opportunity to reorder
their priorities in planning, instruction.

5. Chi/droi need to apply meavure con-
((TIN a 11e1 mectsurement processes to a

wiely of problems involving the metric
yStem. Convincing children of the efficacy
and efficiency of the metric system is per-
haps hest accomplished through the use
of the metric system in "real" situations.
Rather than a frontal. tiresome assault on
the components of metric measurement, a
balanced program of direct instruction and
frequent application of the ideas and skills
in realistic problem situations is the best
strategy. The use factor has been found
highly motivating by many teachers. Use
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provides the argument for the importance
of the metric system. Max Bell's Mathe-
matical Uses and Model.s. in Our Ereryday
World ( 1 972 ) provides numerous and
diverse examples of different types of
measure problems that teachers and stu-
dents can find in observing the world
around them. Repeated attention to the
categories of problems represented in the
Bell book strengthen problem-solving
skills, build familiarity with metric mea-
surement, and provide for a strong general
education component of it child's experi-
ence with measure.

In conclusion, we reaffirm the theme
stated in the beginning: teachers should
not make a fuss about metrication. Metri-
cation is reasonable and rational., teachers
should not lead children to anticipate non-
existent difficulties. Teachers and cur-
riculum developers can take advantage of
the move to metrication to reconsider
and redirect the nature of instruction
in measure concepts and measurement
processes. This redirection should encom-
pass building it tuitions for the functional
and homomorpkic character of measure.
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